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Dear Cclmlades !

Ten months have passed since the Firsb P1enum (Febru-
ary, 1963) of the Seventh National Congress (April, 1962)
Central Committee of our Party.

During these 10 months the Indonesian working peopie
with o,r.rr Party in the foremost ranks, have waged a tre-
mendous struggle under the slogan of the First Plenum
of the Central Committee: Daring, Daring, Once Again
Dari.ng! which has been the so,urce of great inspiration
and mobilisation.

Our Party together with President Sukarno has suc-
ceeded in setting afire a spirit of daring among the broad
masses of the Indonesian people. The year 1963 did in-
deed become a "year of daring", and once daring has
been aroused and has become the possession of the peo-
pIe, it will certainly sweep aside all barriers and cbsta-
cIes.

For revolutionaries, in particular for Communists, their
place is in the foremost ranks of the masses whose polit-
ical consciousness and daring is continually surging up-
wards. If they fail to take their place in the foremost
ranks, they cease to be revolutionaries, they become use-
Iess or become an obstacle to the revolutionary mass
movcmcnt.

Undcr the slogan, Daring, Dari,ng, Once Again Daring!
the members of our Party have undertaken tremendous
activities and in the course of doing this, the ideological,
political and organisational unanimity of our Party and
the revolutionary mass organisations has been further



steeled, with the result that our Party and our mass
organisations have got into their stride with great gusto,
have swung their arms and aimed their fists against
the enemies of the people with ever gleater freedom.

Thanks to the spirit of daring that has developed, we
have also raised ever higher the Triple Banner of the
Nation: the banner of Democracy, the bo"nner of UnitE
and the banner oJ Mobzlisation. The heroic struggle of
the people and the members of our Party resuLted in
the liberation of West Irian and the lifting of the strongly-
condemned state of emergency (SOB) on 1st May, 1963,
it has brought about some slight improvement in demo-
cratic conditions, and national unity a-s well as the mobil-
isation of the masses in crushing the enemies of the peo-
ple and in defence of their vital interests has further
developed. The efforts of the reactionaries to create a
situation of "SOB without SOB" and to reintroduce the
SOB met with the po'lrerful resistance of the masses who
have already got a taste of democracy again. The reac-
ticnaries wil1, it is certain, continue these efforts of
theirs, as they did when they launched the "10th May"
racialisi movement earlier this year, but ii is certain, too,
that the resistance of the people will also be much more
powerful than ever before.

Thanks to the spirit of daring that has inspired our
entire ranks, we have also raised ever higher the Triple
Banner of the Party: the bq.nner of united front, the
banner oJ building th,e Party q,nd the banner of the Au-
gust 7945 Reuolutr,on Today the National Front organi-
sation has grown broader and Nasakoml co-operation has

t Nasakom: the expression denoting unity of the three main
political trends in Indonesian society-NAS: nationalists; A =
rcligious groups; and KOM:Communists.

in general further improved. The alliance of workers
and peasants as the basis of the National Front has be-
come more consolidated. The integra,ticn of citizens of
foreign cxtraction with the revolutionary rnovement, in
particular those of Chinese extraction, is now rapidly
under way. The revolutionary peasant movement has
made most heartening progress.

Efforts to intensify the building of the Party are mark-
ed by the success of the "final-spurt" movement of the
Second Three-Year Plan, and it can now be definitely
ascertained that the "flying-start" movement of the Four-
Year Plan on Culture, Ideology and Organisation is also

running well. The combination between a burning spirit
of daring and persevering work in implementation of
the Plan has been the primary factor in pushing forr,vard
the building of our Party, in altering the internal balance
of forces, and in our endeavours to take part in holding
high the Marxist-Ler-rinist banner of the international
Communist movement.

The burning fervour of the August 1945 Revolution is
beginning to be felt again, and the value of the lessons
'of that revolution, in particular the lesson about the deci-
sive role of the peasants in the revolution, is now being
felt more and more.

The conclusion drawn by the First Plenum of the CC

to the effect that US imperialism is the number one ene-
my and the most dangerous enemy of the Indonesian
people has been confirmed and strengthened by events
that have taken place during the past ten months. The
fact that thc US Seventh Fleet has expanded its opera-
tional area to the Indonesian Ocean is further testimony
of the correctness of this conclusion.



Thanks to the intensifying spirit of daring, the Indo-
nesian people have come to the unanimous resolve to
crush so-called "Malaysia" completely, to pursue a policy
of confrontation in all fields against this project of mori-
bund imperialism. The fact that the Indonesian people
are now waging a struggle to crush "Malaysia" is proof
that the Indonesian people, besides being conscious of
the fact that their number one and most dangerous ene-
my is United States imperialism, do not for a moment
relax their vigilance against other imperialists. In the
campaign to crush "Malaysia" we are face to face with
British i4nperialism which is supported by the USA. This
fact also proves that as long as there are imperialists
around Indonesia, the resolve must continue to be: a rifle
in one hand and a hoe in the othet". We must always be
ready to strike back with arms against the armed attacks
launched by the enemy and at the same time be ready to
work ourselves to the bone so as to stand on our own
two feet and solve the economic difficulties, especially
food and clothing.

Last month, the Games of the New Emerging Forces
(GANEFO) were held with great success. Without a spirit
of daring on the part of the Indonesian people and
Government in the struggle against imperialism and revi-
sionism, it would not have been possible for the GANEFO
to be successful. The success of GANEFO proves once
again the absolute superiority of the New Emerging
Forces (NEFO) over the OId Established Forces (OLDEFO),
the absolute superiority of the forces of anti-imperialist
over imperialism and its agents; it proves that the East
wind is blowing much more powerfully than the West
wind, that the East wind has indeed prevailed over the
West wind. We refer to East and West not in a geo-

graphical or meteorological sense but in a lofty political
sense.

At the First Plenum of the CC we defined the prac-
tical Triple Task of the Party as follows: 1) consoiidate
the victories; 2) tackle the economic difficulties; and
3) oppose neo-colonialism. These tasks stiIl apply. The
victories that have been scored such as the liberation of
West Irian, the continuously improving restoration of
Iaw and order, the beginning made in restoring democrat-
ic rights, the severance of economic ties with Malaya
and Singapore, the GANEFO, the strengthening feeling
of international solidarity among the people, the con-
tinued development of the National Front and Nasakom
co-operation, the success of the demand for the annul-
ment of the "26th May, 1963" regulations the failure of
which has now been recognised by the Governrnent, the
growing demand for the formation of a Gotong Royongl
Cabinet with Nasakom as the core, the building of the
Party, the building of the mass organisations, etc., etc.,
must aII be consolidated. The economic difficulties must
continuously be tackled, especially food and clothing, and
more especially food. We must continue to struggle
against neo-colonialism, especially "Malaysia" as well as
political, economic and cultural infiltrations by the im-
perialists headed by the United States of America.

The task of dealing with the economic difficulties, of
continuing the struggle against "Malaysia" and all forms
of imperialist infiltrations and intrigue can only be im-
plemented well if aII the forces of the people are mobil-
ised to the maximum. The key to this is the existence

Lcotong Rogong: aII forces working together for a common
objective. Thc term today denotes the unity of the Indonesian
people in the struggle against the common enemy, imperialism.



of brcader democratic rights for the people. Anti-
demoeratic and anti-people's actions, such as measures
to make it more difficult to irnplement Presidential Reg-
ulation No. 5, 19631 are a reflection of the fact that
survivals of communist-phobia, Nasakon-r-phobia, people-
phobia and the iike stil1 afflict part o[ the State ap-
paratus and must be opposed. This nc'cds 1o be stressed
becau-se such practices in certain regions are very detri-
mental indeed to the implementation of tho "social sup-
port" and "social control" that the Govcrnment hopes
for.

Based on implementing the practical Triplc Task, we
can supp,ort the new programme of the Kerdia Cabinet2
recently presented to the Gotong Royong Irarliament
by the First Deputy Prime Minister, Dr'. Subandrio,
which is as follows: (1) food and clothing; (2) crush
"1\1[alaysia"; and (3) continue with construction. This
programrne of the Kerdja Cabinet is in conformity with
our Farty's practical Triple Task.

Implementing the new prograrnme of the Kerdja Cabi-
net means implementing the main parts o1 the Party's
practical Triple Task and implementing the marin parts
of the Five-Point Programme of the National Front. But
all this can only be implemented if the decisions adopted
by the CentraL Executive of the National Flont at its ses-

sion on 5th-6th September, 1963, are implemented, the
core of which is: put qn end to the "25t,h. May, 7963"
deuiati,on bE consi,stently i'mplemerfti,ng the Economac

Declq.ration (Dekon) and form a Gotong Rotlong Cabinet

r This regulation deals with political par-ty activities.
lThe present cabinet rvhich has been in power since 1959, but

which underwent certain changes in composition in November
1963, is callcd the Kerdja Cabinet or Worl< Cabinet.

wi,tlt Nasakom as the core. With particular reference to
food and clothing this also demands the consistent i,m-
plemenl,o,tion of land retorm, and not rvhat has been hap-
pening so far'.

In thc' context of consolidating the victories that have
aiready been scored, it is very necessary to stress the
question of consolidating 1aw and order, particularly in
view of the fact that the present economic diffictlities
have already been utilised and will continue to be util-
ised by the counter-revolutionaries to bring armed gangs

into being once again, at first taking the form of criminal.
activities but then developing into counter-revolutionary
political gangs. The imperialists would certainly like
to reap more fruit from the "26th May, 1963" regulations
within the framework of US imperialist potricy being ef-
fected through the International lVlonetary Fund (IMF).
They have already lceen able to reap some fruit from
these regulations, namely the continuing deterioration cf
the econornic situation in Indonesia. They are waiting to
reap more, that is, the emergence of arrned counter-revo-
lutionary potritical gangs. This is the reason why the prob-
lem of food and clothing is the problem of, law and
order, and the problem of law and order is the problem
of food and clothing. This problem of food and clothing
is the key to the irnplementation of the Government's
programme to crush "Malaysia" and to continu.e with
constluction.

The First Plenum of the CC stated regarding consoli-
dation oI law and order, that the progressives, in partic-
ular the Communists, must consider the question of 1aw
and order as their own question. It was in line with
this that, following the lifting of the state of emergency,
the Party raised the slogan, "For the Maintenance of



Civil Order, HeIp the Police". With the help of this slo-
gan, the co-operation between the people and the Armed
Forces, in particular the Police Force, has been further
strengthened on the basis of the Political Manifesto
(Manipol).l Our people have displayed a sense of re-
sponsibility and capability in taking part in the work of
safeguarding 1aw and order.

Recent experiences, in particular the experiences gain-
ed in the course of holding the GANEFO, testify to the
fact that the question of fighting against modern revi-
sionism is not only a question for the Communists but
also a question for a1l patriots who oppose imperialism,
colonialism and neo-colonialism. The revisionists are
the political a,nd ideological uolunteer soldiers of the im-
perialists. Just like the imperialists, the revisionists re-
treat if opposed. As an example, the Yugoslav modern
revisionists tried to play down the significance of
the GANEFO and to insult it by sending only a very
small number of athletes even though Yugoslavia was
supposed to be one of the "sponsoring countries". But
finally, after having met with resistance, they hurriedly
sent a cultural troupe, and in the end they were com-
peIled to take their place as a member of the Executive
Committee of the GANEFO Federation.

Recent experiences also prove that all the successes
we have scored have been made possible because of the
fact that the banteng2 spirit is burning in the breasts of

7 Manipol. This Manifesto, the common progl.amme of the In-
donesian people, was drawn up on the basis of Pr.esident Sukarno,s
17th August speech in 1959. In December 1960, it was adopted
by the Provisional People's Consultative Assembly (MPRS) as
official state policy.

2Banteng: wild buII. 1'he animal which epitomises for the In-
donesian people the qualities of tremendous power and sfrength
and the ability to stand on one's own feet.

the Indonesian Communists and peopie, a spirit of con-
fidence in our own strength, a spirit of the courage to
stand on our own two feet, a spirit of resolutely uphold-
ing the revcrlutionary standpoint and the resolve, "Ever
forward, No retreat!" In order to further develop this
spirit, we give this Political Report the title: "Set AJire
the Bqnteng Spiri,t! Euer Forusard, No Retreat!"

With our burning banteng spirit, we struggle for the
implementation of the Gover^nment's Triple Programme,
for consistent land reform, for an end to the "26th May,
1963" terror, for the eradication of the counter-revolution,
for a Gotong Royong Cabinet with Nasakom as the core,
to crush imperialism and modern revisionism.

With the banteng spirit we unfurl ever higher the
Triple Banner of the Party and the Triple Banner of the
Nation and we carry out the practical Triple Task of the
Party and the Party's Four-Year Plan on Culture, Ide-
ology and Organisation.

This in brief is the situation we are facing and our
pressing tasks which sha11 be described at greater length
below.

I
CONTINUE FORWARD FOB CONSISTENT LAND

REFORM, TO CRUSH "MALAYSIA" AND FOR
THE FORMATION OF A GOTONG ROYONG

CABINET WITH NASAKOM AS THE CORE!

The Indonesian workers have drawn up a very simpie
and correct formulation of the domestic situation in Indo-
nesia today. They say: "politics are continuously shi,ft-
ing to the left, but the stomoth is continuouslg shifting



to the right". These are the hard facts of the situzrtion
in our country today.

It cannot be denied that the development of the poiit-
ical situation in Indonesia during the past 10 years, and
in particular during the last few year-s and months, has
been coniinuously shifting to the left. In other worcls,
the progressive forces have continuously expanded and
consolidated themselves, the unity between the progres-
sive forces and the middle-of-the-road forces or in other
words the National Front has become broader and stronger
with every passing day, while the reactionary forces
have been becoming more and more isolated. The left-
rving of the middle-of-the-road forces has also further
expanded and consolidated itself. Together with the
defeat suffered by the imperialists and together with the
blows struck by the peasants against the feudal class,
the domestic reactionaries have sustained deleat after
defeat. But the balance of forces is still basically the
same, that is to say, the unity of the middle-of-the-road
forces together with the right-wing forces is sti1l supe-
rior to the progressive forces, and the unity of the pro-
gressive forces and the middle-of-the-road forces can be
superior to the right-wing forces. The increasing extent to
which the middle-of-the-r.oad forces are shifting to the
left obstructs the formation of a right-wing Cabinet but
it is not yet sufficient for the formation of a Gotong
Royong Cabinet with Nasakom as the core.

The liberation of West lrian, the birth of the Economic
I)eclaration (Dehon), the advanced resolutions adopted
by the Second Session of the Provisional People's Con-
sultative Assembly (MPRS), the stampir-rg out of the
Darul Islam-TII Kartosuwirjo armed counter-revolution-
ary gangs, the lifting of the state of emet:gency, and the

.strong condemnation, by President Sukarno ancl the
broad masse,s of the people, of the anti-Chinese racialist
terror of "10th May, 1963" together with the trial and
punishrnent of these racial terrorists, the integration of
citizens of Chinese extraction into the revolutionary
movement, the growth of peasants' resistance against the
landlords ir-r the frame of implernenting the Law on Crop'
Sharing Agreements (LSCA) and the Basic Agrarian Law
(BAL), the severance of economic relations between Indo-
nesia and "Malaysia", the great success of the GANEFO,
the ever strengthening economic, political and cultural
relations between Indonesia and the countries of the So-
cialist camp, the surging spirit of anti-imperialism within
the framework of the crush-"Ma1aysia" campaign, the
growing exposure of the crimes being perpetrated by US
imperialism so that the bro,ad masses are becoming more
and more convinced that US imperialism is the number
one enemy and the most ciangerous enemy of the Indo-
nesian people, the further development of the National
Front organisation and Nasakom co-operation, the further
unmasking of the hypocrite-Manipolists, the further ex-
posure of the bureaucrat-capitalists and the mis-appoint-
ees and mis-managers as enemies of the Repub1ic, the
intensifying demand being raised by the people for an
end to be put to the terror of the "26th May, 1963"
economic regulations and for the formation of a Gotong
Royong Cabinet with Nasakom aa the c.ore, and so on
and so forllr - all these are ,clear evidence that the potrit-
ical situation is developing we1l, to the left. The new
composition of the Kerdja Cabinet announced by Presi-
dent Sukarno on 13th November, too, which does within
limits push the diehard reactionaries from the Indone-

10 1l



sian political arena, is also evidence that developments
are moving to the left.

The incapacitation of Soumokil, "South Moluccan Re-

public" counter-revolutionary rebel, with the assistance

of tt-r. peasants in Seram, is an outstanding event which
points to the importance of co-operation between the

Armed Forces and the people, especially the peasants, in
stamping out the counter-revolutionary rebels.

Even though the hypocrite-Manipolists are striving
through the channels of indoctrination to cultivate pho-

bias and undermine national unity, nevertheless, as a re-

sult of correct Manipol indoctrination, and holding

firmly by the "nine counsels" of Bung Karnol carried
out on a granc{ scale by the Manipolist political parties

and mass organisations, by the National Front and also

by the civil and military authorities, the idea of anti-

imperialism, the idea of democracy, the ideas of land

reform, of national unity with Nasakom as the core, of

progressive internationalism, of Socialism and other pro-

gressive ideas are therefore penetrating more and more

deeply into the thoughts and hearts of the broad masses

of the people of al1 sectors.

In order to refute the hypocrite-Manipolists who set

the Pancha Sila against the Nasakom, our Party always

stresses the importance of holding firmly to the Pancha

Sila as a weapon of unity and opposes attempts to pull
it to pieces. The CPI always stresses that "agreeing with
the Pancha Sila must mean agreeing with Nasakom" and

together with this, the CPI also explains that "agreeing

with Nasakom must mean agreeing with the Pancha SiIa"'

I The "nine counsels" were formulated in the President's 1?th

August speech in 1962.
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The reactionary ideas of speaking fine words about the
imperiaiists and the landlords, of Communist-phobia,
peasant-phobia, National Front-phobia, people-phobia,
coup d'etats, military juntas, the state of emergency,
racialism, chauvinism, the trnnsfer of state enterprises to
private hands, and so on are becoming less and less
popular or have in fact already been roundly condemned
by the masses of 'the people as being anti-peopIe, anti-
Republic, anti-the unity of the nation, anti-Manipol and
counter-revolutionary.

Ali this points to the fact that the political situation in
our country is moving more and more to the left. It also
comes as a warning to us that the imperialists and the
domestic reactionaries will, more than ever before, not
be able to restrain themselves, that they will carry out
even filthier. and more brazen intrigues and actions than
they have up to the present. But the people have already
had enough practice in facing them, and they will there-
fore be skilful at aiming more effective and powerful
blows at them.

This then is the domestic politicai situation and the
direction in which it is moving.
' It is not at all the same with developments in the
c.conomic field. The economic situation, in particular the
food-and*clothing situation, has further deteriorated
espccially since the "26th May, 1963" deviation, that is
to say, [ollowing the introduction of economic and finan-
cial rcgulations that are diametrically opposed to the
Dekon, that are in fact aimed at sabotaging the Dekon,
as a result of the reactionary policies of a few anti-
people's ministers in the previously constituted Kerdja
Cabinet, as a result of the policy of selling out to US im-
perialism through the so-ca11ed "economic stabilisation



programme" within the framewolk of "aid" from the
IMF.

The exposure made by the CPI and the broad masses

of the people pointing to the direct link between the
"26th May" regulations and "aid" from ubroad was finally
admitted as being correct by the newly constituted
Kerdja Cabinet, as was stated by First Deputy Prime Min-
ister, Dr. Subandrio, in his statement before the Gotong
Royong Parliament on 11th December last when he said
that "the regwlations (26th May regulati,ons) uere intro-
duced uith the hope of recettsing ai,d Jrom qbroad to the
tune oJ hwtd.recls oJ milli'ons oJ doll,ars". The people are

becoming more and more conscious of thc l'acL tirat the
struggle against the "26th May" deviation, Ior the imple-
mentation of the Dekon and for an improvement in the
economic situation is at one and the same time a struggle
against US neo-colonialism which is striving by means
of "aid" to gain control of the Inrionesian economy.

The policy of selling out which is manifested in the

"26th May" regulations has rnade the economic situation
in Indonesia, bad enough as it already was, lar worse;
it has led to an extraordinary increase in prices of goods

and rates, including the price of rice, medicines, etc.; it
has led to a sharp deterioration in the value of the rupiah
thus striking a severe blow at the people, in particular
the fixed salary or wage earners, such as the workers,
governrnent employees and members of the Armed
Forces; it has led to many state enterprises and
private national enterprises going bankrupt or being
quite unable to proceed with the fr-rrther development of
the enterprises; it has Ied to an enormous deficit in the
State Budget of Revenue and Expenditure and the Finan-
cial Budgets of Regional Governments; it has paralysed
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the co-operatives, and has had numerons other unfavour-
able conseqllellces. The sum result of all this is that it
has paralysed the potentials of the Republic in the eco-
nomic ficld which rneans the same thing as sabotaging im-
plementation of the Manipol, the Dekon and the struggie
of the Indonesian peopie against imperialism in generzf.
l\{ore than that, the conceptors and the ministers respon-
sible for the "26'lh May, 1963" deviation served US im-
perialism well by carrying out a steep devaiuation of the
exchange rate of the rupiah against the dollar, one of the
absolute demands raised by the US imperialists in orcler
to be able to strengthen their own position wiihin the
Indonesian economy. In this way, these regLtlations have
helped the US imperialists to protect the value of their
dollar against the general deterioration now being ex-
perienced by 1,hat curuency.

The conceptors and ministers responsible for the ',26th
May, 1963" deviation should feel very lucky if they are
not hanged, if they are only inflicted bodily punishment
and if they are only dismissed from their positions as
senior officials or ministers for their unforgivable sin. It
is not only that the "26th May, 1963" regulations consti-
tute a crime but in addition to that, they have deceived
the people on a grand scale by clairning that these regula-
tions are within the framework of implementation of the
Dcl<iin. Many honest and naive people have been deceived
and tlrinl< that these reguiations are indeed part cif the
irnplt'metnl.ation of the Dekon, and as a result, after seeing
tlre appa)ling consequences of the regulations, they too
have joincd in the game of blaming the Dekon. If the
Dekon has not become discredited as a result of this
grand deception, this is only thanks to all the explanatory
work of the political parties, the mass organisations as



well as far-sighted progressives who have shown that the
26th Ma;r regulations are an attcmpt of [he imperialis+,s

and their agents to sabotage the Dekon and to sabotage

the anti-imperialist struggle of the Indonersian people.

The conceptors and defenders of the "26th May, 1963"

cleviation are still trying to persevere in lheir dirty work
by proclaiming that the further deterioration in the
economic situation is due not to their deviation but to
President Sukarno's policy of campaigning against

"Malaysia" and the holding of the GANEFO. They are

trying to attack the policy of crushing "Malaysia" and

the GANEFO policy from their own standpoint, the capi-
talist standpoint based on a calculation of purchase-and-

sale and profit-and-loss. But in this too they have faiied.
No one wiil doubt that the policy of campaigning

against "Malaysia" and of holding the GANEFO requires
the outlay of a great deal of money. But it is not possible

to doubt, either, that the sevel'ance of economic relations

with "Malaysia" opens up favourable perspectives for In-
donesia's economy provided that the economic apparatus

is in the hands of competent revolutionaries and not in
the hands of defenders of the "26th May, 1963" deviation
or in tlie hands of those who are only out to profit thern-
selves.

An anti-imperialist policy is not a policy theit can harm
Indonesia. Considered from every angle, this policy is

advantageor.rs. Indonesia's anti-imperialist policy has

aroused solidarity and sympathy as well as having drawn
moral and material assistance from the progressive forces

throughout the world over to the side of Indonesia.
The success achieved by the GANEFO and the cam-

paign to crush "Ma1aysia" has not only greatlv raised In-
d.onesia's prestige internationally and increased the
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confiden,ce of the Indonesian people in their own capabil-
ities, but it also helped greatly to oonso idate the unity of
the New Emerging Forces and struck a telling blow
against the irnperialists; all of this is of far greater signif-
icance than the money that has been spent to pay for the
GANEI'O and the campaign against "Ma1a5rsia".

Who can say that the situation today is not very favour-
able indeed for the anti-imperiaiist struggle! The more
consistently Indonesia wages the campaign against im-
perialism, the greater become the potentials of the In-
donesian people, the more and more new and favourabrle
possibilities are opened up to Indonesia. The present
situation is very exceLlent indeed for the anti-imperialist
struggle and very bad indeed for the imperialists and
their lackeys.

Moreorrer, if people want to talk about which policy is
the "more expensive", an anti-imperialist policv or a
pro-imperialisb polic;., there is not a single honest person
vuho will deny that the Indonesian people were compelled
to pay a very high price for the attitude of surrendering
to the pressure of the imperialists which led to the "26th
May, 1963" terror. It should not be forgotten that the
26th May deviation was one of the prerequisites put
forward by the US imperialists if Indonesia wants to be
l'r it'nds with them. The policy of friendship rvith the im-
p,crizrlists is very expensive indeed: the greater the im-
pelialism that wants to become friends, the greater is the
pli<:c rvr-. have to pay for that friendship.

Thus. all the efforts to continue with the game of
placing lho rcsponsibilit;r for the present economic dif-
ficultics <-in the anti-"Malaysia" policy and the GANEFO
arc ol. no avail. Iiaving committed one crime by intro-
ducing the "26th May" terror, they are now trying to



commit another one by discrediting the policy of crushing
"Malaysia" and holding the GANEFO. Yes, this indeed is
the nature of the diehard reactionaries; they rvil' not stop
till the Repubtrjc has been destroyed or until it has been
placed under the heetr of the imperialists whorn they
serve body and soul.

There is no doubt about it that the consciousness of
the Indonesian people, in particular the Indonesian '"vork-
ing class, is ver;r high indeed. Even thougl-r ttrey iiave
summed up the situation as "the stomach is siiiring to
the right", they continue enthusiastically to greet every
revolutionary call and policy of the government to crush
imperiaiism, to crush racialisrn and counter-revolution,
etc., even though they can know from the very start that
this may lead to nelv temporary difficulties in their living
conditions.

In the recent period there have been discussions among

the workers which are of profound polii,jcal significance
and which constitute an important Lesson for revolulicn-
ary leaders. There are workers who raise the question:
which is better? Politics going to the left and the stornach

to the right, or politics going to the right and the stomach
to the left? Of course most people give the reply that
the best thing is if "pcliiics go to the left and the sl;omach
goes to the left". Then, after an exchange of opinions,
they conclude that since it is not yet po-ssible for both
to go to the Ieft, then it is better if "politics go to the
Ieft and the stomach goes to the right" than the reverse
because it is only if politics continuallv move to the left
that we sha1l rnore speedily reach the end of our suffer:-
ings.

If politics shift to the right, even though thrs may be
accompanied by enough food in the stcmach and enough

clothes on the back, as for instance happens in capitalist
countries at the time of a "boom", this is nothing but
a postl:onement of even severer sufferings in the time to
come.

The standpcint anci resol.ve of the workers in face of
the present situation has been correctly reflected in the
words of one of our poets who wrote, "our hearts are

harder than huilger". This standpoint and resolve of
genuine revoluticnaries is like an infaiiible bullet airned
straight at the reactionaries and the revisionists. Yes, at
the revisionists, too, because they preach weak-hearted-
ness and weak s1>irits, they preach capitulation to the
cilcmy with such reactionary dogmas as "economics is
more important" than a revolutionary policy.

This is the consciousness and unanimous resolve of the
people, particularly the workers, in face of the present
stage in the struggle. It differs not only from the reac-
tionaries but also from the revisionists, the fake revoltr-
tionaries, it atso differs from the hypocrite-1\{anipolists
who care nought for ihe sufferings of the people and who
are only clever at blaming the peopie for resisting reac-
tionary policies and injustice.

Genuine revolutionary leaders, particularly Commu-
nists, must never for a mornent doubt the resolve of the
pcople in their stru.ggle. On the contrary, they must
Ioarn Irc-m the people on the question of consciousness
and unanimity of resolve. It is only the rniddie-of-the-
roadcrs and the revisionists urho have their doubts about
all this, who think that the people have the same outlook
as 1;hey do, l,hat "hunger is irarder than the heart", that
rlal"erial int:e.n1,ive is far more important il"ian rerrolution-
aly irlcology..
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But genuine revolutionaries, particularly the Commu-
nists, must not only be skilful at accepting the fact that
the people have a consciousness and unanimous resolve,
and then going no farther than that. No, what is the use
of a revolutionary leader if he cannot bring about an
improvernent in the appalling living conditions of the peo-
p1e, if he is not skilled at veering the steering-wheel from
right to left in the matter of the people's livjng conditions.
Revolutionaries are accepted as leaders of the people
not only because they are skilled at taking political de-
velopments continually to the left but also because they
are skilled, together uith, the people, at taking the peo-
p1e's stomach in the same direction, too.

It is for this reason that the revolutionaries must
ceaselessly strive not only to take political developments
to the left but also to improve the living conditions of
the people. This is why the Indonesian Communists
joyfully welcome the newly-constituted Kerdja Cabinet's
programme with the deepest understanding and with the
unanimous determination to implement it.

But as usual, the Indonesian Communists are clever not
only at accepting a good programme and working har-d
for its implementation but also at indicating the condi-
tions and correct methods to make implementation pos-
sible. Even if we want to make a rice cake, there are
certain conditions and methods that must be met, 1et
alone implementing a government programme. Without
the appropriate conditions and the necessary methods,
there is nothing that can be done. Thus, if we put
forward the conditions and methods for the implementa-
tion of a programme, we are not just inventing some non-
existent thing.
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Below, we present the views of the Communists about
the conditions and methods for implementation of the
Government's programme. BasicalLy, the proper imple-
mentation of the Kerdja Cabinet's programme cannot be
isolated from consistent implententqtion oJ land reJorm,

from putting a stoyt to the "26th Mag L963" deuiation,
from stamping out the counter-reuolutr,on, Jrom, th,e for-
mation of a Gotong Royong Cabinet u:ith Nasalcom as the
core, and Jrom" democratisation oJ the sEstem. of gouern-
tnent.

(1) FOOD AND CLOTIIING

Food and clothing, and in particular foodstuffs, is the
most plessing question, something which cannot be post-
poned, as President Sukarno has frequentiy said. The
Economic Declaration lays down the short-term pro-
gramme for the so ution of the food and clothing prob-
Iem, especially foodstuffs. But the "26th May" terror
created havoc with everything that had been said in the
Dekon. The price policy of the 26th May, 1963 economic
measures, a policy of competing with the open market
price, has resulted in the market price of rice soaring up
to Rp. 150-lB0 a kilo, and even higher in certain places.
The price of rice has gone up roughly three times by com-
parison with the level prior to the 26th May deviation.
This has taken the working people, especially those living
on a fixed wage or salary, even closer to the borders
of semi-starvation.

Many concepts have been tribd out and prr:posed such
oS, securing adequate supplies of focdstuffs by im-
porting more from abroad, setting up so-ca11ed Padi
Centres which later becarne the "Pertani", the rice self-



suppcrting programme, making alterations in the lrlenlr
composition although it is already generally known that
the people are now eating virtually anything edible, the
construction of fertiliser plants, the provision of credit,
birth control, and various otl:er schemes. Not only is it
impossible for ail this to be implementeri, but in addition
it is just a way, deliberately or otherwise, of evading the
only real solution, narnely, radical land reform.

Indonesia's national bourgeoisie is still young and stiii
has many family ties with tire landlords. One of its legs
is capitalist while the other is feudal. In particuiar, the
position of Indonesia's industrial bourgeoisie is very
weak indeed. As a result of all this, they have no stake
in an increase in the purchasing power of the masses of
the peasants in order that the peasants are able to pur-
chase their indu.strial products. Thus, althor-rgh the In-
donesian bourgeoisie is objectively anti-feudal, it cannot
possibly have a radical agrarian programme. They cannot
possibly become the like of the Jacobins during the 1789
French Revolution. A class that does not possess the
necessary conditions to become like the Jacobins wili
even more certainly not possess the conditions to imple-
ment the ideals of Socialism. The only class that has the
necessary conditions for possessing a radical agrarian
programme is the proJ.etariat, and no other class. It is the
proletariat that is obiectively capable of drawing the
peasants over to their side, to the side of the revolution,
and this has indeed already been proven by the facts of
the struggle of th.e Indonesian people.

Indonesian Communists have long since held the
opinion that, on the question of finding a solution to th.e

food-and-clothing programme, too, the Ind,onesian people
must stand on their own two feet. For this purpose, for
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the final soluti.on of the food-and-clothing problem, and
not for piecemeal solu-tion, there is only one way: the
lirst step that has to be taken is implementation of radical
iancl reform, not increasing imports, altering the menu,
setting up fertiliser factories, and the like, because all
these rneasures cannot solve the problem or are in the
nature oL foIlow-up measures.

Implementing radical land reform xneans effecting
confiscation of the landlord-s' land, distributing this con-
fiscated land free of charge to the tilling peasants and
the members of their family individually as their personal
property. It is only in this way that the productive
forces in the countryside can be really and truly freed,
and only after that has been done is it possible to talk
about the best possible rvays of cultivating the land be-
cause the tiller knows that the increased produce from
his lanci rvill be his orvn property. If the tiller owns the
entire produce of his land, then the living conditions of
the peasants rn ill improve somewhat and a reasonable
portion of the produce will be available for improving
l"he fertility of the land and so further increasing the
yield. It is only after land reforrn is carried out that the
question of importing rice really becomes something that
is no more than temporarv, and it is only then that the
construction of fertiliser plants, the provision of credit
and other such schemes have any real significance. As
long as radical land reform has not been effected, all
these schemes are nothing more than a source of corrup-
tion, speculation and manipulation, while the peasants
continue to live in hardship.

But the CPI's radical agrarian prograffime was not ac-
ceptable to the national bourgeoisie" In orri.er to turn it
down, they entered into an alliance 'v'rith landlord



elements. Under the powerful pressure of the masses of
the peasants, it was not possible for 1.he national bour-
geoisie and the landlord elements to reject this pro-
gramme altogether. Step by step they beat a retreat; at
first they were compelled to accept the Law on Crop-
Sharing Agreements and then after that, the Basic Agra-
rian Law, a law which restricts landlord ownership of the
land. While beating a retreat they offered resistance in
particular in order to prevent radical measures from being
taken against the landlords, ancl to provide numerous
escape clauses which could be used by the landlords to
protect themselves from loss. To this end, the most im-
portant thing for them was that they succeeded in placing
district heads of all the Ievels as the Chairmen of the
Land Reform Committees. With the chairmanship in the
hands of the district heads, who generally have a stake in
preserving the landlord system, the most important ap-
palatus, the Land Reform Committee, has naturally been
paralysed. But this is not a1l; added to this is the role
of certain reactionary officials of the Agrarian Affairs
Divisio,n or those officials who are not in favour of con-
sistent implementation of the land reform, who are in two
minds about it or at least have no interest in it. Reports
are now even being heard that there are many persons in
the Agrarian Affairs Division who are seeking profits for
themselves out of the land reform, out of conversion of
rights over cultivated land and out of land distlibution in
the urban regions.

The CPI approves of the Law on Crop-Straring Agree-
ments and the Basic Agrarian Law because they can
both be the basis for peasants' actions, enalcling 1,hem to
know better who their enemies are and to obtain some
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smail though ternporary improvement in their living
conditions.

Indonesian peasants are kry ncw well experienced in
so-called land reform according to the Basic Agrarian
Law. Just imagine: even according to official estimates,
the surplus land to be distributed among the peasants
based on the Basic Agrarian Law amounts to 1 million
hectares. Howe'u,er, only one-fifth of it has been reg-
istered. Of this one-fifth a mere 97o lnas been distrib-
uted, while half of thls 9% has fallen into the hands
of those who are not entitled to it. Yet, it has been
stated officially that within the year 1963 the land
reform based on the Basic Agrarian Lar,v should be com-
pleted. If implementation continues as it has up to the
present, then it is not certain that even several decades
will be enough to complete the distribution of landlorcls'
surplus land to the peasants who are tillers, and an even
longer period witrl be needed if account is taken of the
time needed to expose the irregularities perpetrated by
the landlords and then to distribute the land involved.

At the present time, the enforcement of the Basic
Agrarian Law is not only proceeding very slowly indeed
but it can in fact be said to have got completely bogged
down. Based on a calculation of the area of surplus land
distributed annually up to the present time out of the
officiaily registered surplus Iand, the distribution of this
land will be completed at the earliest by the year 2000.
The picture is the same as regards implementation of the
Law on Crop-Sharing Agreements. According to figures
collected in West Java, if the present rate continues,
another 36 years will be required before all tillers con-
clude crop-sharing agreements with Iandowners in the
region in accordance with the Law.



The position of the wolking l'isberr'.ren is even worse.
In their case, there is as yet stil1 no. lavr regulating a
just division of the catch between the o\x/ner of equip-
ment and the fishermen. Basically it is still the owner'
of equipment who unilaterally fixes lhe division of the
catch and this entails severe hardship ft.rr the working
fishermen.

It is not a matter for surprise if the pcasants' aware-
ness of the need for radical land refr-rlm is becoming
keener and keener, and in the present situation, the
peasants demand at the very least that the Basic Agra-
rian Law be consistentiy imptremented and in a way that
gives priority to the interests of the peasants. For this
purpose, the CPI fulIy supports the foliowing demands
of the peasants:

(7) Land Reform Commifttees at a1I levels should,
without exception, have Nasakom as the core, they
should be activised, and all cornmittee members as

well as the chairmen, that is, the district chiefs who are
not active should be retooled.

(2) Retooling of the persorLne'L of the Agrarian AfJairs
Dtuision, the office most closely involved in the land
reform question, so that this division should, from the
centre down to the regions, consist of persons who
genuinely give pride of place to the interests of the till-
ing peasants and who earnestly favour the speedy im-
plementation of the Basic Agrarian Law.

(3) The establishrnent of Land. Reform Cowrts with
peasant participation, to try those Iandlords and govern-
ment officials who do not implement the Law in earnest.

In short, if there is not yet the courage to carry out
a radical land reform as is proposed by the CPI Pro-
gramme, then the very least that must be done is to

imple'ment these three demands oi the peasants. If oniy
these three dcmands have been met and the Basic
Agrarian Law implementcd it will still not be the time
to stick oul, chcsts ancl prr.rclitim that lanc1 reform has
been put, lnto prirt'l.icc in rr rcvt.ilutionary way. Indeed
this woulc.l rrot, bc ri11l-rt since implemr:ntation of the
Basic A11r';rriltn Law only means i'estricting landlord
ownoship ol' Lhc' land and it does not in any way
abolish l<,urlal <-rwnership of the 1and, it does not yet
nrcrrn .inrlrir,rnerrtation of the slegan, "land only to the
pt':rsrrnl,ri who till it". The Basic Agrarian Law still
grrirrirntecs ownership of agriculturai land by those who
rlo not tiil the land and this opens up great possibilities
Iru' n.ranipulations in land, which can completely negate
t,hr,. significance of the Law.

'I'he delays in implementation of these two iavrs can-
not fail to resu"lt in the emergence and spread of unilat-
cral actions by the peasants. If this happens, and it
has inrieed already happened in some regions, it is not
possible to Iay the blame on the peasants, from whatever
point of view the question is considered. It is the re-
sponsible officials who, deliberately or otherwise, have
delayed or at the very least have neither the wish nor
the ability to implement state laws that must be bla.med
and retooled.

Revolutionaries must enthusiastically welcome and
encourage uniLateraL actions taken by the peasants
and must consider them as being actions taken on the
initiative of the masses of the people in an effort to solve
the food-and-clothing difficulties and to impiement
democratically-adopted state law-s.

Even if these three demands of the peasants and the
Bar;ic Agrarian Law are implemented, this does not in
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any way mean that the productive forces in the coun-
tryside will have truly been freed. Implementation of
the Basic Agrarian Law does not abolish the labour
relationship between the or,vner and the tiller oI the land
since it still guarantees the ownership of agricultural
iand by those who do not till it. Therefore, both before
as well as after implementation of the Basic Agrarian
Law, the question of sharing the crop between the tiller
and the ]easer of the Iand, whether this is a landlord or
a small leaser of land, will remain. The Basic Agrarian
Law is not the basis for abolishing exploitation of the
peasants by the landlords, the major form of exploitation
of man by man in the vil1ages. For this reason, the ex-
periences gained by the peasants in the fight against the
landlords in the context of implementing the Law on
Crop-Sharing Agreements are very important in order to
intensify the struggle, both before as well as after imple-
mentation of the Basic Agrarian Law.

Feudal relations between the tiller and the land-
owner will only disappear altogether if the CPI's agra-
rian programme is implemented. This complete land
reform programme must therefore constantly be the
beacon of the peasants because it is the only pointer to
the road leading to abolition of the exploitation of the
peasants by the landlords.

By contrast with the Communists, the Indonesian na-
tional bourgeoisie think themselves great because they
have made a confused effort to restrict land ownership
by the landlords and, on the other hand, they think that
they would be guilty of a great sin if they went to the
extent of abolishing ownership of agricultural land by
those who do not till it. So long as such land ownership

is preserved, then whatever the type of land reform, it
must certainly be accompanied by disgraceful manipula_
tions and swindling.

To speuk abau.t soluing the faad dijficulties ltut not
to haue thc cou.rage to imytlement raclical la.nd ref Ltrm or,
in the present situation, not to haue the courclge at the
uery least to consistently irnplement the Basic Agrarian
Law in a LoaA that giues pride of ltlace to the interests
of the till,ing pteasants, is pure nonsense, self-deception
ancl de-ce,ption of the people.

The efiorts to -solve the clothing problem are also in-

possibly be solved as long as a large amount of foreign
currency is being used up to finance food imports.

All talk about mcdernising Indonesi'a and about com_
pleting the revolution is also nonsense so long as there
is not the courage to implement radical land reform.
Indonesia is an agrarian country ,"vhere feucial survivals
s.till predominate. It is for this reason that the Indone_
sjan revoiution is in. essence an agrarian revolution, a
revolution of the peasants. As long as the landlord

democratic Indonesian revolution.
Thus, both in ord-er to raise the level of agricultural

production wilhin the framework of solving the food prob_
lem and solving the. clothing problem and in order to



rnoclernise Indonesia, as well as in order to complete
Indonesia's national-democratic revolution, radical
land reform is the indispensable condition and the first
step which has to be taken. This does not of course mean
radical in words only but also radical in deeds, deeds

that require courage in ordel to put an end to landlord
ownership of the land and to implement the slogan,

"land only to those who till it". Such a measure can
have no other result than that of benefiting the people

and it wiII greatly strengthen the anti-imperialist strug-
g1e and the construction of the country's economy

because the vast majority of the people, the peasants,

can become active ParticiPants.
The development of Working People's Co-operatives,

specially among the workers and the peasants, that are

capable of playing a part in facilitating the distribution
of foocl and clothing and raising the production of food-

stuffs, is not proceeding rveII. The co-operatives that
exist already are generally not genuine Working Peo-
pIe's Co-operatives but a field of activity fo'r the exploit-
ers, the capitalists and even the bureaucrat-capital-
ists. This is the best proof tirat co-operatives are condi-
tioned by thc prevailing economic system and are

hard-pressed by the interests of the dominating class.

The above analysis clarifies the reason why we must
base our country's economy on agriculture and the
estates. It is only if we have an economy the basis

of which is strong, that is to say, with an agricultural
and estate sector that is advanced and developed, that
we can build up and strengthen the inclustrial sector as

the backbone of our economy. As has been explained
above, the first step that must be taken in order to
obtain a strong basis for the economy is radical land

leform. And the Socialism which w€ are to build in the
future, too, can only stand firm if it has a strong agricul-
tural basis. This is why Indonesian Comrnunists both now
as well as in the future when Socialism is being built
must devote the greatest possible attention to the ques-
tion of the peasants and the estate workers, to the ques-
tion of the village.

The importance of the role of the peasants or the role
of the village has already been proven in the past.
Although we have not yet succeeded in completely fui-
filling the demands of the August 1945 Revolution, our
revolution has never.theless given us very important
lessons on the indispensability of the role of the peasants
in the revolution. We are now profoundly conscious of
the fact that it was first and foremost because we dicl
not attach sufficient importance to the peasants in the
August 7945 Revolution that our national-democratic
revolution has not been completed to this very day.

Both history and the facts of the present day as well
as the future make it compulsory for Indonesian Corn-
munists and other revolutionaries to integrate them-
selves totally with the Indonesian peasants, movement;
they must devote the greatest possible attention to the
problems of the village, to the problems of the peasants
and the estate workers.

Integration of the revolutionaries with the peasants,
movement at the present time means in the first place
integration in thought by fully accepting the radical
agrarian programme and by being whole-heartedly pre-
pared to implement this programme. We have frequent-
ly spoken about this. But since this is a vital question
and since it is still often forgotten even by some Com-
munists, and especially since there are still many peopie
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ivho deliberately want to forget all about the important
role of the peasants in the past, and since there are
persons among the hypocrite-Manipolists u'ho also want
to trarnple upon the peasants at the pr'esent time,
however many hundreds of times we may recall to mind
the importance of the peasants and of agriculture, it will
never be enough.

(2) CRUSH "M.dr,AYStr.4."

The CPI is the pa-rty whicl-r was t,he first to warn of
the danger of the "Malaysia" concept for Indonesia and

for peace rn Southeast Asia. In fact even before the

concept of "Maiaysia" was born, when the state of

Malaya was set up by the British colonialists, the CPI

stated the opinion that this new kingdom was a mani-
feslation of neo-colonialism, the result of a compromise
between British imperialism and the lVlalayan reaction-
aries for the purpose of crushing the progressive move-
ment in Malaya. Thus, the kingd-om of Malaya was

formed not as a result of revolutionary struggle aga,inst

colonialism. With the establishment of "Ma1aysia", the
neo-coloniat Malaya has been given -a new cloak and its
territory has been expanded. This neo-colonjal prciject

did not start with "Malaysia"; it started with the for-
mation of the kingdom of lVIalaya the purpose cf which
was to stamp out the progressive moveilent of the
ft{alayan people and preserve the political, economic and

rnilitary interests of the British imper"ialists in that
regron.

Before "Malaysia" came into existence, Indonesian

Communists continuously warned the entire nation of
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the dangers that could arise from a game of flirtation
with Tengku Abdul Rachman, Britain's number one
compradore in Southeast Asia. This is the reason why
the CPI nevelr agreed to the holding of a Manila Ccn-
ference between Indonesia, the Philippines and Malaya;
there is no basis for such a conference in view of the
fact that the clomestic and foreign policies of these two
foreign countries are not in any way similar to Indo-
nesia's domestic and foreign policies. Indonesian Com-
munists did not approve of such a conference in order to
safeguard fndonesia's domestic and foreign policy which
is basically supported by the Communists.

But despite the wishes of the Indonesian Communists,
the Manila Conference took place in August 1963. We
highly appreciate the position of President Sukarno who
waged a struggle for progressive ideas during that con-
ference. The Manila Conference gave birth to several
decisions, including one ooncerning a "C,onfederation of
Maphilindo" and one concerning the "Federation o{
Malaysia".

As regards Maphilindo, Indonesian Communists have
already clearly stated their attitude, that is, that a con-
federation can only be established between siates if
there are certain similarities in political affairs. It is
irc.t possible to set up a confederation on the basis cf
(lVIaIay) race alone. There is no similarity of policy be-
tween Indonesia, the Philippines and Malaya, either in
domeslic or in foreign affairs. Indonesia's domestic
policy is one of unifying the entire people with Nasakom
as the core in order to compiete the anti-imperialist and
anti-feudal rcvolution, while Indonesia's foreign policy
is to unify a1l the new emerging forces of the world and
as a result of this, Indonesia pursues a poiicy of close



co-operation with the Socialist states, with the anti-
imperialist newly independent states and with the pro-
gressive movement in the capitalist countries and

wherever else these new emerging forces may be. The
US imperialists are striving hard to get Indonesia to

enter the Maphilindo trap because other traps such as

SEATO and the ASA have all failed.
Between the Philippines and Malaya there is indeed

a similarity in their domestic and foreign policies in
that they both rely upon imperialism, but it should
not be forgotten that these two countries serve different
imperialists; Malaya serves the British and the Philip-
pines serves the United States. There is one thing which
certainly creates a conflict between Malaya and the
Philippines and that is the Philippines' claim to Sabah.
The USA supports the Philippines' claim because it
would like to have a territory under its domination that
borders on Indonesian territory. Naturally, the British
utilise Malaya in order to oppose the Philippines' claim.

Thanks to the struggle waged by President Sukarno
and his assistants, the Manila Conference gave, birth to
decisions the sentences of which are not so jarring to
the ear when related to Indonesia's own domestic and
foreign policy. But there is at Ieast one thing that gives

cause for concern and that is that the Manila decisions
among other things accept the "Malaysia" concept in
principle, as long as certain conditions are fulfilied, con-
ditions which in fact are not very difficult to fulfil with
the continued presence of British troops in Sarawak and

Sabah. But the British imperialists of today are not
the British imperialists of yore who had full confidence
in their own strength. It is not without cause that the
British imperialists do not have enough confidence in
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their own strength. Since they no longer feel safe about

their position in Hongkong, the British are retreating to

their last line of defence in Southeast Asia, "Malaysia"'
The fact that Britain has been unable to force Brunei

to enter "Ma1avsia" proves that she was not in a strong

position in forcing through the establishment of "Ma-
iaysia". Britain forcibly imposed the establishment of
"Malaysia" without paying heed to the Manila decisions'

If the Manila Agreement has now become positive,

that is to say, it can be utilised in order to face up to
"Malaysia" and has within limits drawn the Philippines
over to opposing "Malaysia", this is in the first place

because Britain itsetf did not heed the Manila Agree-

ment when it established "Malaysia" even though the

agreement does not in fact oppose the establishment of

"Malaysia". The Manila Agreement could have become

negative; it could have been harmful to the struggle of
the Indonesian people and the struggle of the people in
Malaya, Singapore, Sarawak, Sabah and the Phiiippines
and to the struggle of the peoples of Southeast Asia in
general if the British had had full confidence in them-

selves and had followed all the stipulations contained

in the Manila Agreement. If this had happened, then

"Malaysia" would have become "Iegal" and the initiative
in this question would have shifted into the hands of

the British and their Tengku.
The impatience and stupiditv of the enemy has helped

to make "Malaysia" a means of arousing the strrrggle of
the peoples of Southea-st Asia in order to direct power-

ful blows against imperialism in this region. This

shows once again that imperialism is no longer in a

strong position. On the other hand, the people are strong;



even though they make a mistake they can speedily
come to the fore again to take the initiative.

Today Indonesia is on the initiative in the campaign
to crush "Malaysia". The question of ,,Malaysia,, is not
only an issne for the peoples in the territories of ,,Ma-
Ia1rsis" and in Indonesia, but it is also an issue for the
people throughout the whole of Southeast Asia, and it
cannot be considered as something that stancls isolated
from the struggle of the peoples of the world against
imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism. This is
why it is indeed appr.opriate for the struggle of the In-
donesian people against "Malaysia,, to be helpecl by the
forces of anti-imperialism throughout the world. The
Kerdja Cabinet's programme to crush ,,Malaysia,, is a
revolutionary programme which is at one and the sarne
time of national and international significance.

The question now is, what is the best way for the
Indonesian people and Government to implement this
programme to crush "Malaysia,,, above all in order that
implementation of this programme can be harmoniously
integrated with the other programmes and tasks of ilre
Indonesian people and Government.

There are some people with narrow-mindecl outlooks

- not to call them spokesmen of the counter._revolu_
tionaries 

- who hold the opinion that the progr.amme of
crushing "Malaysia" is in conflict with the food_ancl_
clothing programme and the programme for the con_
l,inuation of construction, and that it is also in conflict
with the task of stamping out counter-r:evolution, with
the formation of a Gotong Royong Cabinet and tbe like.
They say that in order to implement the crush_,,Ma_
laysia" programme a large amount of money and forces
will have to be expendecl sr.r that, whether we like it or
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not, the food-and-clothing programme will have to be
neglected. They say, too, that in order to crush ,,Ma-
laysia" we shall have to mobilise the largest possibie
"national" forces :lnd that this should include drawing
over as m;tny as possible of those who liave up to now
been rcgaldcd as counter-r'cvolntionaries. This is why,
they say, it is not correct to continue with the policy of
crushing thc domestic counter-revolutionaries; it is even
more incorrect, so they say, to set up a Gotong Royor-rg
Cabinet with Nasakom as the core because, if such a
cabinet were set up, the counter-revolutio,naries would
further estrange themselves from the Government.
Thus, they say, in order to ensure implementation of
the crush-"Ma1aysia" programme, the people must more
courageously bear rn,ith their sufferings and they must
adopt an attitude of "tolerance,, towarcls the counter_
revolutionaries.

Just see, is there any more astounding and disgraceful
distortion than this? A distortion that is ir-rcleed needed
by the counter-revolu.tionaries but that is certainly not
needed by the people!

In the hands of well-intentionecl and ear-nest ministers,
. the three points of the Government,s new Triple pro_

gramme are mutually complementary and each one
strengthens the other. Implementation of the foocl_and_
clothing programme 

- the indispensable cond.ition once
again being implementation of radical lancl reform or
at thc very least consistent implementation of the pres_
ent Basic Aplrarian Law in the interests of flre peasants

-will strengthen and by so doing,
will make it poss rful blows against
"Malay$ia". ImpI crush-,,Malaysia,,
programme wiJI, as has already been proven, free In_



donesia from the stranglehold of the monopoly capital-
ists and their compradores in Malaya and Singapore so

that Indonesia can establish direct relations with the
consumers of its exports and the producers of its im-
ports. If Indonesia frees itself from the stranglehold of
Ma1aya and Singapore, this will create new possibilities
for it to alter the direction of its foreign trade which has,

u,p to the present, been far too one-sidedly directed to-
wards the capitalist countries, and this change is im-
portant in the context of the country's efforts to solve
the food and clothing difficulties and continue with
construction. Implementation of the programme for
the continuation of construction means that food-and-
clothing, in particular foodstuffs for the people, must be

guaranteed for the people because it is not possible to
construct anything on an empty stomach'

Above aII else, the programme to crush "Malaysia"
can only be implemented properly if the "26th May,
1963" deviation is speedily ended, if counter-revolution is

completely uprooted and if a Gotong Royong Cabinet

with Nasakom as the core is rapidly established- The

"26th May, 1963" deviation, the fact that counter-revo-
Iutionary remnants are stiil at large, and the failure as

yet to establish a Gotong Royong Cabinet with Nasakom
as the core are the chief obstacles in implementing the
crush-"Malaysia" programme because they all weaken

the economic and political potentials of the country and

result in it not being possible to create "social support",
"social participation" and "social control" in the im-
plementation of the Government's programme.

New difficulties are bound to arise in the context of
confrontation with "Malaysia", but difficulties always
arise in the process of giving birth to something new and

better. Is anything new born without being attended by
difficulties?

The policy of crushing "Malaysia" had become the
official programme of the Government. Virtually all
political parties, all mass organisations and all leaders
of society have expressed their opposition to "Malaysia",
though of course each one according to its or his own
interests and standpoint, in accord with the class they
represent. There are basically three groups and three
standpoints towards the question of "Malaysia".

Fi,rstly, there are the reformists or the moderates who
speak about crushing "Malaysia", sometimes in a fiery
vein, but in the back of their minds they still nurture
the hope that the British imperialists and Tengku Abdut
Rachman will be willing to settle the "Malaysia" question
"peacefu1ly", and for this purpose they are prepared to
make certain concessions. They stil1 dream of holding a
Second Manila Summit Meeting in order to "settle" the
"Ma1aysia" question. They say that "we can't go on
Iiving in confrontation for ever". They are in this way
opposing President Sukdrno's theory which states that
confrontation is the one and only way to settle the
J'Malaysia" question. They attempt to provide a reason
to back up their standpoint by saying that we have no
disagreement in principle with "Malaysia", but that
what we do not agree with are the methods by which
"Malaysia" was established, that is, not in conformity
with the Manila Agreement. Just see, what is there
not clear in al1 this? In principle, they accept neo-colo-

-nialism; it is only the methods by which the neo-colonial
structure is set up to which they take exception.

Revolutionarie,s, in particular Communists mus,t be-
ware of the reformist or moderate standpoint because
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this reformist idea which dons the mask of "reasonable-
ness", "tolerance", "fot the good of Indonesia's econo-
my", and even "for the good of food and clothing" and
"for the good of safeguarding Indonesian Socialism" can
win popularity among the very large number of vacil-
tating middle-of-the-roaders.

Secondly, the counter-revolutionary adveritures. They
have long striven to bring about the dow-nfall of what
they call the "sukarno regime". They have tried by
means of coup d'etat, by means of counter'-revolutionary
rebellion, by attempting to assassinate Presideni Sukarno,
by attempts to brand President Sukarno as "communist"
so as to draw- the more backward religious sections over
to their side, they have tried by slandering President
Sukarno with regard to private affairs both through the
columns of foreign reactionary newspapers (they dare
not do this at home any more), through the dissemina-
tion of illegal publications as lvell as through vicious
whispering campaigns. But al1 this has been of no avail.
Bung Karno's prestige as a national leader as well as an
anti-imperialist international leader is continually rising
with the rise in prestige of the Indonesian people.

In public, tl-re counter-rerrolutionary adventurers are
fond of publishing "fiery" statements about "Malaysia"
with the result that foreign observers who do not grasp
the question frequently get all confused, and the gullible
oltes are easily deceived, becar,tse the words the adven-
turers used ar'e the same as those used in statements
made by the Commurnists and other revolutionaries. This
confusion quickly disappears after the real motive be-
hind these "fiery" words is explained, ,namely, fishing
for limited military action by the Bril.ish so as to arolrse
panic at home u'hich they hope will present them with
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a good opportunity to put an end to the "Suharno re-
gime" or at the very least to make Bung Karno their
political captive, willing to sign whateyer they present
him with, and then finally establish good rela.tions with
"Malaysia" and the British as ,"vell as presentir-rg their
victory to the USA.

The revolutionaries and in particular Communists
must also be very vigilant against these counter-revolu-
tionaries, they must continuously confront their "fiery,'
vsords with lheir reactionary deeds of which there are
plenty. To give but one example: an attitude cf genuine
opposition to "Malaysia" cannoi possibly be combined
with an attitude of being against national Gotong Royong
with Nasakom as the core because it is not possible
to wage confrontation against "Malaysia" successfuliy
withoub such Gotong Royong. Furthermore, they are
anti-Nasakom, or at the very least never speak about
the absolute necessity of Nasakom as the core, as Fresi-
dent Sukarno so frequenlly does.

Thirdlg, the revolutionaries, which include the Com-
munists. The revolutionaries hold the opinion that the
contradiction between the Indonesian people and other
anti-imperialist peoples of the world on the one hand,
and imperialism, col.onialism and neo-colonialism, in-
cluding "1\{a1aysia", on the other, is a contradiction that
cannot be settled at the negotiating table but that mr-rst
be set1.led through confrontation in all fields. The im-
perialists, the colonialists and the neo-coionialists wiil
only retreat if they have been powerfully stormed first,
and it is only at the stage when they have been com-
pelled to beat a retreat th.at there is any use holding
negotiations with thern in order to accept their sur-
render fhis is the unforgettable lesson the Indonesian



people learned from implementation of the People's
Triple Command (Trikora) for the liberation of West
Irian.

Of course, we should not mechanically compare the
question of West Irian with the question of "Malaysia"
even though in both cases it is a question of opposing im-
perialism. West Irian is our own legal territory and
Dutch imperialism is far weaker than British imperial-
ism. The position of the British in "Malaysia" is far
more ciangerous to the Republic of Indonesia than the
previous position of the Dutch in West Irian. The Dutch
in West Irian did not constitute such a serious threat
to the struggle of the peoples and to peac,e in Southeast
Asia by co,mparison with the position of the British in
"Malaysia" today.

But it is a serious mistake to exaggerate the strength
of the British in "Malaysia" because "Malaysia" is
nothing but the project of moribund imperialism imple-
mented in great haste because of a deep fear that it will
Iose its position altogether in Southeast Asia. This fact
and the fact that Britain was not able to compel Brunei
to enter "Malaysia" is one of the many proofs of the
weakness of the British imperialists. But neither is the
idea that "Malaysia" can be settled in great haste cor-
rect, because such an idea can run paralIel with the
reformists and their Second Manila Summit Meeting and

with the counter-revolutionary adventurers and their
"fieriness" as the smoke-screen for their criminal
schemes towards the "Sukarno regime".

The campaign to crush "Malaysia" is the most impor-
tant concrete task, it must not for a single moment be for-
gotten that of the Indonesian people in the struggle
against imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism

today. In the irnplementation of this task the most
dangerous enemy of the Indonesian people, their enemy
number one, is American imperialism, and that Ameri-
can impelialism also has a great inter.est in preserving
"Malaysia" as a form of neo-colonialism. Thus the
struggle against "Malaysia" is a struggle not only against
British imperialism but also directly against US im-
perialism. This is borne out by the truly outrageous
measures taken by the US imperialists who have crudely
brandished their "economic aid" to intimidate and com-
pe1 Indonesia into abandoning its opposition to ,,Ma-

laysia" and by the expansion of the operational area of
the US Seventh F1eet to include the lndonesian Ocean.

The campaign to crush "Malaysia', must be waged in
a spirit of great enthusiasm which rnust at the same time
be combined with persevering work in at1 fields, both
those fields directly connected with confrontation
against "Ma1aysia" as well as those concerning internal
matters. We must further intensify the confrontation
that has already begun to be waged, make it more highly
spirited but at the same time more persevering.

Confrontation in the political field must be waged by
continuously exposing "Malaysia', as an imperiatist proj_
ect, by continuously exposing their 1eaders who are
nothing but paid agents of the imperiaiists, by contin-
uously cultivating the understanding of the NEFO
friends and drawing their attention to this struggle, by
continuously flaying the agents of ',Malaysia,, as well as
other reactionaries at home, by improving the composi-
tion of the Kerdja Cabinet so as to ensure that it obtains
the most powerful possibJ.e "social support,, and ,,social
control", and so on. Of course, the most urgent thing
in this political confrontation is to recognise the Unitary
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State of North Kalimantan with its Norih Kalimantan
National Army, under the leadership of Prime Minister
Lzahati, as the only legal pcwer in the territory because
this can become a strong political basis for giving all
manner of assistance to the peopie's struggle in North
Kalimantan.

Confrontation in the economic field is a urost power-
fu1 weapon both in order to strike a blow against the
interests of the British imperialists as well as to free
Indonesia's own economy from the stranglehold of sur-
vivals of imperialism which have obstructed our trade
relations w-ith foreign countries for a very long time.
Economic confrontation should be regarded not as some-
thing that strikes out at a few merchants in Siirgapore
but first and foremost as something which strikes a direct
blovr at the interests of the imperialists.

Abo.ue all else, within the framework of confrontation
in the eccncmic field, the economic and financial ap-
paraius of our Repubiic must undergo large-scale retool-
ing, because this apparatus is the vzeakest by ccmparison
with other sectoi:s, because it is here that the colonial
economic and financial "experts" have their nest, the
right-wing sccialists, the former Masjumi members and
other reactionaries many of whom have now joined up
with employers' organisations such as Soksi,l Perkapen
and others. The most criminal of all arc the right-wing
socialist "experts" because they are very clever at
wrapping up their criminal intentions in words that
sound "progressive" and "logical", and they occupy im-

r Soksi: an organisation set up by
an attempt to destroy the militant
ately taken initials almost identical
ary trade union, SOBSI.

the bureaucrat-capiialists in
trade unions. It has deliber-
with those of the revolution-

portant posts, inclucling positions as senior officials and
"experts" in the staff of ministers who are responsible
for economic and financial affairs. Every single
criminal economic and financial regulation, espe-
cially sincc-'the time Sumitro, the r
shot, held power in economic and
up to the "26th May, 1g63,' terror,
of the right-wing socialists and has been advocated first
and foremost by them.

The economic and financial apparatus is the one that
was previously the least discussed by the people, as dis_
tinct from the Armed Forces, viilage government ad-
ministration, education and the schools, etc. This is the
reason why the economic and financial apparatus is
among tlte r,veakest in our Repr-rblic whicl-r is .ivaging a
struggle against imperialism. But recently, rnore ind
more Ieaders and people have been clrawn into the di.s_
cussions about economic and financial questions and the
result is that the apparatus in these two fields has come
more into the spotiight and has been subject to severe
criticism. This is a good new phenomenon which should
be further encouraged and developed.

of waging confrontation against
se the absolu.te duty of the In_
help the armed struggle of the
e, while at the same time the

revollrtion greatly helps the
struggle to crush ,,Ma1aysia,,.

received assistance in its own
armed struggle both when it smashed the ,,pRRI_per_
mesta" counter-revolutionary rebellion by force of arms
and when it implemented the people,s Triple Command
for the liberation of West Irian. Indonesia is therefore
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very well aware of the fact that the Norlh Kalimantan
people need to be assisted in their armed struggle. Of
course, the decisive thing is the armed struggie of the
North Kalimantan people themselves. This does not in
any way reduce ttre significance of and the need for
assistance from Indonesia.

Thus, both sides, North Kalimantan as weII as In-
donesia, must firmly uphold the principle thai it is the
North Kalimantan people who are liberating their
country while Indonesia's role is that of giving assist-
ance. For this reason we do not agree with those Indo-
nesian "Bonapartists" who think that it is they who are
going to iiberate North Kalimantan and that without
them, North Kalimantan cannot possibly be free. Such
an attitude is not in conformity with Indonesia's own
experiences. However much help Indonesia may have
received from friendly countries, the deciding factor for
Indonesia's victory has in the first place been the struggle
of the Indonesian people themselves.

(3) CONTTNUE WITH CONSTRUCTTON

We have already discussed above the mutual connec-
tion between the three points in the Government's Pro-
gramme and the way in which they mutually comple-
ment each other. The programme to continue with
construction is very closely connected with the pro-
gramme to solve the food-and-clothing problem, as has
already been explained above, and it is also greatly
depend.ent upon the "Malaysia" question being solved in
the correct, rev,olutionary way. Neither can it be sepa-
rated from the task of putting an end to the "26th

May, 1963" deviation, from the task of stamping out the
counter-revolution to the very roots and from that of set-
ting up a Gotong Royong Cabinet with Nasakom as the
core.

In discussing the third point in the I(erdja Cabinet,s
programme, we feel that it is necessary to d.iscuss more
deeply some aspects of the economic problem which
have a direct influence on the degree to which construc-
tion can be properly continued. These aspects are: (a)
the 26th May, 1963 economic regulations; (b) the 1968
and 1964 State Budgets; (c) economic confrontation with
"Malaysia"; (d) the penetration of imperialist capital
into' Indonesia; and (e) back to the Dekon as the only
way to continue with economic construction.

(a) THE 26TT] MAY, 1963 ECoNoMIC REGULATIoNS

The 26th May, 1963 economic regulations, which are
now better known as the "26th May, 1968,, deviation,
include implementation of outdated economic theory in
monetary and trade affairs. In ,,The Resounding Voice of
the Indonesian Revolution,, (Gesuri), the president,s l7th
August speech this year, it is said that.ue should not qnd,
cdnnot tackle the economic problem i,n routine Jashion".

The policy represented by the ,,26th May, 1g63,, de_
viation is indeed a routine policy that has repeatedly
been pursued since 1gb0, which in principle sicrifices
everything, and in particular procluction and the living
standards of the working people, in order to attain so-
called "monetary stability,, and to give incentives to the
exporters. Such a policy is al1 the more condemnable
since it was implemented only a few months following
the pronouncement of the Economic Declaration (DekonJ
which places the emphasis on production and on bring_
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ing about an improvement in the living standards oI the
people.

The "26th May, 1963" deviation also represents a

crude violation of the principle of guided econolny, par-
ticularly in the field of trade. Guided economy prin-
cip1es,, such as effectjve price control, the evenly spread
out distribution of basic essentials in aII parts of
the country, the channelising of raw materials to
the industrial sector arrd the stamping out of manipu-
Iations and speculation, were completely abandoned even
thou-gh this was in conflict with the demands being
raised by the broad masses of the people. Ihe State
llrading Corporations, which are widely known to i:e
nests of manipulation where the bureaucrat-capitalists
are enrictring themselves at the expense of the entire
people, were not retooled in accordance with what the
people demanded, but were given far wider powers
without being obligeti any more to be bound by the policy
being pursued by the Government. Their debts to the
state vv,ere generally cancelled. It is most shocking to
read a recent report to the effect that the State Trading
Corporations which shouid be a source of siate finance
have been given yet more credit to the tune of Rp. 8.9

milliard, for no other reason than the blo'"vs they are
said to irave felt as a result of the "26bh May, 1963" reg-
ulations, though it is just these verry Stal.e Trading Cor-
porations that were greatly boasted by the strongl;z-
condemned 26th May regulations.

The wave of protest against the "26th May, 1963"
deviation started right from the mornent the regulations
were announced and our Party's statement issued on 3rd
June, 1963 under the slogan "Save the Dekon" helped

very much to spread a correct understanding among the
masses about this deviation and to prevent the Dekon
from being discredited becarlse of thjs deviation.

Thele is no knowing hotv many enterprises have been
compclled to close down or to cut down Lhe level oI
opcrations as a result of this deviation. There is no
knowi.ng how many workers have lost their jobs as a
result of this deviation. There is no knowing how rnany
means of transportation and means of production have
been compelled to go out, of use because the owners,
state or pri-rate, are unable to pay the HpN surcharge
(State Trading Levy) a-s fixed by this cleviation. There
is no knowing how much state money already invested
in constructior-r projects has been lost because these proj-
ects have come to a standstill as a result of this devia_
tion. There is no kno-wing how many activities of the
Government, particularly those of regional governments,
that have had to be abandoned as a result of this de-
viation.

The Gesuri, speech clearly states that ^giuing pride of
place ta a,n i,ncrease in producti,on,' is a ,,necessit11" be-
cause the "productiue forces of the usorkers and, peasants
mru,st be deueloped pasitiuely".

The 26th L{ay economic regulations do not implement
what is said in the Gesuri sp,eech about developing the
productive forces of the workers and peasants; on the
contrary they suppress the development of these forces.
'Ihis is proven by the fact that, up to the present, the
purchasing power of the working people has been con-
sistentiy declining because of the price increase policy
and because of the further curtailment in the earnings of
the wolking people. The productive sector has expe-
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rienced widespread bankruptcy in many fields with the
result that unemployment has become more widespread.
Implementation of Iand reform in accordance with the
Basic Agrarian Law can be said to have come to a stand-
still, but the peasants are forced to sell their products
cheaply and on the other hand to buy basic essentials at
a high price.

A special feature of the 26th IVIay economic regula-
tions is the provision oI rupiah and foreign currency in-
centives to the exporters by devaluing or reducing the
exchange rate of the rupiah against foreign currency and
the liberalisation of price policy. The result of aII this
is the creation of obstructions in the productive sector
and a heavy pressure on the purchasing power of the
people as the prices of everyday essentials soar.

The statement made by the Government before the
Gotong Royong Parliament on l1th December last ad-
mitting that the 26th May regulations have been a fail-
ure was greeted with feelings of relief by the entire
people. This admission made by the Government should
be speedily followed up by regulations aimed at restor-
ing the principle of guided economy, at strengthening
the state sector as the leading sector of the economy, at
strengthening again and expanding the system of distri-
bution, at directing attention primarily to the produc-
tive sector, including production for domestic consump-
tion as well as for export, and at concretely improving
the Ii',,ing conditions of the working people which have
deteriorated so seriously. It is only if the Government
does all this that it will be possible to say that the Gov-
ernment is reaIly and truly putting an end to the 26th
Mav, 1963 deviation and implementing the Dekon.
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(b) THE 1963 AND 1964 STATE BUDGETS

The fact that the 26th May economic regulations are
an obstacle to economic and financial developments is
reflected too in the State Budgets for 1963 and 1964,
parl,icularly after having been in practice for only a few
months. The special feature of the 1963 and 1964 bud-
gets is that state expenditure and revenue is no longer
expressed in hundreds of millions or tens of milliards
but in hundreds of milliards of rupiahs. Planned state
erpendi,ture for 1963 is Rp. 305,618.2 million for 1963
and Rp. 392,777.7 million for 1964. These amounts will
in fact be exceeded because there are many "pro me-
mori" items to be fixed subsequently and also because
of the many subsidies not originally accounted for.
Plqnned stclte reuenze is Rp. 272,024 million for 1963
and Rp. 391,001 million for 1964. In practice, revenue
will be less than planned because of the many exemp-
tions that have been granted following demands made by
state enterprises and other government enterprises for
exemption exempteid from the obligation to pay the
HPN levy. The Government itself has admitted that
this budget indeed cannot be realised with the result
that the deficit for 1963 which was estimated at
Rp. 33,594.2 million will be far exceeded, and it may
even be as much as twice or three times that amount.

Basically the figures for state expenditures are ex-
tremely high but this is not because of an expansion in the
Ievel of economic construction of the state sector; it is
only because of the rise in prices as a result of the 26th
May economic regulations. Thus the outlay is very high
but it is still not sufficient to meet the actual require-
ments of the state sector in order even to maintain the
1eveI of operations let alone to raise it. State revenue



has been planned far too high thus bearing very severely
on the consumers who are compelled to pay very high
prices. Such a high level of state revenue cannot be
realised because the community, both flle state as well
as private sectors, are quite incapable of going so high.
It will not be possible to reach the aim of surmounting
the deficit in this way, ancl iirdeed, it is not possible to
attain this objective ir.:. one go; it can only be attained by
a concrete plan for an increas.e in production and, ct.

realistic and carefully worl*ed, out financiat plan from
year to gear.

The willingness of the Government to reconsider the
Stare Budget for the years 1963 and 1964 in line with
its intention to alter the 26th May regulations is some-
thing that should be appreciated. This willingness can
oniy be of any significance if it is based on the princi-
ples established in the Dekon and in Resolution No. 1.
1963 of the Provisionai People's Consultative Assembly
(MPRS).

(c) ECONOMIC CoNI'RONTAUoN wrrH ,,MALAYSrA,,

The CPI has already expressed its opinion as regards
political and economic confrontation with ,'Malry.ir,,.
This was done in the proposals made by the CC of the
CPI to the Executive Council of the National Front en-
titled: "Contintte the Confrontation u;ith ,Malaysiu- by
Crush.ing the Counter-Reuol.u,tiorl qrld. Retu.rning to t'h,e
Dekan". The President's Decision to sever economic
relations with "Malaysia", especially with singapore and
Malaya (Penang), is a ver-y important step in eliminatir-rg
Indonesia's economic dependence upon these British co-
Ionial territoriei;. This signifie.s a loss of very enor-
mous profit for the monopoly capitalists and the com-

pradoles in Singapore and Malaya, which have up to
nolv been traditional intermediaries in the trade of In_
donesia's cxport products.

Our present tasks in connecbion with consolidating flre
economic rneasures taken againsl ,,Malaysia,, are basi-
cally as follows: (1) eliminating dependence upon Sin_
gapore and Ma1aya by shifting the markets for our ex_
ports to Indonesia. The mea,sures to shift the markets
to Indonesia must be combined wiih the principle of
direct trade relations with the countries that use our
exports and the coun our imports. (2)
in order to be able out successfully,
the decisions of the I of the National
Front for the immediate replacement of the 26th NIay,
1963 economic regulations and for a retooling of the staie
apparatus, in particular that involved in econornic and
financial questions, must be speedily put into practice.

There are some people who think that, in order to
successfully wage economic confrontation with ,,Ma_

laysia" we should not hesitate to make an alliance with
anyone, even "with the devil', and, with this slogan,
they are now busiiy directing their attention towards
the Dutch imperialists in order that they ma5r bsgi, .r..
again to play a role in our export and import channels.
Such co-operation between ,'Indoreesian clevils,, and
"Dutch devils" is certainly not approved of by the In-
donesian people. It is not correct to think that in order
to wagc confL'onta'iion with one imperialism, the Incione_
sian pcoprlc mnst run into the embrace of another im-
periaiism. Dr-rlch irrrperiali..;m is the ,,cjevil,, that has
the gr-eaLesl expcr,ience of all in deceiving ancl draining
away the weallh of the Indonesian people.



Some persons who have economic interests with the
capitalists in Singapore and Malaya are greatly perturbed
and are urging that transit trading centres be set up
in other places abroad such as Colombo, Manila and
Bangkok. While these efforts, are going on, other efforts
are being made to demand that free ports be established
in Indonesia in order to transfer Singapore's role as a
transit trading centre to Indonesia. A11 this shows just
how hard various circles are working to make profit for
themselves out of the severance of eco,nomic relations
with Singapore and Malaya.

The interests of certain national capitalists are closely
linked up with the establishment of free ports (port areas
which are exempted from customs obligations), Jree trade
zones (specified areas in ports that are exempted from
customs obligations) and bonded uqrehouses (warehouses
and premises where goods may be stored free from the
levying of customs duties), which constitute a com-
pletely irresponsible liberalisation of the economy. Lib-
eralisation of the economy is the line taken by the US
Team of Economic Experts which visited Indonesia in
1961 and which drew up its findings in the so-called
Humphrey Report. Transferring the market from Sin-
gapore and Malaya must not be allowed to mean trans-
ferring the role of Singapore and Malaya as a transit
centre to other places abroad. Neither must it mean
transferring this role to Indonesia by for instance setting
up bonded warehouses, free ports and free trade zones.
Basically, a bonded-warehouse, a free port and a free
trade zone are the same thing, namely, areas specified
for free trade which are exempted from customs obliga-
tions; they only differ in magnitude.

Liberalisation of the economy in the form of establish-
ing free ports and such like is a reflection of the weak-
ness of our economy which only bases itself upon the
provision of services to foreign countries. If this is
reaily put into effect, it will no Ionger be possible to
effect export and import planning and guided economy
which bases itself upon planned construction. Such 1ib-
eralisation of the economy will certainly have the effect
of increasing foreign subversive activities.

The Government's policy of taking control of the en-
terprises owned by citizens of so-called "Malaysia,, and
persons who reside in that territory should be preceded
by measures to take over all the British-owned. enter-
prises in Indonesia because it is Britain that is the real
architect of "Ma1aysia".

(d) THE PENETRATION OF IMPE,RIALIST CAPITAL
INTO INDONESIA

The chief characteristic of foreign imperialist power
or influence in Indonesia is foreign monopoly capital
investment. Ever since almost all capital owned by the
Dutch colonialists was taken over and placed under state
control, the possibility has been opened for providing a
basis for the state sector of the economy which should,
in line with the Manipol, hold the commanding position.
But the bureaucrat-capitalists, the compradores and
those persons who have been ,,mis-appointed,, as well
as the mis-managers, have severely damaged the state
sector of the economy by eating away at state wealth
in various ways. And after having done all this, they
then spread propaganda to the effect that the enter-
prises that have been nationalised are not efficient, not
profitable, and the best thing would be, they say, to let
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private interests take over. In this way, they become
the spokesmen of the US imperialists who have stipu-
lated liberalisation of Indonesia's economy as the condi-
tion for obtaining economic "aid" from the USA.

The main form of liquidation of the remnants of im-
perialism is the liquidation of the remaining investments
of foreign monopoly capital and not opening up the pos-
sibility for new foreign capital investments in any form
whatsoever. But the facts that we now face are quite
tire reverse. The oil companies owned by the US im-
perialists, Caltex and Stanvac, as well as ShelL which is
owned by Anglo-Dutch capital, should, according to the
previous contracts, have completed their operations in
1960. Nevertheless, the step tl-rat has been taken is not
to take over these oil courpanies that produce on an
average 25% of Indonesia's annual export earnings, but
the conclusion of new contracts in the form of "contrac-
torships" which mean the continuation of foreign mo-
nopoly capital under a new name. In fact the number
of foreign oil companies has been increased from three
to six rvith the establishment of companies owned by
PANAM (Pan American), CAOC (California Asiatic Oil
Company) and TOPC (Texaco Overseas Petroleum Com-
pany). Based on these contractorships, the foreign oil
companies have been granted concession rights for 30

years only in order to be able to obtain dollars from these
oi1 companies. The principle of chasing after dollars is
an infringement of the line of production-sharing based
on credits in accordance with the decisions adopted by
the KOTOE (Supreme Economic Command). In this way,
Indonesia's dependence upon foreign monopoly capiial,
particularly US capital, in the petroleum industry has

increased and the opportunity has iceen provided for this
to last for a long period of time.

This "contractorship" takes its model from what is
known as the "Argentine pattern,' whereas only a few
weeks ago, Argentina itself created a ',new pattern,,
by annulling "contractorships,, which in their experience
are extremely harrnful to their national interests. Indo-
nesia, whose domestic and foreign policy is mcre ad-
vanced than Argentina's, should speediiy annul these
harmful and shameful "contractorships,,.

(e) BACK TO THE DE,KON AS TTIE ONLY wAY To coN-
TINUE WITH ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION

Si.nce the deviation from the Dekon has become a fact,
it is now our duty to put an end to this d-eviation and to
urge the Government speedily to return to the Dekon
in order to tackle the present eccnomic difficulties. The
path that must be taken is the speedy introduction of
economic measures by implementing the decisions of the
Executive Council of the National Front on Dth-6th
September, 1963 and by making effective and consoli-
dating the severance of econornic relations with so-called
"Malaysia". Basically, the measures that neecl to be
taken immediately are as follows:
(1) End the 26th May, 1963 deviation by taking meas-

ures that encourage an increase in production,
giving priority to incentives for the productive
forces, the workers and peasants as well as produc-
tive businessmen and not in the first place to the
exporter.s. The HPN levies should be abolished and
the only levy imposed should be import duties on
basic necessities and requirements for industry and
transportation rnithout burdening the people.



(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Imports must be planned. The present classifica-
tion of import goods must be completely overhauled
so as not to obstruct the productive sector and so as
not to impose added burdens on the daily living re-
quirements of the people.
The Government should control the exports of major
products, in particuiar the strong products, and those
weak products which are already controlled by the
State. Exports of other products may be handled by
private companies while all procedural delays should
be removed, the check-price system. modified and
transportation improved.
Rates and prices that were increased should be cut
again, including the rates for land and sea trans-
portation. Supplies of rice and spare parts should
be adequate and the prices reduced. A planned
price policy in line with the MPRS Resolution No.
1, 1963 should be pursued.
The state sector of the economy must hold the posi-
tion of leadership in the country's economic activi-
ties. But this is only possible if the state trading
corporations and the other state corporations are
run real1y efficiently, and for this purpose organi-
sation and personnel should be retooled and adjust-
ments made in their duties and powers. Presi-
dential Regulation No. 7, 1963 regarding the state
trading corporations which was introduced on 26th
May, 1963 should be speedily annulled.
In order to make it posible to plarr imports, there
should be proper co-ordination between imports and
exports and the distribution of goods on the dornes-
tic market. For this purpose, a National Export-
Import Council should be set up as well as a Nation-

al Distribution Council with a composition that
reflects nationa.l Gotong Royong with Nasakom as

the core.
Draw up a realistic State Budget, that is to say, in
Iine with the aim of raising production and the
operational capacity of the state sector and solving
the question of state revenue out of productive activ-
ity. State revenue and expenditure must reflect
a realistic state budget which is not based on the
26th May economic regulations as is the case with
the present 1963 and 1964 budgets.
Within the framework of waging economic confron-
tation with "Malaysia", the market for our export
products must be shifted to Indonesia by the
establishment of Trade Centres at certain ports. For
this purpose, adequate po,rt facilities must be burlt
with the necessary equipment for upgrading, scrt-
ing, packing and other processes. The liberalisation
of the economy by the establishment of free ports,
free trade zones and bonded warehouses must be
stopped because this is quite contrary to state poiicy
and it is a threat to security and to the sovereignty
of the state.
Shifting export markets to Indonesia must be com-
bined with the establishment of direct trade rela-
tions with the foreign users of our exports. Eco-
nomic co-operation must be developed with the New
Emerging Forces. Trade teams must speedily be
sent to the NEFO countries, especially to the Social-
ist countries, in order to further develop bilateral
trade relations on the basis of the principles of equal-
ity and mutuai benefit. These trade teams must

(7)

(B)

(e)

(6)
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be composed of Manipolists about whose integrity
there is no doubt.

It is necessaly to stress once again that all the efforts
to implement the Dekon in order to tackle the economic
difficulties will not succeed without implementation of
the decisions of the Executive Council of the National
Front at its meeting on 5th-6th September, 1963 for the
retooling of the state apparatus, and in particular for
the speedy establishment of a Gqtong Royong Cabinet
with Nasakom as the core.

Only if all this is carried out wili the possibility be
opened up to bring about some irnprovement in the
living conditions of the people and to make a real start
with economic construction. Construction in West Irian
also depenris very much on whether all this is done or
not.

This in brief is the CPI's attitude with regard to
various domestic problems, in particular regarding the
Kerdja Cabinet's new Three-Point Programme. Indo-
nesian Communists are convinced that this Three-Point
Programme is realistic and can be realised as long as cer-
tain minimum conditions are fulfilled, namely: consistent
implementation oJ land refortn, an end to the 26Lh MaE
deuiation as speedily as possible, the complete stamping
out of the counter-reuolution, the Jormation of a Gotong
Royong Cabinet u:i.th Nasakom cLS tl'te core, and the demo'
cratisati.on of the system oJ gouernment.

Regarding democratisation of the system of gorrern-
ment we continue to demand the speedy holding of
democratic elections for the Peop1e's Consultative As-
sembly, Pariiament and the Regional Legislative Assem-

b1ies. Untit such time as these elections have been held,
the Gotong Royong Parliament should be activised more
and for this purpose it is necessary to hold direct con-
sultations bc'trn een the President and the 1eadership of
the G-otong Royong Parliament, and to estabiish good co-
operation between the Ministers and Parliament for the
creation of revolutionary laws that conform with the
Manipol, the Dekon and the decisions and resolutions of
the MPRS. District chiefs and deputy chiefs and. other
important officials whose "minds and hearts are rusty
and cannot bring themselves into line with the Manipoi,,
should be replaced by Manipolists; the leaderships of
the Gotong Royong Regional Legislative Assemblies, all
members of the Executive Boards and the various Coun-
cils who are in any way connected with government,
with the economy and rvith cultural affairs, must be
Nasakomised. Government offices and departments
must not be allowed to become nests of Nasakom-phobes.

In order to make the idea of Nasakom indigestible,
some criminal reactionaries spread the slander that the
Comrnunists demand that all departments, offices and
even the leadership of the Armed Forces, shoulcl be
Nasakomised.

On the question of ltrasakomisation of the state appa_
ratus, the Communists are not "extremists,,, but consider
the matter in a mature fashion. On the basis of mature
consideration, the Communists do not propose anything
extreme but only propose something quite reasonable,
namely, the establishment of a new State Apparatus
Retoolin ts national Gotong
Royong and is directly led
by Presi with point 34 of the
Delton. This new-style Retooling Committee should be



the one to make suggestions to the President in order
to ensure that the Ieadership of the entire state appa-
ratus is in harmony rvith the victorious march of tire
concept of national unity based on Gotong Royong with
Nasakom as the core.

In West Irian, too, democratic life must be established.
Some crazy people think that there should be a "political
quarantine"; they dream of a "political stabilisation pilot
project" in West Irian without political parties and with-
out newspapers. These persons are insulting and be-
smirching lhe struggle of the people who made great
sacrifices in the fight for the return of the territory of
West Irian to the territory administrated by the Republic
of Indonesia, possessor of the 1945 Constitution, the Polit-
ical Manifesto, the Pantja Sila and the Nasakom.

Only healthy democratic life can bring about a rise in
the cultural standard and political consciousness of the
people of that region so as to be able to catch up with
the levels already reached by the Indonesian people in
other parts of the country. We welcome the steps taken
by the Government to dissolve all Dutch-made political
parties and together with that, we express the hope and
raise the dernand that the so-called "political quarantine"
be lifted so that normaL political party life and organi-
sational life can be introduced in West Irian.

A1l the minimum conditions lor the implementation
of the Three-Point Programme of the Kerdja Cabinet that
have been mentioned above are contained in many state
documents and the decisions of the Executive Council
of the National Front. None of them is strange or exces-
sive. Ail these non-strange and non-excessive things
must be fu1fi1led as the condition for implementation of
the Three-Point Programme of the Kerdja Cabinet.

II
CONTINUE TO CRUSH IMPERIALISM

.AND REVXSIONISM!

(T) THE STR,UGGLE TO CRUSH IMPER,IALISM IS
CONTINUING TO ADVANCE ON ALL FRONTS

Dear Comrades!

It is not without reason if, in the very first sentences
of this report on the international situation, we stress
that the international situation is very favourable in-
deed for the growth of the revolutionary fonces of the
people throughout the world and that it is getting worse
and worse for ttre forces of imperialism, colonialism, neo-
colonjalism, the revisionists and other reactionaries
throughout the world.

The forces of the socialist camp are continuing to grow,
Even though some difficulties have arisen in the rela-
tionships between the Socialist countries, the unity
between the peoples of these countries remains good.
Whatever may happen, in face of the common enemy,
imperialism, the peoples of aII countries, not excluding
the Socialist countries, cannot be led into abusing and
abandoning unity. All the people througho,ut the whole
world are more steadfastly than ever joining hands and
more resoLutely waging a struggle in one ever mightier
and more invincible rank.

The struggle of the people of the world against im-
perialist policy, against the policy of aggression, subver-
sion and intervention, fo.r national independence, de-
mocracy, world peace and socialism is continuously
developing and advancing, The revolutionary movement
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of the peoples of the world is spearheaded against US
imperialism which is today the centre of world reaction,
the backbone of imperialism, the main bulwark of ag-
gression and war and has therefore become the most
criminal and most dangerous common enemy of the peo-
ple of the world.

It has become very clear that the imperialist "global
strategy" has be,en meeting with failure and def eats

everywhere. The balance of forces within the imperialist
carnp is undergoing profound changes.

The capitalist countries of Europe, in particular the six
countries of the European Common Market, France, West
Germany, Ita1y, Betrgium, the Netherlands and Lnxem-
burg, are further strengthening their position in order
to free themselves from US domination, both economically
and po)itically, as well as militarily, for example on the
question of nuclear strategy. There are of course con-
tradictions between these six countries ther:rseives. The
ECM which continues to refuse cntrance to Great Brit-
ain is not rnaking thiings easier for the import of US
goods into Europe. On the other hand, the United States
is finding it more and more difficult to stanci up to the
competition from European goods in the US domestic
market itself.

The contraclicti,on in mililaly affairs centres around
the question of a NATO multilatcral nuclear force. A11

these countries are hoiding stubbornly to their own
opinion. In particular, France has turned down the de-
mand of the US a"nd is co'ntinuing to build its own nuclear
force. The intra-imperiaJist confiict over the question of
the cornposition, command and control of the NATO
multilateral nuclear force is nothing but a reflection in

military affairs of the contradictions between the im-
perialists which are becoming sharper from day to day.

In the Untted States itself, the situation is nowhere
near so simple and so good as the Washingtcn advertise-
ments would have us believe. Unemployment still fails
to decline. In fact the contrar;r is happening. The US
Government itself admits that unemployment was 5.3
per cent of the labour force in 1960-61 and it has now
risen to more than 6 per cent. If it is recalled that auto-
mation results ea,ch year in loss of work for 1.5 million
workers and that the increase in the labour force rises
far more rapidtry than the increas,e in employment op-
portunities, then it can be stated for certain that unem-
ployment figures will rise even further.

Through means of the advertising system which oper-
ates on a tremendous scale, through television, the press
and the radio, people are continriously being pushed into
making purchases, and this, together with the system of
consumer's credit which is very easily availabLe from
the banks and which is aiso advertised on a very wide
scale, keeps the domestic market at a high level by ar-
tificial means.

Goods used by the consumers are for the greater pari
not the property of the user but the property cf the banks
which provide the credit. This fake prosperitv does not
give the consumeus a feeling of security because they
realise that, although they seem to be Iiving a life of lux-
ury, owning a house, car, household equipment, aII this
is only because they have mortgaged their owlr labour
po\Mer lor 30 years or more ahead in order to obtain
bank credit. If something happens before the end of that
time which results in their losing their employment and
salary, the bank will take back all its property and they
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will then live in poverty without a house, car or house-
hold equipment, without anything. Today, the banks
not only own and control the companies and factories but
they also directly own and control the mass of the con-
sumers.

The very high living costs in the USA which rnean
very high prociuction costs for US-rnanufactured goods are
the main difficulty being faced by US indu"stry in order
to be able to compete on the international free market.
US exports can be maintained only because of the large
amount of foreign "aid" doled out which in fact aids
America's own industry. In all branches of industry,
trade and transportation, the US would not be able to
stand the competition from other countries in the free
market were it not for the systern of subsidies and as-
sistance and all kinds of protection and preference given
by the US Government and financed by its budget.

In such cir,cumstances, US goods in the US domestic
market are finding it more and more difficult to face
the competition of goods from West Germany, Japan and
other countries whose products are cheaper than US
products.

The major domestic problem in the USA is that of the
20 million Negroes who are waging an ever more power-
fu1 struggle for equality of rights with the white people.
The position of the Negro population jn US society today
does not differ basically from what it was a century ago.
They encounter discrimination in all fields of life, in edu-
cational opportunities, in labour opportunities, in the
opportunity to occupy positions of leadership within the
government and busine,ss, and elsewhere. Whereas the
salesmen in a sh,op will be white, the porters carrying
goods or cleaners wiping the tables and floors will be

Negroes. Whereas the barbers are white, the shoe-shine
boys will usually be Negroes. Whereas the lieutenants are
white, the Negroes wiII be common soldiers or at the
very bes,t lise to the rank of corporal. Though the rate
of unemployment is more than 6 per cent of the total
US labour force, the rate am,ong Negro workers is as
high as 13.3 per cent; in fact, in Chicago the population
of which is 13 per cent Negro, the unemployment among
the Negro workers is 40 per cent. In the United States of
America which boasts of being "the champion of democ-
racy", the position of the Negroes is just about the same
as the position of the "natives" in our country in former
times. The Negro question is in essence a question of
colonial oppression, it is a national question. It is not
surp,rising that the struggle of the Negro people is now
getting broader and broader.

The anti-segregation struggle against racial discrimina-
tion and exploitation, for equal rights and independence
has never before in t-he history of the American Negroes
reached the present sca1e. It is in the interests of the
monopoly capitalists to perpetuate racialism in order to
preserve the Negro people as an oppressed people, as a
source of cheap labo,ur, and in ord,er to separate the black-
skinned workers from the white-skinned workers. The
US Government consistently refuses to take effective
measures to put a stop to the racial troubles that are rag-
ing in the USA. The struggle of the Negro people is there-
fore an inseparable part of the mighty struggle against
US imperialism. What this struggle requires is a correct
and revolutionary political leadership because it is only
in this way that the basis upon which exploitation and
oppression of the Negro people within US society is
founded can be altered and overthrown.
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The Indonesian people have a great feeling of respect
and deep sympathy for the courageous struggle now be-
ing waged by the Negro people in the USA and express
their solidarity with it. This attitude has also been
clearly express,ed by Pr"esident Sukarno. The propaganda
being spread to create the impression that the Kennedy
Administration previ,o,us1y, and now the Lyirdon Johnson
Administration opposes racial discrimination is nothing
but unadulterated nons,ense and it is only the very naive
that can be taken in by tl-ris. The Indonesian youth who
went to the US Embassy in Djakarta some time ago
very effectively unmasked this nonsense when they said:
if you are really against racial discrimination, then
withdraw all US troops from Asia and these troops will
certainly be able to crush the racialists.

In Asia, Africa and Lqtin America, US imperialism is
being dealt blow after blow.

In Sautheast Asia, the US imperialists have suffered
a number of serious defeats.

The US imperialists and the South Vietnam reaction-
aries are waging a "special war" in South Vietnam.
However many soldiers and generals they may send and
however far and wide they may spread their poisonous
chemicals around the countryside, the US imperialists
and the South Vietnam reactionaries are continuously
suffering defeat. The struggle of the South Vietnam
people proves once again that US military power is not
unlimited and not invincible, but that on the other hand,
the forces of the people are indeed invincible. About
75 per cent of the entire territory of South Vietnam is now
aorntrolled by the National Front for the Liberation of
South Vietnam. The people of South Vietnam refuse
to be subjugated by the bestial and bloody oppression of

the US imperialists together with their lackeys, be it
Ngo Dinh Diem who was overthrown and murdered by
the US imperialists themselves, or Nguyen Ngoc Tho,
that "former Vice-President" who has now been elevated
to the position cf "Prime Minister".

The great defeats suffered by the Ngo Dinh Diern pup-
pet regime until in the end it was overthrown by the
US imperialists themselves, shows that it is no longer
possible for the US imperialists and the reactionaries in
South Vietnarn to evade final defeat. The fate suffered
by Ngo Dinh Diem is a good rvarning for those who want
to becorne imperialist puppets. As soon as events prove
that a puppet is no longer able to wiihstand the people's
resistance, the puppet is thrown onto the lubbish heap
and replaced by a new one.

Seeing that they are becoming more and more harried
in South Vietnam, the US imperialists are once again
trying to create trouble in one of the other countries in
the Indo-China peninsula. In Laos, soon after the assassi-
nation of Foreign Minister Quinim Pholsena, Washington
murdered severai other Laotian officials, including pa-
triotic officers, and sparked off intensive armed conflicts
anew.

By making use of the Laotian reactionaries, the US
imperialists are doing everything they can to create a
split and to provoke armed conflicts among the neutralist
troops in Xieng Khouang and the Plain of Jars. These
crirninal anci brazen attempts are aimed at the step by
step elimination of the neutralist group led by Prince
Souvana Phouma from Laotian political life, at isolating
and removing the patriotic Neo Lao Haksat forces, de-
stroying the National Coalition Governrnent about which
the three Princes have already reached agreement and



which inc,orporates the three main political forces, and
putting an end to peace, sovereignty and independence in
Laos.

The peace-loving Indonesian people, the peace-Ioving
people of Asia, and the peace-loving people of the whole
world cannot remain indifferent to all these disgraceful
activities of the US imperialist,s in Laos. They refuse to
stand by and watch the US imperialists trampling at
will upon the Geneva agreements.

Another country, Camboaiq which has a small terri-
tory but whose people have great courage, is also not
free from US imperialist subversion. Mobilising the
Cambodian counter-revolutionaries through the so-called
"Khmer Serei" ("Free Cambodia") movement, through
an attempted coup d'etat in addition to the utilisation of
"aid", the US imperialists are striving to gain pre-
eminence in Cambodia. A1I these efforts have met with
failure.

The courage displayed by Cambodia in unilaterally
putting an end to US economic, cultural and military
"aid" as from 1st January, 1964, is a very correct and
striking step. It was none other than a prince whose
name is Norodo,m Sihanouk who said that it is better to
be poorer but more independent, and even a -small child
knows that thi;s rejection of US "aid" is beneficial. This
is an example, in particular for those who are not princes,
of how a country that wishes to remain independent must
act against the power-hungry, desperate US imperialists.

Developments in Burma should also have our atten-
tion. It was previously a good thing that General Ne Win,
who heads the Burmese Revolutionary Council, held ne-
gotiations with the Democratic National United Front, the
members of which are the Communist Party of Burma,

the Karen National Unity Party, the New Mon State
Party, the Karen Progressive Party and the Chin Supreme
Organisation, in an effort to restore internal peace.

It is a pity that these negotiations have ceased. The
Communist Party of Burrna has expressed its willingness
to make the necessary concessions without sacrificing its
Party rights in order t,o strive for the restoration of in-
ternal peace. The Communist Party of Burma has ex-
pressed the hope that the Burmese Revolutionary Council
will reopen the negotiations on the basis of rea,ching
agreements with each one of the parties, separately even
though negotiations with the Front have been ca11ed off.

It is very important, in the interest of increasing the
success of the struggle against imperialism, colonialism
and neo-colonialism in Southeast Asia, for these nego-
tiations to be reopened and for this conflict to be settled
to the satisfaction of all. The arrests that have been made
recently in Burma make it m,ore difficult to achieve na-
tional peace and are naturally harmful to Burma. The
Communists and working people of Indonesia therefore
demand the release of the arrested democrats and hope
that it will be possible to reopen the negotiations.
. One of the important weapo,ns being utilised by the
US imp,erialists in the interests of their aggressive poticy
in Asia is lndia. The Nehru Government has taken
mea-qures that conform with the needs of US imperialisrn
by making islands available for its military bases, such
as the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, by providing its
land territory, and sea and air space for use by the USA
for its military bases and for its operations in .{sia.
India has now openly become the US watch-dog in Asia
and a fifth column within the ranks of the Asian-African
countries. The disgraceful stand being taken by the In-
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dian Government reached a climax when it stated its ap-
proval for the expansion of the operational area of the
US Seventh Fleet to include the Indonesian Ocean. This,
then, is "non-aligned", pro-US Nehru.

In order to hide its despicable aliiance with US im-
perialism and to parade as 'oeing "non-a1igned,,, the Nehru
Government accepts economic and military aid from the
Soviet Union. Nehru cunningly utilises Soviet aid in or-
der to conceal his position as US watch-dog, in order .to
clean his hands which are dirty with aggression against
China and with the widespread arrests of genuine Com-
munist-s in India. But this cannot make poiitically-con-
scious people believe that India is still pursuing a policy
of non-alignment. Soviet economic assistance and Soviet
miiitary assistance being received in the form of heli-
copters, tanks, a factory for the manufacture of Mig-21
fighters, a guided missile factory, and the Iike, does not
in any way lessen India's aIlianc.e with US imperialism,
it cannot shake India from the US embrace; on the con-
trary, their collaboration is becoming even closer.

It is necessary for the Indonesian Government to pay
serious attention to these dangerous actions being taken
by the Nehru Government. The deeds of the Nehru Gov-
ernment which, in receni years,, has never wavered in
its betrayal of the nation and in its suppression of the
Indian people, are not only opposcd by the Indian people
but are also strongly condemned by the peoples of Asia
and Africa, not excluding the Indonesian people.

In Japan, under the occupation of US imperialist armed
troops, the peop1e's movement to smash imoerialist plans
to turn Japan into a nuclear war base, is becoming
more powerful, it is broadening and including all sections
of the people. The Communist Party of Japan sLands in

the foremost ranks in this mighty anti-US campaign
which has the firm solidarity of the peop).es of other
countries of the wor1d.

The outstanding progress made by the Communist
Party of Japan at the recent general elections (an in-
crease of about 500,000 votes) proves that the line of the
CPJ is correct and testifies to the growing links between
this fraternal Party and the masses of the working people
in its country. At the same time, the recent con'uemptible
attempt on the lile of the Chairman of the CPJ, Comrade
Sanzo },Iosaka, further p,oints to the weakness of the US
imperialists and the Japanese monopoly capitalists.

In the continent ot AJri:ca, where various countries are
passing through different types of political development,
the struggle against colonialism, old and new, is contin-
ua11y developing, and takes the lorrn of bo'uh poliiical
as well as armed struggle.

Toda-y, of the 59 countries and territories in Africa, 36
have ah'eady obtained independence of, a variety of stand-
ards, and these countries include more than 85 per cent of
the popr-llation of African and rnore ti-ran 80 per cent of
the entire territory of ,{frica.
- The Algerian path, that is, the path of armed struggle,
has opened a new page in the history of the anti-impe-
rialist struggle of the African people and has given inspi-
ration to the struggle of the per:ples of the entire con-
tinent. This path differs from that taken by many other
African countries which are cnly independent in name
but which are in essence still under the domination of
the imperialists.

The Aigerian path is now being taken by several Af-
rican countries such as Angola and (Portuguese) Guinea,
and also by other countries.
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In greeting the newly independent countries of Africa,
we must be able to differentiate between those whose
independence really has content and those who only have
fake independence. If not, it is very like1y that we shall
be applauding neo-colonialism A Ia "Malaysia".

7n Lcfiin America, the Cuban people right under the
very nose of the United States has repeatedly smashed
US attempts to launch aggres,sion. The events during the
past few months prove that the danger of imperialist
aggression has not in any way been reduced. The heroic
people of Cuba remain fully determined to defend the
first free teritory in the continent of America. Even
though it faces continual aggression from the USA, the
Revolutionary Government of Cuba is be,coming more
and more consolidated and its revolutionary iniluence is
spreading more and more to the other countries of, Latin
America. Cuba is one of the living testimonies of how
criminal are those people who speak fine words about
US imnerialism, and of how invincible the people are
once they have taken a unanimous resolve to be free and
to build Socialism.

The revolutionary situation in Latin America is very
favourable to the people. It is for this reason that the US
imperialists nurture a deep hatred for Cuba which is the
beacon for the revolutions in Latin America, whose rays
illumine the national democratic revolutions of the peoples
of Latin America who are continually attaining new peaks
in their revolutionary struggle.

A new situation has arisen in t,he national democratic
movements of the Latin American pecple. Armed strug-
gles against US monopoly capital and domestic counter-
revolutionary regimes and dictators, such as is indicated
by Venezuela, are developing and making rapid progress.

The people's guerrilla forces of the Venezuela National
tiberatiorr Army which was bo,rn in the process of a
peasants' upsurge to seize land from the big landlords,
have spread far and wide and are fighting not only in
the villages and in the mountainous regions but also in
several towns of its various states, and they are even
operating in the vicinity of the Venezuelan capital,
Caracas.

The armed struggle against the Government of Betan-
court who has now been replaced by his close friend,
Raoul Leoni, which viciously defends the interests of US
monopoly capital, of the compradores and the latifundists,
not only has strong roots among the Venezuelan people
but also has the ever increasing and more powerful sup-
port of the peoples of the other Latin American countries.

In Argentino, President Arturo Illia, under the pres-
sure of the absolute majority of the Argentine people,
has signed three decrees annulling contracts conclud,ed by
the previous Frondisi Government with 13 foreign oil
companies. It has been proven that these contracts were
detrimental to the co,untry's soveleignty and a tlrreat to
its security in view of the fact that the foreign companies
possess plans and information about Argentina,s oil dep-
osits, and the contracts have therefore been proclaimed
illegal and invalid. What a correct step this is! The in-
timidations of President Kennedy when he was still
alive, of Deputy Secretary of State Hariman, of US Am-
bassadol Mclintock and others did not in any way shake
Argentina in its determination to take this bold step. Just
in the same way a;s the "Baghdad Pact" met its miserable
end in Baghdad, so the "Argentine pattern', has been
buried in Argentina.
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Argentina's experiences should indeed be taken care-
fu1Iy into account by the Indonesian Government and
heeded as a warning to certain circles in Indonesia who
are always flirting with foreign monopoly capital and
for ever parading the "Argentine pattern,, as something
to be copied and practised in trndonesia. They should
realise that, for ttre sake of Indonesia,s sovereignty, secu-
rity and independence, it shouid not be the US-manu-
factured "Argentine pattern', in the field of oil donii-
nation but the Argentine pattern made by Argentina
itself that should be taken as the example in Indonesia.

The New Emerging For:ces have scored other tremen-
dous victories in the struggle against world imperialism.
We can see manifestations of these victories in the Amer-
ican Continental Conference of Solidarity with Cuba
that was held in Ndteroi,, Braztl, in March this year, the
Afro-Asian People's Solidarity Conferences that were
held in Mosh,i, Tanganyika, and in Nicosia, Cyprus, in
February and September this year, and the Summit Con-
ference of African states held in Ad.dis Ababa, Ethiopia,
last May.

We can see other victories that have been scored from
the successful convening of the Asian-African Journalists'
Ccnference, the Executive Committee Meeting of the
Asian-African Wr-iters' Conference, the Asian-pacific
Doch Vforkers' Conference, the preliminary Session of
the Asian-African Workers' Conference all of which took
place in our country this year.

Ccmrades,
At this present Plenum of the CC, we sti1I underline

and strongly urge that a Second Bandung Conference
should be held as soon as possible. The need for this is

felt today even more than in past years, in view of the
development in the struggle of the Asian-African people
against imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism
since the First Bandung Conference which was held in
April 1955.

The Indonesian people reject the attempts that are
being inspired by the modern revisionists and Nehru to
hold a Second "Non-Alignment,, Conference. This is
nothing but an attempt to sabotage and torpedo the ef-
forts being made for the convocation of a Second Ban-
dung Conference, a criminal atten-rpt to murder the Ban-
dung spirit. The efforts being made to hold a so-called
"Non-Alignment" Conference are also an attempt to
torpedo the concept of NEFO co-operation.

Through the intermediary of President Sukarno, the
Indonesian people have launched the idea of holding a
Conference of tlze Neta Emerging Forces (Conefo) but this
idea has not been accorded a satiBfact,ory welcome from
other countries. It is evident that the Second Bandung
Conference is more pressing than the Conefo because it
is necessary to consolidate and develop the anti-impe-
rialist struggle in Asia and Africa. But for this there must
be greater courage in opposing the attempts at sabotage
by the imperialists and their agents, particularly the mod-
ern revisionists and Nehru with their ,,Non-Alignment,,

Conference scheme.
Ttris, then is a brief account and summary which shows

that the struggle against imp,erialism is advancing on all
fronts. The Indonesian people are marching in step with
it and must more steadfastly play a positive role in push-
ing these revo,lutionary developments forward.
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(2' IN .4[SIA, AFRICA AND LATIN AMEEICA THERE IS A
REVOT,ITTIONARY SITUATION THAT IS CONTINU-

OUSLY SURGING FOR,WAED AND RIFENING

From the above account of the international situation
it is clear that there are today four basic contradictions
in the world, namely: (1) the contradiction between So-
cialism and imperialism (monopoly capitalism); (2) the
contradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeoi-
sie in the capitalist countries; (3) the contradiction be-
tween the oppressed nations and the imperialists; and (4)
the contradiction among the imperialists.

The first, second and third contradictions are class
struggles to overthrow imperialist power and the capital-
ist system. The third contradiction is a contradiction
between nations but if it is examined to its core, the
struggle of an oppressed nation will oniy be completed
altogether if the nation frees itself completely from im-
perialism and this is only possible if the nation has freed
itself from the capitalist political and economic system,
that is to say, if it has taken the path of Socialism. The
consistent struggle of an oppressed nation, if thoroughly
pursued, will definitely reach Socialism. This has been
proven by the revolutions in Asia and the Cuban revolu-
tion in Latin America which is now building Socialism.
S,ocialjsm in these countries is the logical continuation of
the struggle of the oppressed nations against impe-
rialism.

It is indeed true that there is a difference in stage be-
tween the struggle of an oppressed nation for national in-
dependence, and the struggle for Socialism, but in a
consistent struggle, there is no Chinese wall separating
the two stages of this struggtre. It is onty those who have
a "status quo" outlook, who do not consider that this
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strugg'le is a process, short or long, who build a Chinese
wall between the struggle of the oppressed nations and
the struggle foi. Socialism.

The struggle of the oppressed nations for national in-
dependence is also in essence a struggle against the capi-
talist system, that is to say, against monopoly capitalism,
and therefor:e it can ontry be fully successful if it is led
by the proletariat. Lenin once stated that ..the socialist
revolution will not be soIeIy, or chiefly, a struggle of
the revolutionary proletarians in each country against
their bourgeoisie - no, it will be a struggle of all the
imperialism-oppressed colonies and countries, of all de-
pendent countries against international imperialism,,.
(V. L Lenin, Th;e N&ti.oncil LiberaLion Mouement in the
East, Foreign Languages Publishing House, Moscow,
p. 232.)

The fourth contradiction is a contradiction within one
class and is not a contradiction between classes. It has
been proven that the imperialists or the bourgeoisie are
incapable of solving the contradictions within their own
ranks with the result that there is constant contradiction
-between them. Despite the two world wars they 1aunch-
ed, it has become apparent that they are unable to solve
the contradictions within their own ranks. The contradic-
tion betrveen the imperialists or the bourgeoisie can only
be solved if the working class and working peopie
throughout the world have risen up and overthrown their
powcr.

Thcrc is an inter-connection and mutual influence be-
twcen these four contradictions. These four contradic_
tions can only be solved if the people rise up under revolu-
tionary leadership to completely overthrow b,ourgeois



power. Basically, the contradictions, can only be solved
in a revolutionary way.

The prooess of overthrowing the bourgeoisie is no.tr; a
simple process;it is just as ccmplicated as the pro,cess of
overthrowing feu.dal power by the bourgeoisie; after cap-
italism came into power in various countries the restora-
tion of feudalism repeatedly took place. This is why it is
a great mistake to think that the restoration of capitalism
cannot take place in Socialist countries. To think in this
way means reducing vigilance and it is the same as people
believing in the supernatural, who in essence think in
a metaphysical way, since th,ey proclaim sornething as
being absolute. There is already one example: yugosla-
via which was formerly a Socialist country has now
become capitalist even though it labels itself ,,Socia1ist,,.

The material conditions for capitalisrn may not exist in
a Socialist country but if the leadership of the Party of
the working class in that country deviates, the restora-
tion of capitalism can indeed take place. New capitalist
elements can indeed grow in a Socialist country which
can comp).etely transform that country into a capitalist
country such as has happened in Yugoslavia today. The
Yugoslav experience provides us with a most useful les-
son. This experien,ce shows that the restoration of
aapitalism in a So,cialist country starts with the degen-
eration of its political system; the Communist Party
degenerates into a party with bourgeois ideology and the
dictatorship of the proletariat degenerates into a bour-
geois dictatorship.

These four contradictions are basic contradictions, that
is to say, contradictions that determine the character of
our preserrt world. Among basic contradictions there
are always mnin ot'principal contradictions that is to say,

contradictions that determine the situation and develop_
ment of the other contradictions. The question of which
are the main contradictions and what forrns they take can
undergo change in accordance with the period and the
stage of development.

For instance, at the time of the Second World War, the
main contradiction was the contradiction between the
anti-fascist forces and the forces of fascism. The anti_
fascist forces incorporated the Socialist country, the pro_
letarian movement, the oppressed nations and s,ome of
the capitalist countries.

At this present time, there are two mighty currents of
contradiction on a world sca1e, the contradiction between

contradictions are the main or principal contradictions
in the world today.

We cannot say that the contradiction between Social_
ism and imperialism is not a main contradiction because

perialists will never like having another large nuclear
country besides thems,elves. But we cannot close our
cves to the fact that there are also socialist countries
whose-. state leaders are striving to eradicate or in the
vc.r'y least to gloss over the contradiction between Social_
ism and imperialism by speaking fine words about US
imperialism, by praising the leaders of this foremost irn_
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perialist state, or in other ways. They say, for example,
that world probiems can be solved if there is co-operation
between the tv,zo great powers, between a certain Socialist
country and the USA; they say that Eisenhower is peace-
loving, and what is even worse, after Kennedy's death
they proclaimed him a peace hero, mourned deeply over
his death and shed bitter tears. And now Johnson is con-
sidered as being the continuator of Kennedy's so-called
peace-loving policy.

We are compelled to talk about this because the policy
of speaking fine words about the US imperialists, among
others by praising the leaders of that imperialist state,
now being pursued by the leaders of certain Communist
Parties in other countries has led to a difference of
opinion between our Party and the leaders of these Com-
munist Parties. We Indonesian Communists, and to-
gether with us all the Communist Parties in Southeast
Asia as well as many more Communist Parties and other
revoiutionaries in Asia, Africa and Latin America are
facing US aggression, intervention and subversion at
every moment, either Cireetly or indirectiy. In various
countries, the US imperialists have rrever ceased to per-
petrate murder of human being, including children and
old people. In s,uch a situation, the Ieaders of some Com-
rnunist Parties in other countries are saying that the
leaders of the state responsible for these murders are
"reasonable" and "peace-1oving". We can understand it
if, for the sake of political decency, statesmen sent con-
gratuJatory messages when Kennedy became President of
the USA and sent messages of condolences when he died,
but it is quite incomprehensible to us i-f there are Com-
munists who regard the leader of a state that is the gen-
darme of international reaction as being "reasonable,,

and "peace-1oving". How is it that the leaders of a state
that, since the moment the Second World War ended, has
never for a single moment stopped waging aggression, in-
tervention and subversions against other countries can be
regarded as being "reasonable" and "peace-1oving"? The
politically conscious working people of Indonesia would
spit on us fnConesian Communists if we were to speak
like that; goodness only knows what the working people
in South Vietnam, Venezuela, Angola, (Portuguese)
Guinea and other countries $,ould do if the Communists
or revolutionaries in these countries were to speak Iike
that, for these people are bearing arms in their hands.
The humanitarian sentiments of a Communist are deter-
mined by his condemnation of, imperialism and irnperial-
ist leaders, in particular of US imperialist leaders, and
by his inexhaustible syrnpaihy for the oppressed nations
that are opposing the imperiaiists, particulariy for those
who are every single day experiencing the threat of ag-
gression and murder at the hands of these imperialists.
Iloiiow is the humanitarianism of those who praise the
Ieaders of US imperialism and thereby u'eaken their class
consciousness. Humanism is never "universal" - human-
ism is always class humanism.

Thus it cannot be denied that the contradiction be-
tween Sccialism and imperialism is a main contradiction
allhough the ].eaders of some Socialist states are trying to
eradicate or at least gloss over this contradiction. It is
prccisely because these attempts are being made in the
international Communist movement to eradicate or gloss
ovcr this contradiction that we must more actively than
evcr expo.se thc criminal deeds of imperia-lisrtr, in partic-
ular US imperialism.
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'Ihere is no doubt whatsoever that the contradiction
between the oppressed nations and imperialism is a
main or principal contradiction. This main contradic_
tion exists in Asia, Africa and Latin America. There
exists a revolutionary situation
that is ward and becoming riper.
Of cou contradiction varies from
continent to cro,ntinent and frorn country to co,untry.
Even in the continents of Asia, Africa and Latin America
there are countries that are US satellites. But in gen_
eral in these three continents such a revolutionary 

"itru_tion exists. In the case of some of the countries in these
three continents it is on1y the people who are in con-
tradiction with the imperialists, but in ,other cases the
people and the government together are in contradiction
with imperialism.

Since there is now a revolutionary situation that is
continually surging forward and becoming riper in Asia,
Africa and Latin America, the most principal contradic_
tion of the two main or principal contradictions at the
present time is the contradiction between the oppressed
nations and imperialism. The struggle of the peoples of
these three continents is shaking imperialism to its foun_
dations and seriously weakening it.

The main contradiction can also be in Europe and Amer-
ica jf a mighty wave of revolution unfolds in these
countries. Today this is not yet the case both because
imperialism is still powerful in its own country as well
as because of the influence of social-democracy and mod_
ern revisionism on the w,orking-c1a,ss movement in these
regions. Some people are of the opinion that the main
contradiction today is in capitalist Europe because it is
in this part of the world that the proletanan revolution

is most likely to break out. This is a manifestation of
"Europe-centrism", a variation of the dogmatic view of
the prol,etarian revolution with which the opportunist
parties of the Seoond International were afflicted. It
was Lenin himself, creatively d,eveloping Marxism in the
era of imperialism, who proved both theoretically as well
as by the practice of the Great October S,ocialist Revolu-
tion that the revolution need not break out first in the
most advanced capitalist countries 'but in the country
where the chain of imperialism is the weakest. The 1g1T
Great October Socialist Revoluti,on pnoved that the dog-
matists were wrong. The Socialist revolutions in China,
Korea and Vietnam which are agrarian countries took
place before the Socialist revolution in advanced capi-
talist Europe. The same applies to Cuba, too. Ali this
proves that Lenin is correct and that the dogmatists are
wrong.

At the present time, the weakest link in the chain of
imperialism is not in Europe or in North America or in
Australia but in Asia, Africa and Latin America. This
is wl-ry the proletariat throughout the world must centre
its attention on the revolution on these three continents.
This is why, in order to consolidate the Socialist system,
the most important task of ait S,ocialist countries is to
supp,ort the struggle of the peoples on these three con_
tinents. This is why the proletariat of Etrrope and North
America as well as the Australian proletariat should feel
that they have a stake in the victories of the revolutions
of the Asian, African and Latin American peoples. The
victories of the peopLes, revolutions of these three con-
tinents will greatly hetp the proletariat of Europe, North
America and Australia to overthrow the cap,italists irr
theil own countries.
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The colonial and semi-colonial countries, that is to say,
the oppressed nations which are situateel in Asia, Africa
and Latin America, have poputations which are composed
for the greater part of peasants. Some Communists are of
the opin.ion that if the contradiction betrnreen the oppress-
ed nations and irnperialism is regarded as being a prin-
cipal contradiction, then this will mean placing the
peasants in the position of leading the revolution. Thus,
there is a fear of the development of the peasant forces
and there is a fear that the peasants will gain predomi-
nance over the workers. It appears superficially as if
these people are preserving the teading role of the work-
ing c1ass. But in actual fact, they are doubtful about the
indispensability of working*class leadership. Commu-
nists need have no doubts whatsoever about the absolute
necessity for the working class to occupy the leading role
in the revolution because it has never happened and
wjII never happen in histony that a peasants, revolution
can be victorious without the leadership of the working
class. It has never happened and it will never happen
that the peasant forces predominate over the workers
and are thus not benefi,cial to the revolution.

I\{arx ancl Engels devoted great attention to the villarge
and the colonial countries, that is to say, to the peasants.
In his work The Peasqnt Qu,esti,on zn F,rance and, Ger-
rns,nA, Engels said among other, things that in order to
win victory, the party of the proletariat ',flLltst became a
pauer in the uillage".r [My italics-DNA.]

Lenin taught the same thing too. A Socialist revolu-
ticn is deception pure and simple if it does not mobilise
the peasants. Without mobilising the peasants, it is not

I Retranslated from the Indonesian.
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possible to unite the majority of the population and it is
only by uniting the ma,jority of the population that the
possibility of reaching Socialism is opened up. This is
what Lenin taught us. Thus if one is afraid of the devel-
opment of the peasant forces and thinks that they will pre-
dominate over the workers and thus be disadvantageous,
then one should not entertain any hopes about the revo,-
lution being victorious and the hegemony of the prole-
tariat being established. To speak about the hegemony
of the proletariat in the Socialist revolution is nonsense
if one is afraid of the development of the peasant forces
in the rvorld.

There is an Indonesian proverb which says: "He who
is afraid of being overrun by the tide should not live on
the coast." If one is afraid of the awakening of the peas-
ants, then there is no point thinking about the revolution.

On a worl,d, scale, Asia, Africa and Ls.tin America are
th,e uilla,ge oJ the uofld, uth,ile Europe q,nd, North Ameri,ca
are the totnn of the usor'\,d. LJ the uorld reuolution is to
be uictorious, there is no other u:aE than for the toarld,
proletariat Lo giue promznemce to the reuoluti,ons in Asi,a,

AJrica qnd. Lutirl America, thq.t is to sau, th.e reuo:i!,utiotts
'in the uillage of the u:arld, ln order to wi,n the uorld
reuolutt"an, the warld proletariat ntust "go to these three
conti,nents".

The imperialists are not weak in the town of the world,
in Europe and North America, but they are weak in the
village of the world, in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
It is in this place of weakness that the imperiaiists must
be and indeed are being fought with aII possible strength,
and the proletariat of the whole world, both where it has
already won victory as well as where it has not yet won
victory must give the greatest possible support to the
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struggle against the imperialists on these three continents.
The victory of the revolutio,ns on these three continents
will make it easier for the proletariat in the town of the
world, that is, in Europe and North America, to over-
throw imperialist power. This line is in conformity with
the Marxist formulation that no nation that oppresses
other nations can be free.

The "Europe centrist,, viewpoint, the new variant ol
the dogmatic viewpoint of the Second Internatio,nal,
should have been buried long ago because history has
proven how erroneous it is both while Lenin was still

ica is a rejection of Marxism-Leninism, that it is na_
tionalist-chauvinist, separationist, racialist and goodness
knows what else.

To extol the struggle of the peoples, of Asia, Africa
and Latin America is no;thing more nor less than the
purest p on of ; it
does not violat ro-letarian is in sa_
tion of proletarian internationalism. It is none other
than the proletariat in Europe and North America that
benefits, too, if the revolutions are victoriou,s on the con-
tinents of Asia, Africa and Latin America. The prole-
tariat in various countries of these three continents are
defending proletarian internationalism with their btcod
and life and not just by speaking about it and certainly
not by speaking in a way that expresses fear of the peas-
ants; they are defending proletarian internationalism
with full confidence in their historic role. The peasants

should not be feared but shoulcl be turned into an ally,
and they are indeed the most reliable ally of the proleta-
riat.

The class struggle waged by the workers in the advanced
capitalist countries against the bourgeoisie in their
own country is a great and vital source of revolutionary
s,trength for the victory of the world socialist revolution.
This is why the basic contradiction between the working
class and the irourgeoisie in the advanced capitalist coun-
tries will definitely become a main world contradiction.
One important factor which makes it possible for the cap-
italists to maintain their power in the advanced capi-
talist countries is that social-democracy and modern re-
visionism still exert a great influence over the workers
and make the working c1a,ss the ideological captives of
capitalism. It is only by siamping out social-democracy
and modern revisionism and ejecting them from the
working-class movement that the Communist Parties in
the capitalist countries will be alole to unite the working
cl.ass under the revolutionary banner of Marxism-Lenin-
ism and gather together aiI the revolutionary forces in
these countries into a powerful united front for the de-
.feat of capitalism. We are absolutely convinced that the
time wiltr come and a wave of proletarian revolutions in
the advanced capitalist countries will put an end for ever
to the life of capitalism throughcut the world.

The proletariat of the whole world should joyfully
welcome the ever surging lorward and ripening revolu-
tionary situation in Asia, Africa and Latin America; they
shouid enthusiastically hail the fact that these three con-
tinents have become the arena of the most principal con-
tradiction in the worId, the contradiction between the op-
pressed nations and imperialism. The peasants in these
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three continents do not want to take over the leader-
ship from the proletariat; they ask to be ied by the pro-
letariat. But, in the course of bitter struggle to destroy
imperialism, revisionist leadership will certainly be re-
jected out of hand in this region. It would be better for
the peasants in this region to be led by revolutionary na-
tionalists than being "led" by revjsionists who pose as
"Marxist-Leninists". If this happens, it is not the fault
of the peasants but the fault of the deviationist "Marxist-
Leninists".

fn connection with the str-uggle for national inde-
pendence, there are some peopJe who incessantly proclairn
that this struggle cannot be successfu-l without the help
of the Socialist countries. The purpose in doing this is
to ensure that the Communists who are fighting for na-
tional independence should not dare to give expression
to any opinion that differs from the official standpoint
of a certain Socialist country for, were they to dare to
do so, they would not get any help and they would not
be victorious. It is because of this form of political black-
mail that our Party needs to stress more strongly than
ever a thing the truth of which is verified by dialecticat
materialism and which has already been proven by Lenin.

We mu.st stress that it is the internal factor that causes
a quaiitative change to take place in anything, while the
rcle of the external factor is only of a supplementary
nature. Ihe outbreak of the Indonesian revolution in
August 1945 was not caused in the first place b;z assist-
ance or stimulus from without but first and foremost
because the internal factors were already ripe, namely,
the revolutionary struggle of the Indonesian people. A
friend of ours in Europe, Comrqde Pqul de Graot, once
said as fotrlows: "The fndonesian people fought for their

national independence fon years. But it was achieved
only after the defeat of the Germans in Europe which
also sealec.l the fate of Japan, because of the struggle of
the working class in the Netherlands for an 'Indonesia
flee lrom the Netherlands now', because of the Soviet
Union's assistance to Indonesia, because of the contra-
diction between America and the Netherlands over In-
donesia." (Speech by PauI de Groot, CPN ouer
qeschillen i,tt de communistisclte uereldbetnegi,ng, pages
8-9.) Thus, there is no evaluation of the internal factor
of the struggie of the Indonesian people themselves as
the primary guarantee for the victory of Indonesia's na-
tional independence struggle. With all our respects and
gratitude to the Dutch proletariat for always helping the
Indonesian revolution, we have to state that this opinion
is not in conforrnity with dialectical materialism, that it
is a subjective opinion.

It is none other than Lenin himself and the Great
Cctober Socialist Revolution which taught us that, if a
peopie are unj.ted and have the resolute determination to
wage a struggle and to rvin, then not only will it be pos-
sible to throw out imperialism but it will also be possible
to overthrow the capitalist system. The Soviet lJnion
was established by I-enin and the proletariat without the
assistance of any Socialist country because the Soviet
Union was the first Socialist country.

Otrr Farty always stresses, in keeping with the teach-
Ings of Lenin, that the revolutionary struggle for national
'i ndt'1-:ondence is inseparable from the revolutionary
sl,r'rr1.r;gl<' throughout the whoie world against imperialism
irnrl cirpit,rrl. But at the same time, our Party aiso stresses
l,lrirI l,lrr: dot:isive factor for victory of the national inde-
pcnrlol<:r' sl,r'uggle is the forces of the people in each of
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the countries where a struggle for emancipation is being
rvaged. This is the reason why our Party educates its
members and the Indonesian people to have the courage
to stand on their cwn two feet, to have confidence in
their own strength, to possess the resolve, "ever forward,
no retreat", the reason why it educates the people in
the spirit of the red banteng.

The Socialist camp is the achievement of the struggle
of the proletariat and the working people of the whole
worId. History has proven that the struggle of the
oppre,ssed nations against imperialism has given support
and strength to the establishment of the Socialist coun-
tries and the formation of the Socialist camp. There
should be no question about the Sociaiist countries assist-
i.rg the national independence struggle because this
should be something quite automatic. A country is not
a genuine Socialist country if it does not genuinely assist
the struggle for national independence. Lenin declared
that this assistance was a duty, that one of the demands
of proletarian inLernationalism is that "a nation which
is achieving victory over the bourgeoisie [should] be able
and willing to make the greatest national sacrifices for
the sake of overthrowing international capital". (V. I.
Lenin, The National Liberstion Mouement tn the East,
p. 254.) The assistance rendered by a Socialist country
to the struggie for national independence and against
capital is in essence assistance to itself, because the more
intensively these struggles rage, the more consolidated
becomes the Socialist camp.

There are some people who say that what a newly in-
dependent country needs in order to achieve Socialism is
economic assistance. They say that, with the economic

aid frorn the Socialist camp, the newly independent
countries in Asia and Africa will be able to make
the transition to Socialisrn. Therefore, above alI else
there must be "peace" in the world so that the So-
cialist countries can win in the economic competition
with the capitalist countries. They speak about the
"transition to Socialism" through "economic aid" and
not through a profound change in the political system
brought about by revolutionary means in the newly in-
dependent countries. This is the viewpoint of modern
economism in the international Communist movement, a
viewpoint which bases itsetrf on the stand that economics
and not politics determines everything, a viewpoint which
emasculates and uncierrates the role of the revolutionary
struggle of tl-re peopie.

The viewpoint of modern economism also manifests
itself in the idea of some people that the newly indepen-
dent countries will make the transition to Socialisrn be-
cause they are encouraged by the example of socialist
construction in the Socialist countries. According to this
view, even though a country is led by the big bourgeoisie,
such as India at the present time, it is possible for
Socialism to be built. With such assertions, the mod-
ern economists are in essence calling upon the peo-
ple in the newly independent countries to halt their rev-
olutionary struggie and to rely completely upon economic
aid from the Socialist countries while sitting by and
gazing in wonderment at the economic construction in
these countries. The modern economist viewpoint even
goes so far as to make a caII for economic "aid" from the
imperialist countries, for instance, "aid" which they say
wou-ld become available as a result of disarmament.
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Classical economism is the viewpoint that rejects the
need for an independent party of the proletariat, a view-
point that makes the proletariat trail politically behjnd
the bourgeoisie. Modern economism aros,e after the in-
dependent parties of the proletariat had come into exist-
ence and after some of them had come into power. In
such circumstances, its role is to relegate the poiitical
parties of the proletariat in the Socialist countries into
be,coming an "economic management", and in the capi-
talist countries to make them the servants of the bour-
geoisie, like for example the Dange clique in the Com-
munist Party of India, and other Communist Parties that
have become afflicted with social-democracy and revi-
sionism.

Within the framew,o,rk of opposing revisionism, we
must oppose this modern eco,nomism with a poltcy that
giues pre-eminence to polttics, on the basis of the prin-
ciple that poli.tics is the general.

As regards aid given by the Socialist countries to newly
independent countries, this should not be allowed to
strengthen the position of a bourgeoisie that oppresses
the proletariat and the revolutionary movement because
such aid is not in conformity with proletarian internation-
alism; it is only in conformity with bourgeois interna-
tionalism.

We raise all these points with the purpose of cultivat-
ing good understanding, with the purpose of building
stronger solidarity between the proletariat and their
Marxist-Leninist Parties in Asia, Africa and Latin Ameri-
ca and the proletariat and their Marxist-Leninist parties
in the capitalist countries as well as the people and their
Marxist-Leninist Parties in the Socialist countries.

(3) SOUTHEAST ASIA IS ONE OF THE CENTRAL POINTS
IN THE REGION OF MAIN CONTRADICTION

As has already been exptrained above, Asia, Africa and
Latin America are regions of the principal or the most
principal contradiction. Southeast Asia is situated in
this region. Indonesia is situated in Southeast Asia, and
therefore Indonesian Cornmunists and other revolution-
aries must devote very great attention to the revolutionary
struggle of the peopl.es of Southeast Asia.

The imperialists are striving to turn Southeast Asia
into a region of neo-colonialism, into a military base from
which to attack Socialism, and to prevent the influence
of the Socialist revolution from spreading from the North
to the South.

But on the other hand, in a large part of Southeast
Asia, the capitalist system has already been defeated and
the Socialist system is standing firm and is continuously
being consolidated (Chinese People,s Republic and the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam). In this region there
is also a revolutionary situation that is continuousiy
surging forward and beco,ming riper where, ever since the
'Second World War, the national independ.ence revolution
and the Socialist revolution have continued to rage
without stop accompanied by the gunfire of the weapons
borne by revolutionary fighters, and wher.e the Com_
munist Parties have scored victories. The national bour_
geoisie in Southeast Asia are in the process of growth in
the political, economic and cultural fields in contrast with
Europe, and they can therefore unite with the revolu-
tionary movement. Even patriotic princes, such as
Prince Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia, can openly play
an active part in the struggle against US imperialism.
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Because they are not afflicted with revisionism, the
Cor-nmunist Parties in Southeast Asia possess the neces-
sary conditions to lead tire workers, the peasants and the
revolutionary intellectuals so as to raise high the bann'er
of anti-imperialism, the banner of democracy and the
banner of genuine peace.

Many imperialists or monopoly capitalists have inter-
ests in Southeast Asia, from big imperialists such as

ihe USA, Great Britain, West Germany and Japan down
to small ones such as Fortugal, the Netherlands and
others, with the result that there are many contradictions
among the imperialists themselves and there is also bru-
tal imperialist oppression. trn this region there are also
weak reactionary polvers, there i.s the two-faced and weak
national bourgeoisie, there are peoples who have a high
level of political consciousness and numerous experi-
ences of revolutionary struggle, including armed struggle.

The class struggle in Southeixt Asia is raging bitterly;
in some countries, there are political liberties, but at the
same time there are the dangers of terrorism, counter-
revolutionary coup d'etats and fascism. The peoples
and Communist Parties in Southeast Asia must make
use of all forms of struggle, armed struggle as well as

non-armed struggle, parliamentary struggle as well as

non-parliamentary struggle, and so on. A11 types of ex-
perience of class struggle exist in Southeast Asia. All
Comrnunist Parties must be able to make use of every
form of struggle that exists in Southeast Asia in con-
formity with the requirements of the struggle in each

respective country.
Southeast Asia is one of the central points in the re-

gion of main contradiction in the world.

Both objective as well as subjective conditions are ex-
cellent in this region. In order to win victory for the
struggle of the oppressed nations in Southeast Asia, in
order to break down the imperialist fortress which is
already in very poor shape and very shaky, the struggle
of one oppressed nation must have close links with that
of the others. The revolutionary solidarity between
these nations must be strengthened.

fndonesia's role is ver;. important indeed in the strug-
gle for national independence in Southeast Asia. This
should be realised and understood because it places a
very great responsibility on the shoulders of every Indo-
nesian revolutionary, in particular the Cornmunists. In
Indonesia today there is no arrned struggle such as is
taking place for instance in South Vietnam. But it is a
mistake to think that because of this, Indonesia's role in
Southeast Asia is not \rery important. In Indonesia, it
is not oniy the people but also the Government that is
waging a stn-rggle against i.mperialism, if necessary with
arms, too. This latter is proven by the struggle that was
waged against the "PRRI-Permesta" counter-revolution,
the struggle to stamp out the Darul Islam-TII counter-
revolution, the struggle for the liberation of West Irian
from Dutch imperialism, and today, the struggle to crush
"MaIaysia".

With the upsurge in the wave of revolution in South-
east Asia, it is no longer possible to prevent the total
destruction of imperialism in Southeast Asia headed by
the USA. 'Ihe movement for national independence in
this region will definitely attain victories and will defi-
nitely develop into a mass struggle against capital. The
collapse of the irnperialist fortress in this region will
constitute a mighty tidal wave overrunning imperialism,
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it will be a great help to the development of the world
Socialist revolution.

The Communist Parties in Southeast Asia that are
still waging a struggle for national liberation have the
same basic tasks: (1) to draw over the broadest possible
mass of the people and to organise them in a united na-
tional front; (2) to penetrate as far as possible into the
villages in order to build an alliance of workers and peas-
ants; (3) to strengthen the Party's leadership of the broad
masses of the people and to be skilful at making use of
all forms of struggle; and (4) to strengthen the co-opera-
tion between the peoples and Communist Parties of South-
east Asia. These are the Jour amru,lets with which to
overthrow the futr demons in Southeast Asia, imperial-
ism, feudalism, compradore capitalism and bureaucrat
capitalism.

The victory of the Indonesian revolution will signify a

rnighty break-through in the fortress of imperialism, it
will signify a great stride forward in the anti-imperialist
struggle and its rays will shine afar, even beyond the
borders of Southeast Asia. This is the reason why the
imperialists, in particular the USA, devote such great at-
tention to the developments in Indonesia and make it
the main target of its intervention and subversion in
Southeast Asia.

(4) IT WOULD BE BETTER IF TIIERE WEBE 1\O MOSCOW
TRIPARTITE AGREEMENT AT ALL

During the past few months, there has been very much
discussion about the tripartite agreement on the partial
ban of nuclear weapon tests which was signed in Moscow
on 5th August, 1963. Imperialist circles throughout the

world headed by the USA feel happy and relieved that,
in the end, their concept was accepted by the Soviet
Union and was subsequently supported by some of the
Socialist countries and some Communist Parties.

The Indonesian Communists and working people do
not have any doubts about the earnestness of the Soviet
Union in their love for peace. But, based upon historical
facts and living facts in the world today, we cannot be-
lieve at all that the imperialists desire peace based on
independence and the emancipation of ali mankind. We
would be mad to think that the USA and the other im-
perialist countries love peace.

In order to defend the tripartite agreement from well-
founded criticisms, it is often said that "it is better than
there being no a6{reement at a11". In contrast with this
opinion, Indonesian Co.mmunists, based on their strong
desire for concrete peace and not for abstract peace, are
of the opinion that it would be better if there were no
such agreement. Why?

The Indonesian Communists differentiate between
nuclear weapons in the hands of a socialist state and
those in the hands of a capitalist state, between nuclear
weapon tests carried out by a socialist country and those
undertaken by a capitalist country. The former is,aimed
at strengthening peace, while the latter increases the
danger of aggressive war.

Indonesian Communists are struggling for concrete
peace, that is to say, peace as the joint effort of the coun-
tries of the Socialist camp, the nations struggling for na-
tional independence, the working class in the capitalist
countries and the other progressive forces that oppose
imperialism; not abstract peace which exists only in the
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imagination as a result of speaking fine words about the
imperialists.

Since this Agreement was signed, the world peace
movement has been paralysed; underground nuclear tests
that are continually being undertaken by the USA are
not being opposed in any way because they are permitted
by the Agreement.

Since this Agreement only categorically prohibits nu-
clear tests in the atmosphere, in outer,space and under
water, other things such as underground tests, the manu-
facture, stock-piling, spread and use of nuclear weapons
all beccme things that are not prohibited. This means
giving a new weapon to the imperialists and their agents
with which to paralyse the peace movement.

If it can't be said to be anti-peace, then, at the very
least, this Agreement has created difficulties for the peace
movement. This is the reason why rve hold the opinion
that it would be better if there were no such agreement
at all.

The Agreement is aItr the rnore incorrect since it has 1ed
to a sharpening of the conflict r,vithin the international
Communist movement and among the Sociaiist countries.
No healthy-thinking person can deny that this weakens
peace. We regret very much that there were no prior
consultations to work out a common stand between all
the socialist countries before such an important agree-
ment was concluded between the Soviet Union and the
USA and Britain.

Faithful to the Stockhotm Appeal and to the CpI,s
own Programme, Indonesian Communists continue to
demand that all nuclear weapons be thrown into the sea
and that a total prohibition accompanied by effective
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control of all nuclcar weapon tests, of the manufacture,
stock-piling and use of nuclear weapons be introduced.

The 1960 Moscow Statement states that US imperialism
is the "main bulwark of aggression and war", that it i.s

an aggressor and war provocator. By means of this tri-
partite agreement an attempt is being made to erase the
bad appearance of the USA. The tripartite nuclear agree-
ment of 5th August, 1963 gives the US a new face, a

"peace-loving" face, a "non-aggressive", "non-interven-
tionist" face, and so on. This is not in conformity with
the facts everywhere in the worJ.d, in Asia, Africa and
Latin America, in Southeast Asia and in Indonesia itseif.
This is a serious obstacle in the efforts to raise the polit-
ical consciousness of the masses of the people.

In connection with this nuclear question, we would like
to state the views of Indonesian Communists regarding
nuclear weapons. We are of the opinion that the law
of the development of so,ciety does not change ! Although
the discovery of nuclear energy can influence the develoi:l-
ment of the productive forces of society, society still
Cevelops on the basis of the law of the coming into con-
formity of the relations of production with the nature
of the productive forces which manifests itself in the
class struggle. The class struggle is waged by human
beings and the means of production and weapons are
created, used and developed by hurlan beings and there-
fore it is the human being that is decisive in the develop-
ment of society.

We are all well aware of the destructive powers of nu-
clear weapons. With these destructive powers as the
reascn, the imperialists and revisionists are utilising these
weapons to scare 'i,he people who are waging a struggle
to emancipate themselves from colonial oppression and



exploitation. They are carrying out nuclear blackmail
or intimidation. Weak-spirited people have fal1en prey
to nuclear intimidation and have finally surrendered to
the imperialists.

The revolutionary peoples do not want to capitulate
before the nuclear intimidation of the imperialists and
reject deification of nuclear weapons, thqy condemn the
nuclear cult. The path of armed struggle that has been
taken by the peoples of various countries to seize national
independence from the hands of the imperialists must be
encouraged and must not be weakened on the pretext
that this armed struggle can lead to the outbreak of local
wars which "can develop into a nuclear \Mar". The com-
plete exposure of US imperialism by the revolutionaries
who are waging a struggle against imperialism should not
be relaxed for the reason that condemnation of the USA
would "sharpen relationships which rnight lead to the
outbreak of nuclear war" and this would "destroy the
world and make men cripples". This nuclear cult is very
dangerous indeed especially if a "Kennedy cult" or such
Iike is added to it. It paralyses the fighting spirit against
imperialism and greatly weakens the struggle for national
independence and peace. This nuclear cult has been
further cultivated by the tripartite nuclear agreement.

In order to save themselves and their system from the
powerful and stormy pressure of the struggle of the
people the world over for national independence and
emancipation from exploitation, the US Government is
today pursuing a two-faced policy, with a war face and
a "peace" face. Indonesian Communists and working
people are not prepared to take part in white-washing,
polishing up and re-painting the criminal face of the im-
perialists. The Indonesian people continue to hold high

their militant banner: "We loue peace but use loue i,n'de-
penilence m,ore.t'

Whosoever joins in the work of depicting the USA
and the leaders of that state as being lovers of peace
crudely insults the peoples of South Vietnam, Cuba,
Korea, Japan, Cambodia and the people everywhere in
the world. By means of the tripartite agreement signed
in Moscow, the US imperialists have succeeded in display-
ing their face of "peace", even though only for a very
short time.

This is why we repeat: it would be better if there were
no Moscow tripartite agreement at all. The conclusion
of this agreement helps to save the IJS imperialists from
their bad face, even though only very temporarily.

The peoples who J.ove independence and genuine peace
cannot be deceived by the imperialist policy of a face of
"peace", and they will continue to hate the imperialists
and to wage a struggle against them. This is the stand-
point of more than 90 per cent of the people of the world,
even though many governments in the world do not hold
this opinion. This is not surprising since the vast ma-
jority of governments in the world today are capitalist
governments. Ind.onesian Cornmunists unite with this
mor"e than 90 per cent of the people of the vl'o ld.

(5) COMMUNIST SOCIETY CAN ONT,Y BE REALISED IF
IMPERIALISM IIAS BEEI{ WIPED OFF TIIE EARTII

Above it has been expJ.ained how close is the mutual
relationship between the revolutionary struggle of the
people in one country and that of the struggle of the
peoples in other countries, and also how close is the
lelationship between the construction of Socialism in the
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Socialist countries and the revolutionary struggle of the
peoples for national independence and against capital in
all parts of the world.

From the internal point of view the countries of the
Socialist camp possess all the necessary conditions for
the construction of Socialism and Communism. But from
the external polnt of viey,, as long as there is imperialist
encirclement, particulariy if it is intensive and aggressive
as is the case today, the efforts to guarantee the security
of Socialism in one country, and what is more in alI the
countries of the socialist camp, 'l,vilI require a persistent
class struggle both against external enemies as well as

against bou-rgeois symptoms within socialist society itself
which arise both from survivals of the old society as

well as because of influence or efforts from without. If
thesb symptoms are not steadfastly resisted, they can
iead. to the ernergence of class antagonisms which en-
d.anger socialist construction. No socialist counLry is
outside the world in which imperialism still exists.

Betrveen the victory of Socialism in one country and
the victory of the world Socialist revolution there is an
inseparable connection. The Socialist revolution that has
already becn victorious in one country must not be turned
into a self-contained entity and cut off from the rest; it
must be turned into an assistant or means in order to
speed up the victories of revolutions in other countries.
Lenin stated this very clearly when he said that a rev-
olution that ha.s won victory mlrst "do the utmost pos-
sible in one country for the development, support and
awakening of the revolution in all caLLntries". (V. I.
Lenin, "The Proletarian Revoluticn and the Renegade
Kautsky", Selected" Works, Vol,. II, Parl 2, Foreign Lan-
guages Publishing House, Moscow, 1952, p. 105.) A, revo-

lution that has already won victory must help other rev-
olutions to win in order to guarantee that the victory of
that revolution is everlasting. Regarding this, we once
again bor.r'ow the words of Lenin: "The interests of the
proletarian struggle in one country [must] be subordi-
nated to the interests of that struggie on a world scale."
(V. L Lenin, The llational Liberat,ion Mouement in the
East, p. 254.)

The Socialist revolution has been victorious in a num-
ber of countries and a powerful Socialist camp has already
been established. In connection with the above ques-
tions, in the present world situation where imperialism
in its declin.e is displaying strongly aggressive charac-
teristics and carrying out continual efforts to undermine
socialist power and promote the restoration of capitalism
by means of what they refer to as "peaceful evolution",
the question arises of whether it is possible to realise
genuine Comrnunist society, that is, not fake Communist
society, in a country as iong as there is imperialism in
the world. We raise this question in the context of tlie
universal struggie to win victory for the revolutions of
the peorle for national independence and to win the so-
cialist revolutions, and also in order to make it possible
for mankind to reach Comrnunist society more speedily.
The basis from which we raise this question is quite d.if-
ferent from that of the Trotskyites who opposed Lenin
over the possibility of winning victory for Socialism in
one country while capitalism stili exists. For us there is
no question about whether Socialism cun be built in one
country. The question that we raise is that of Com-
munism in one country or in several countries as long as

imperialism still exists.
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Considered from the internal point of view, the people
in the Socialist countries are certainly obiiged to con-
tinuously develop and consolidate their socialist economy,
to continuously raise the living standards and cultural
standards of the people of their respective countries. On
the other hand, there is still the external aspect and this
must not be ignored.

Communist society can only be realised through a very
advanced development in the productive,forces capable
of producing everyday necessities in abundance so that
the principle: "from each according to hi,s abi.litA, to eac'it

accordtng to hts need" can genuinely be implemented.
This requires activities, forces and funds which are truly
tremendous.

The presence of imperialist threat in the military and
ideological fields makes it obligatory for the peoples of
a1I Socialist countries to strengthen as much as possible
their proletarian state as the chief instrument for pursu-
ing of the struggle to crush imperialism on a world scale
and to stamp out the survivals of bourgeois class in-
fluence at home. This means that it is impossible, irre-
sponsible and not in conformity with the spirit of prole-
tarian internationalism to raise on a practical level the
question of Communist society in one or several countries
as long as imperialism still exists in the world. Just
imagine, in one or several countries, people are exerting
tremendous efforts so that they themselves can live with
abundant material production, each working according to
ability and receiving according to need-and the needs
in modern society are truly tremendous - whilst in the
vast majolity of countries in the world, there are still
peoples who are colonised and the majority of whom live
a life of oppression, destitution and hardship. Euen i,f it

uere poissi)bJe to achieve this, then we would ask: where
is the suborclination of the struggle of a proletariat that
has already won victory to the interests of the proletarian
struggle on a world scale, where is the ability and willing-
ness to make the greatest possible national sacrifices
of nations that have already attained victory over the
bourgeoisie for the sake of overthrowing international
capital?

'Ihe fact that there is a socialist state shows that there
are stil1 antagonistic classes and that there is still a class
struggle. Lenin explained that "Socialism means aboli-
tion of classes" and in order to abolish classes, the most
difficult task is not to overthrow the landlords and the
capitalists but to "eliminate the difference between the
workers and the peasants, that is, to muke them all
ruorkers". This latter task requires a very long period
of time. Lenin then stressed: "When classes disappear,
the dictatorship will become unnecessary. Without the
dictatorship of the proletariat, they will not disappear."
(V. I. Lenin, "Economics and Politics in the Era of the
Dictatorship of the Pro1etariat", Selected Works, FLPH,
Moscow, 1952, VoI. II, Part 2, p. 285.) To ignore this
means to ignore themost important of Lenin's teaching
about the state.

It cannot be d-enied that the continued presence of
threats of imperialist aggression, interve,ntion and sub-
version - and these threats will not cease as long as
imperialism continues to exist however much the revision-
ists may speak fine words about imperialism and its
leaders - greatly restricts a socialist country in building
its economy, because:

Firstly, a very large portion of national income must
be devoted to state defences, to building up and pre-
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serving a powerful and ultra-modern national defence
system. This greatly restricts the funds for the construc-
tion of gigantic projects foi'the greatest possible develop-
ment of the productive forces which is absolutely neces-

sary in order to procluce goods in abundance. Also,
security considerations, fo: example, the chance of bom-
bardment by the irnperialists, limit the possibility of
constructing large-scale projects. This is all the more
so if it is borne in mind that an advanced Socialist country
must disinterestedly help the less advanced Socialist
ccuntries to modernise their naticnal defences because
it is the entire So'cialist camp that has to be safeguarded.

Secarud,l,y, the necessity of assislii-rg and fu1ly supporting
the stmggtre for the victory of the revolutions in
other countries in the interests of consolidating the vic-
tories of the revolution in the Socialist countries them-
selves as welL as in the frarnework of being "able and

willing to make th-' greatest possible national sacrifices

for the sake of overthrowing international capital". The

Socialist countries must unreservedly and disinterestedly
help the revoi.uticnary struggle of the peoples in other
countries, including the national independence struggles

of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
Thirdly, the ideological influence coming from the im-

perialist countries. It is certain that this can oniy be

overcome if there are genuine Marxist-Leninist Parties

that continuously und.ertake revolutionary education
among the masses of the PeoPle.

The facts today show that because of laxity, lack of
vigilance, lack of consciousness of the threats emanating
from imperialism, and as a result of not holding firmly
enough to the motor of world revolution - that is, the

class struggle -- because of modern revisionist ideas, the

Socialism that has already been accornplished can be
placed in jeopardy, undermined by the survivals of capi-
talism or by new seeds of capitalisrn.

This is the reason why tlie task of economic construc-
tion in the Socialist countries should be to further consoli-
date the socialist economy and strengthen the proletarian
staie. Thrs is an objective programme. The imperialists
are certainly not happy if the proletarian state is strength-
ened, but Communists do not need the praise of the im-
perialists.

The programme f,or the construction of Communist
society in the present world situation where imperialism
still exists in the world, is a subjective programme and
such a programme weakens the revolutionary movement
on a world scale. Why? The prerequisite for buildi,ng
Communist soci,ety ts peace, tnhereas i,n fact the ttsorld
today strll Jaces tu.to possibili,ties, the possibility of peace
and the possibilitE of uar. As a, consequence of the sub-
jectiue progrqrnme for the constructi,on of Communzsn:t
the present i,nternational situation i,s tdetlli,sed. Tlte im-
periah,sts end their lead.ers usho are thirsti.ng for war
and aggressi,otl,, uho o.re eDer?lwhere usaginE i,nteruenti,on,
subuersi,on and aggression, are spoken of i,n fine taord,s as
if they ltsere "peace-lusing" and "reasonable". Idealising
the imperialists in this way is one and inseparable with
the subjective programme for the construction of Com-
munism because if the imperialists do not want "peace"
then the basis for such a programme disappears. A sub-
jective programme leads to a subjective evaluation of
the situation; it ieads to subjective actions, with the re-
sult that it is not surprising if confusion, demoralisation
and havoc have arisen in certain ranks of the internation-
al Communist movement, in the revolutionary movement
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of the working class and the people of the world' As a

result of this subjective programme, the contradiction
between Socialism and imperialism is glossed over and

there is the illusion that imperialism will automatically
collapse once its economy has been surpassed by the 

-S9-
ciatist countries. In this way, the fate of mankind is

tion in the Socialist countries because such a programme

weakens the ideology of the working people of the so-

and the class struggl.e on a world scale' Of course, the
reduces the interna-
oPIe in the socialist
m" because, deliber-

their efforts to "build Communism"' Ideologicai weak-

ness and"the decline in political consciousness gets worse

andworseiftoallthisisaddedanuncriticalattitudeto_
wards expressions of bourgeois cultural decadence and

the spirit of great-nation egoism.
In connection with this, it is necessary to note the

fact that socialist construction in several Socialist coun-
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tries is facing a number of trials. Up to today, socialist
construction everywhere is still in a state of experiment.
Al1 Socialist countries, both those that exist today as well
as those that will come into being in the future, face the
chailenge of the restoration of capitatrism" The experi-
ences of all Socialist countries testify to the correctness
of Lenin's warning inspired by a high leve1 of vigilance
when he said: "The transition from capitalism to com-
munism represents an entire historical epoch. Until this
epoch has terminated, the exploiters inevitably cherish
the hope of restoration, and this hope is converted into
attempts at restoration." (V. I. Lenin, "The Proletarian
Revolution and the Renegade Kautsky", Selected Works,
Vol. II, Part 2, p. 61.) Such phenomena as the signs of res-
toration of capitalism, disproportions between production
and the market, between industry and agriculture, be-
tween nuctrear industry and ordinary industry and
between the economic developments in one socialist
country and those in another socialist country require
very special attention in order to be resolved speedily.
There is no cioubt whatsoever that socialist power, wield-
ing its most powerful weapon, that is, the dictatorship of
the proletariat, will be ful1y capable of resolving these
phenomena; it is quite a different matter from the crises
that occur periodically in capitalist economies which are
an integral aspect of the capitalist system itself. But if
a socialist state already talks about the construction of
Communism whereas it is apparent that these phenomena
have not yet been overcome, then this is nothing but a
subjective attitude and it me,ans reducing the ability to
pass the trials now being faced.

We raise these questions not because we want to in-
terfere in the programmes of fraternal Communist Par-



ties. Neither is it because we do not want Communist
society to be the con-

trary, it is pr e sPeedY

realisation of Possible
periocl in terms of world history. t
path to such a societY is not bY
menting the present subjective P

struction of Communism but, on

doning this programme and
good construction of Socialis
against imperialism with all

There is no shorter Path
that of first completeiy destroying imperialism through-
out the lvorld.

In putting forward these ideas, we at the same time

rectify the idea that once existed among Indonesian

Communists about the possibility of creating Cornmunist

society in one or several countries whiie imperialism still
predominates. We clo not want to force our opinion upon

other Cornmunist Parties, but we only want others to

is that we regard as incorrect the
onstruction of Communist society as

stiii exists in the world.

(6} THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST MOVEMENT

Dear Comrades!

Some months ago, our Party sent a fraternal delegation

to several Socialist counl,ries, which visited the Soviet

U e German Democratic RePublic, the

C Republic and the Democratic People's

R a and rvhich held friendly di'scussicns

with the Jeaderships of the Communist Parties in these
countries. As regards these discussions, the main em-
phasis of wilich was on the international Communist
movement, I have, on behalf of the delegation, made
reports to the Political Bureau and to the meeting of
cadres helci on 29th September, 1963. I will not repeat
here everything I said on those occasions.

On this occasion, I should only like to stress a few
points, in particular regarding the necessity for us even
more firmly to defend the attitude of independence and
equality or equal rights in relationships rnzith other Com-
inunist and Workers' Parties. This attitude has not only
helped us to work out a correct attitude towards various
problerns of the international Communist movement but
it has also made our Party more easily comprehensible
to the masses of the Indonesian people. By means of
this attitude of inciependence and equality we have be-
come more critical regarding the problems of the interna-
tional Communist movement and it has helped us to
further integrate the ranks of the Party with the con-
crel,e prcblems of the Indonesian re-rolution and urith the
masses of the Indonesian people. Thanks to this correct
attitude, unfavourable influence of the conflicts with-
in the international Communist movement has been
felt in our Farty; in fact these conflicts have become a
"University of Marxism-Leninism" for our Party ranks.
We not only do not prohibit our Party members frorn
studying all the conflicting opinions of the various Com-
rnunist and Worke::s' Parties; on the contrary, we urge
them to do so, naturally urging thern to study them crit-
ically and with the aim of speeding up the victory of the
Indonesian Revolution and the World Revolution"
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Apart from that, we have drawn the conclusion that
the international Communist movement is now experi-
encing a process of selection, crystallisation and consolida-
tion and that there are today in the international Com-

munist movement four types of Communist and Workers'

Parties, namely: (1) Marxist-Leninist Parties; (2) Parties

whose leaderships are controlled by revisionists but
within them there is a Marxist-Leninist opposition; (3)

Parties which are completely controlled by the revision-
ists, s who have been exPelled have
set circles; and (4) Parties which
are by the revisionists and besides

which there is already a new Comrnunist Party'
Our Party is of the first tYPe.

Our Party must not intervene in the internal life of
other Parties. But it cannot possibty remai.n silent if
Parties in many countries are already expeliing members,

if Marxist-Leninist circles have come into existence in
a number of countries, and if in fact in lsome countries
new Marxist-Leninist Parties have been set up, because,

in our intercourse with Communist Parties of the world,
we shall establish relations with these circles and Parties.

We Indonesian Communists will continue to be as

objective as possible towards the differentiation and

selection which is now taking place within the Communist

Parties of many counl,ries at the present time, and in
this matter, we hold filmly bv Marxism-Leninism, pro-

Ietarian internationalism and the revolutionary principles

of the 1957 Moscow Declaration and the 1960 Moscow

Staternent.
Our Party will be as obiective and as patient as possi-

ble in resolving the differences of opinion that have

arisen in the international Communist movement and in

arranging our bilateral relations with fraternal Parties.
Together with this, we shall explain our opinions as
clearly as possible.

The correctness of our attitude of independence and
equality has already been tested in practice. But never-
theless, we must continuously make our attitude quite
cIear, both within the Party and to the masses of the
people at home, as well as to the Parties and the working
class of the world. Within the Party, we must make
this quite clear in order to arouse creativeness within
the Party in applying the universal truth of Marxism-
Leninism to the concrete practice of the Indonesian revo-
Iution. ft is necessary to make this quite clear to the
masses of the people outside the Party in order to make
our position towards the international Communist move-
ment quite clear to them and so that the question of the
international Comrnunist movement also becomes the
question of the masses of the Indonesian people, and
especially so that the struggle against revisionism is not
only a question for the Communists but a question for
aII patriots who are struggling against imperialism, colo-
nialism and neo-colonia1ism. We must explain our attitude
to fraternal Parties and to the working class of the world
in order to facilitate mutual understanding and to show
that if there are differences of opinion, these are not
caused by any misunderstanding but are indeed based
upon a real difference of opinion.

The domestic reactionaries, from Darul Islam elements
to the bureaucrat capitalists, in their attempt to "deny"
that the CPI takes an independent stand, are fond of
saying that "the CPI is not critical towards Moscow",
that "the CPI trails behind Peking", but together with
this, they also say that the CPI has already become
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"nationalist" and so on. They have got themselves all
mixed up.

But the CPI's independent stand speaks for it"self ; as

time goes by it is more and more being confirmed by
the masses of Communists, and the non-Co nmunist revo-
lutionaries have greater and greater appreciation and
respect for it.

When the reactionaries, like people who have just
woken up when the sun is already high in the sky,
realise that the CPI does indeed have an independ-ent
and critical stand in taking over the experience of the
Communist and Workers' Parties of other countries, and

realise that this independent and critical stand benefits
the revolution and the people and is, on the contrary,
harmful to the counter-revolution and other enemies of
the people, these enemies then begin to utilise every
difference of opinion between the CPI and the CPSU
(for example, on the question of whether or not to criticise
Yugoslav revisionism, whether or not to give aid to the
Nehru Government, whether or not to support the tripar-
iite agreement on partial prohibitions of nuclear weapon
tests) in order to make the CPI take the opposite stand,
that is, to make the CPI adopt a non-independent and
non-critical stand. Just see - 

now the enemies of the
peopie are inciting the CPI to trail behind others. !

Once again, they have got themselves all mixed up.
Such is the effectiveness of the CPI's stand.

No. The CPI is not going to abandon its independent
stand, either now or at any time. As we have repeatedly
stated and proven in fact, this stand not only benefits the
left-wing movement in Indonesia but it also benefits the
entire nation which is now waging a life-and-death strug-
gIe agairrst impet"ialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism.

Aniong Communists abroad, too, there are some who
are not very happy about the CPI's independent stand.
Even - and I might as well not hide this - there are
comrades abroaci who accu.se the CPI of being "national-
ist". They regar:d the slogan of "Indonesianising Marxism-
Leninism" as being a slogan that is in conflict with
Marxism-Leninism. I do not approve of authoritarian
methods which, on the slightest pretext, say "if Lenin
were still alive, he would bear us out", and so on, but
since the thing that rrr/e are Indonesianising is Marxisrn-
Leninism and not anything else, and since the practice
proves that this is a good and useful thing to do, we too
would like to ask: If Marx, Engels ancl Lenin were still
alive, would they be happy or sad to see Communist
Parties appiying their teachings faithfully and creatively?
Vr'hat is Marxism-Leninisrn for if not to be Indonesianised
in Indonesia, Indianised in India, Australianised in
Australia? lVhat then did Lenin mean when he said that
Marxism must be "trans1ated", if not blending its general
truths with the concrete practice of the revolution
in a particular country? By Indonesianising Marxisrn-
Leninism, Indonesian Communists are at one and the
same time opposing revisionism, both modern as well as
classical, and opposing dogmatism, both modern as well
as classical.

Those comrades abroad who ar.e not so happy about the
CPI's independent stand often say that "the CPI is
flexible in domestic affairs but rigid in international
affairs". "Ihese comrades are confusing two types of
contradictions. Towards whom is it that the CPI is
flexible and towards whom is it that the CPI is rigid?
The CPI is flexible towards its allies in the National I'r,ont
* is this wrong? The CPI is rigid towards the enemies
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of the people, namely, the US imperialists and other im-
perialists - is this wrong? Yes, the CPI is rigid towards
the enemies of the people at home such as Messrs. Hatta,
Sukiman, Sjahrir, Natsir, Kartosuwirjo and others-is
this wrong, too? Or perhaps these comrades would like
the CPI to "go to the other side of the road", to adopt

a rigid attitude towards its allies in the National Front
and to adopt a flexible attitude towards the enemies of

the people at home and towards the imperialists' If
this is what they want, then sorry, the CPI is not pre-

pared to foIlow such advice because it would mean the
ruination of the Indonesian revolution, because such

advice calls for adventurism in the united national front
and capitulationism towards the domestic enemies of the
people and towards imPerialism I

In dealing with the problems in the international
Communist movetnent, the CPI has, from the very out-
set up to the present day, always taken a consistent

stand. The CPI holds firmly by Marxism-Leninism, by
proletarian internationalism, by the revolutionary prin-
ciples of the 1957 Moscow Declaration and the 1960

Moscow Statement.
It is known from the recent polemics in the interna-

tional Communist movement that discussions between

the Communist and Workers' Parties took place not only
in Moscow in 1957 and 1960 but also in other places, for
example, in Bucharest, also in 1960. People have enough

chance to examine the stand taken by the CPI delega-
tions at these meetings; there is not a single question in
which the CPI has not been consistent. The CPI has been

consistent in its stand towards Stalin, namely, to the

effect that, even though he committed certain mistakes,

Stalin is still a great Marxist-Leninist whose services to

the construction of Socialism in the Soviet Union, to
the liquidation of Trotskyism, to the destruction of fas-
cism in the Second Wor1d War, to the defence and creative
development of Marxism-Leninism, and to the interna-
tional working-class mo{/ement in general are immeas-
urably great. The CFI has been consistent in its attitu,de
towards Albania, namely, in regarding Albania as a So-
cialist state and the Albanian Party of Labour as a
Marxist-Leninist Party and therefore regarding every
attack made on Albania and the Albanian Party of La-
bour, in particular those made openly, as being incorrect.
The CPI has also been consistent in its attitude towards
Yugoslav revisionism, namely, that, as is stated in the
1960 Moscow Statement, the League of Communists of
Yugosla.via is a traitor to Marxism-Leninism and is
waging subversive activities against the Socialist camp
and the international Communist movement, and that op-
position to it is therefore the obligatory duty of every
Marxist-Leninist Party. And on all other questions, too,
the CPI has been consistent.

Only recently, to be exact on 11th December, we
celebrated the third anniversary of the adoption of the
Moscow Statement. We can only rejoice at the fact that
revolutionary practice during the past three years, in
Asia, Africa and Latin America and in all the four cor-
ners of the earth has proven that that Statement has
indeed withstood all trials, that it is correct and has
been a source of inspiration. If we really hold firmly by
the Statement, hold firmly by its revolutionary contour
and spirit, hoid firmly by it in words and in deeds, and
not liberally and anarchistically revise this part or that
part at wilI, then it will be possible to uphold Marxist-
Leninist unity in the international Comrnunist movement,
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and the international Communist movement as the might-
iest movement of our epoch can be led so as to advance to
the seizure of new vicl,ories, one by one.

The situation in the international Communist move-
rnent today is not black and it will never be black. Even
though there are serious differences of opinion in the
international Communist movement toda.y, the rays of
Marxism-Leninism nevertheless shine in all countries.
trn some places, the ray is a large one, in others it is
smalI, but nowhere is there complete darkness. However
small the ray of Marxism-Leninism may be in a country,
it is neverthe}:ss the only ray for the working people of
that country. This is why thele is no reason whatsoever
to be pessimistic. There is every reason for us to hold
high the banner of revotrutionary optimism in the inter-
national Communist movement today.

How about the possibility of holding an international
::neeting of Comrnunist and Workers' Parties? We con-
tinue to hold the view that, at a suitable time, after
adequate preparations have been made, such a meeting
will definitely take place.

In a situation where, as at present, bilateral negotia-
tions have not be sufficiently undertaken in order to
resolve the difierences of opinion betwcen certain Com-
rnunist Parties, for instance, between the Comrnunist
Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of
China, we are of the opinion that bilateral negotiations
should be continued beforc an international meeting of
all Parties is held.

We are anxious that the interrrational meeiing of Com-
munist and Woikeis' Parl,ies should strengthen the
Marxist-Leninist movement and proletarian internation-
aIism, and strengthen as well as develop the revolutionary
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principles of the Moscow Declaration and Statement. We
do not want an international meeting to weaken all this.

While waiting foi: a suitable mornent to convene an
internatjcnatr meeting of Communist anci Workers' par-
ties, the Communist Farty of Indonesia will-continue to
struggle against revisionism by unfurling the six banners,
narnely: (1) the banner of Marxism-Leninism against
revis,ionism; (2) the banner of revotrution against capitu-
iation; (3) the banner of concrete peace against abstract
peace; (4) the banner of proletarian internationalism
against great-nation egoism; (b) the banner of unity
against splitting; and (6) the banner o{ revolutionary
optimism against pessimism.

linfurling these six banners means: (1) we are faith*
ful in words and in deeds to Marxism-Leninism and pro-
letarian internationalism, to the revolutionary principles
of the Deciaration a.nd the Statement; (2) we are serious
about the task of compieting the wor1d revolution in its
entirety, leading to a classless s,ociety; (3) we draw to-
gether all progressive forces as the core of a mighty peace
movement against the imperiali,sts, in particular the US
imperialists who are the main bulwark of aggression anrl
-war; (.1) we reject the big stick of any state or party
and defend the principles of independence and equality
in the international Communist .movement; (5) we
preserve unity in the international Communist movement
by giving first place to real unity based on the principles
of Marxism-Leninism; and (6) we oppose demoralisation
in the international Ccmmunist mov-ement as a result of
the split that has been caused by revisionism.

By holding high these six banners we continue the
advance to crush imperialism and revisionism and to
strengthen the international Col-nmunist movement.



III
CONSOLIDATE THE INTEGRATION OF

THE MARXIST-LENINIST CPI
WITH THE PE,A.SANTS

Dear Comrades!

In April this year, we successfully completed the Sec-

ond Three-Year Plan. What are the most important
results that have teen achieved by our Party with the
conclusion of the Second Three-Year PIan, that is to say,

after having completed two Three-Year P1ans?

After having completed two Three-Year Plans on the
building of the ideology and organisation of the Party,
there are two most important things that we have
achieved, namely:

(1) Ourr Party has become a Marxist-Leninist Party
with many members, that is to say, more than two and

a half million members, who are generally educated in
the outlook, standpoint, method ancl spirit of Marxism-
Leninism, who are spread throughout the entire country
and consolidated politically, organisationally and ideolog-
ically. In other words, we have succeeded in creating a

Party that is at one and the same time a nass Party and

a cadre Party as we have jndeed intended to do and
struggled to do for the last 10 years or so.

(2) Under the leadership of the Indonesian Commu-
nists, more than 7 million adult peasants are organised-
Tl:e Buri.san Tani, Indonesta (BTI - Indonesian Peasants'

Front) has a membership of 7,099,100, or more than 25

per cent of the adult peasant population. Of the roughly
42,575 agricultural villages (the total number of villages
is 47,305), 27,263 groups of the mass revolutionary peas-

ants' organisation have been established (nearly 50 per
cent); in 2,587 agricultural ketjamatan, (districts), (the
total number of ketjamstan is 2,874),2,18G sub-branches
have been established (more than 84 per cent); and of the
259 Dasusati II (second-Ieve1 government regions,), 262
branches have been established covering 251 Dasusati, il
(almost 97 per cent). For a number of reasons, more than
one branch have been established in certain Dqswatl lI.

What conclusions can we draw from these two facts?
FirstlE, our Marxist-Leninist Party has basically a1-

ready integrated itself with the peasants and this means
basically that we have succeeded in creating and contin-
ually consolidating the alliance of the working class
(represented by the Communists) and the peasants.

Secondly, with the ever greater consolidation of the
alliance of the working class and the peasants, the united
national front in our country has a sound and militant
basis and is therefore becoming more and more invincible.

Thi,rdlE, with the continual expansion in the number
of peasants led by the Communists, there is an ever
greater guarantee of the defeat of every attempt at
splitting by the right-wing socialists, right-wing religious
persons, right-wing nationalis,ts and the other reaction-
aries who are trying to create conflicts between the na-
tionalities, between the regions and the centre (separa-
tism) and between the forces within the national front.

The conclusion can also be drawn that the CPI has
basically succeeded in Indonesianising Marxism-Leninism,
which in essence means integrating the Marxist-Leninist
CPI with the peasants.

It is fitting for this Second Plenum of the CC to convey
its highest appreciation and salutations to all Party
members and cadres who, in a spirit of great courage and
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perseverance, have worked hard to achieve these bril-
Iiant results. We convey the highest sah-rtations especially
to those cadres who are working in the ranks of the
peasants. The heart and thoughts of the CC of the CPI
and of all Party rnembers and cadres who work in tl-re

towns will always be with them.
C)f course, the question cf Indonesianising Marxi''sm-

Leninism is not only a question of integrating our Party
with the peasants; the question is much broader, that is,

integrating the Party with everything that is connected
with the concrete practice of the revolution in our country,
with the workers, the youth, the intellectuals, the women,
the writers and artists, the pcor urban dwellers and so

on; with political, econornic, cultural, scientific and other
affairs. But the key to a1l this is the total integration of
our Marxist-Leninist Party with the peasants because our
revolution at the present stage is in essence an agrarian
revolution, a revolution of the peasants. This is the
reason why we say that the'essence and the primary day-
to-day practice of Indonesianising Marxism-Leninism is

integrating our Party with the peasants.
A11 our talk about solving the food-and-clothing prob-

1em, the indispensable condition for which is a radical
agrarian programme, would be pure nonsense if we ciid
not integrate our Party totally with the peasants. If
we did not do this, all our talk about completing the
national and democratic revolution, about changing the
system of society by cru-shing the big expioiters in the
countrysirie and the towns, abou-t industrialising and mod-
ernising Indonesia, and even more so about Socialism,
would be pure nonsense.

But the results r,ve have achieved, as have been de-
scribed above, are proof that we are not talking nonsense'

that the members and cadres and the entire ranks of our
Party are in real earnest. We should also like revolution-
aries outside the ranks of the Communists to be in ear-
nest, too, and we encourage them into becoming so.

But what is to be said if many of them only want to
talk nonsense about the food-and-clothing difficulties,
about completing the revolution, about opposing the big
exploiters, about the jndustrialisation and modernisation
of the country, about Socialism, and so on. We cannot
prohibit them from talking nonsense, but the inrportant
thing is that we ourselves do not talk nonsense, that we
Communists genuinely dedicate oursel'.zes to aIl the good
things we talk about. "On1y in this way can we become
genuine bearers of the Message of Suffering of the Peo-
pIe, the genuine servant and the genuine saviour of the
people. Clearly, it is not the monopoly of the Commu-
nists to becorne the saviour of the people. But clearly, too,
if one wants to become the saviour of the people, one
must be in real earnest, and if one is in real earnest,
it will not be possible to come to any other conclusion
than that the first step in this direction is to place the
revolutionary struggle of the peasants in the forefront,
to implement a radical agrarian programme so that the
slogan "land only to the peasants who ti1l it" can be
put into practice.

We are not yet satisfied nor can we possibly be satis-
fied with what we have accomplished in our work among
the peasants. We must intensif.y our ideological, political
and organisational work so that our Party becomes more
deeply rooted in the countryside, so that the unity be-
tween our Party and the peasants is like finger-nails in
the fiesh. For this, CPI cadres must be like persons who
are "obsessed" with the peasants' movement.
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The theory of the revolution which we l:rave recentJy
formulated in a very simple way, namely: 1, 1, 2,:1,4,
or, do, do, r'e, mi, fa, stresses the exceptional r'mporiance of
rvork among the peasants. 1 (the first one) means one
vanguard, that is to say. the wcrking claps; 1 (the second
one) means one basic force, that is to say, the peasants;
2 means the two forces that make up the basis of the
united national front, that is to say, the workers and
the peasants in close alliance; 3 means the three moving
forces of the revolution, that is to say, the workers, the
peasants and the petty bourgeoisie, or in other words,
the entire working people; and 4 means ti-re four forces
of the National Front, that is to say, the workers, the
peasants, the petty bourgeoisie ancl the national bour-
geoisib. Thus the peasants comprise the basic force, one

of the two forces that make up the basis of the united
national front, one of the three rnoving forces of the
revolution, and one of the fcur forces of the uniled na-
tional front. So irnportant is the position of the peasants
in our revolution that it is not possible for our revolution
to be victorious without organising and mobilising ihe
tens of millions of peasants. The masses of the peasants
not only comprise a decisive force itr irnplementing the
first stage, the national and democratic stage of our revo-
lution, but also for the second stage, the Socialist stage,

because the peasants comprise extremely broad massers

of the people who har.re a stake in the tiuilding of a

Socialist society; ancl because the peasants will become
the mainstay of the basis of our Sociaiist economy in time
to corne. Thus, the work carried out among the preasants

today is not anly in order to complete the national and
democratic revolution but it is also work in the interest

r.,f the future of the revolution. The better we work
among the peasants now, the rnore rapidty wiII the na-
tior:al dernocratic revolution be completed and the better
will i:e the Socialism that we build in the future.

Some of our Party memirers and cadres work and live
in the tcrvns" I\{any of them stiil think tl-,at the question
of working among the peasants has nothing to d.o -with
them. Ey thinking in this way, they are in fact holding
themselves aloof from the basic activity of our Party.
Without ideniif5rin.g oneself with the basic activity of
ou.r'Pa"rty if is irrrpossible to be a good Partv member.

Does tl"lis mean i,hat the Farty demanCs that all our
town cacires should rnake a rush for the courrtryside and
negiect the lvork among the rvorkers, the intelleciuals,
and other sections of torrrn-d',vetrlers? Of course not; we
cannot possihiy neglect the urork in the tcwns, in partic-
LrJ.ar, we cannot neglect the work amring the rvorkers.
Our Farty is the Party of the working class, and therefore
it is irnpossible for it to neglect rvork in the ranks of its
or,vn class.

What. we d,c hope from Far.ty rnernl:ers and cadres in
the towns is that they should identify themselves with
the ila-sic activity of the Party, activity among the peas-
an'is, that they shoulcl- ire thonoughiy conscious of the
ciecisive role cf the peasants in vrinning uictory for the
Indonesian R,evolution. In drd.el' ro clo this, tirey must
in ihe first place integrate their ti:oughts with the revolu-
tionary movement of the peasants, and in order to clo
this it is indispensable for ti:enr tc accept the Party,s
agrarian programme unreservedly, to understand this
Ili'ogramme thoroug-hly, to understand a-Ii rnatters con-
nected wit.[: class relati.ons iri the countryside, to under-
stand the peasants' struggle and trink up their oqzn wor.k
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in the town creatively and properly with the peasants'

struggle. They mr.rst identify their thoughts with the
thoughts of the very poorest village dwellers, namely, the
peasant labourers and the poor peasants. Theg must
think the "thought of t'he peasants' revol,utian", the

thought that the key to our reuolutton is the uillaEe, the
consistent implementation of the Latn on Crop'Sharing
Agreements anil the Basic Agrarian Lau: is a fauourable
condi,tion ut oq"d"er subsequentty to imptemerut a radical
ag rari,aq, pr o g ra'fiun e.

There are still many of our town cadres who are quite
indifferent to the questions facing the peasants, who
make no effort to know the contents of the Law on

Crop-sharing Agreements and the Basic Agrarian Law.
And yet these two laws are the results of a bitter struggle
waged by the peasants under the leadership of the Party.
They take no interest whatsoever in the struggle and the
difficulties of the peasants in bringing about the imple-
mentation of these two laws. If things are aIlowed to go

on like this, many of our cadres in the towns will just
become arnateur revolutionaries, persons who are not
capable of earnestly taking part in the revolution. It
is certainly not our intention to have such town cadres.

This is why our Party must in the time to come turn
them into genuine revolutionaries through going-down
movements, Party schools, seminars and discussions so

that they integrate their thoughts with the struggle of
the peasants, link up their activities in the towns crea-

tively and properly with the peasants' struggl.e and heip
this struggle. A very important role in this must be

played by revolutionary trade union cadres who work
in the transportation and communications sectors, in the
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agrarian sector anC in other sectors that have marry con-
nections with the villages.

Our town cadres are in general all good cadres, they
easiJ.y grasp a problem, they are skilful social and poiit-
ical workers, devoted to and confident in the Party, and
they generally know about the need to give pride of
place to tire interes[s of the Party and tli.e revolution.

Our cadres are awai'e of the fact thai a1i national-
democratic revolutions in Asia that have won victory and
have been able to follow up victory by speedy Socialist
construction have been able to do this first and foremost
becau-se of the integration between the 1\flarxist-Leninist
Parties and the peasants in the countries in question. The
Cuban Re.rolution also won because of this. Yes, our own
experiences too indicate the same thing about the impor-
tance of the role of the peasants. We succeeded in crush-
ing the "FRRl-Perrnesta" rebellion because the Armed
Forces of the Republic obtained the help of the masses of
the pea,sants. It was oniy possible to stamp out the
armed counter-revolutionary Darul IsIam-TII and "South
Moluccas Republic" gangs after the peasants had been
aroused into stamping them out together with the Armed
'Forces of the Republic. In those places rvhere the peas-
ants have not yet risen up, as for exarnple in South
Sulawesi, it has not yet been possible to crush the
counter-revoh.rtionary rebels. As long as the peasants
have not been aroused in South Sulawesi, it will not be
possibie to stamp out the Kahar Muzakar counter-
revolutionary gangs completely. Military force alone
cannot possibiy stamp them out.

The experience of the August 1945 Revolution also
points ro the same thing as regards the exceptionally
important roLe of the peasants. Even though the demands



of the August Revolution have not yet been carried out
urp to now, this revolution has nevertheless achieved cer-

tain irnportant result,s and has given us some extremely
important lessons about the indispensability of the role
of the peasants in the revolution. The August 1945

Revolution taught that: (1) the peasants or the uillages

are the source oJ foodstuJfs uhereas ttsithout toodstuffs
the reool,utian cannot possibly occur; (2) the peasan'ts

or the uillages ure the source oJ soldiers ushereas rtsithout
reuolutionary soldiers, the reuolution c&nnot possibly
accur; (3) the peasants or uillages are th,e place to
which the reooluti.on retreats if it sufJers blotus tn the

toutns, whereas without a place of retreat, the reuolu-
tiona4l forces csn be crushed in the towns; and (4) the
peasamts or the uil'lages clre the bast's for Launchzng an

atteck against the enemy to tttzn back the totuns that
had, preuiouslE been abandoned, tuhereos ttstthout a basis

zn t'h,e Jorm of uillages frorn uhich to la,unch an a'ttack,

tt is nat possible for the tottsns to be setzed back. In
brief, the question of the pea-sants or the viliages is the
question of life and death dor the revolution, and even the
question of life and death for revolutionary cadres' In
addition, the safety of the revolutionary cadres in the
towns and the solution of other vital national problems
also depend greatly upon the revolutionary work in the
villages among the ranks of the peasants.

Today the entire Party is fired with a burning bon-

teng spirit, with the firm resolve of "ever onward, no

retreat". It is now in the course of implementing the
"flying-start movement" of the Four-Year Plan on Cul-
tw'e, ld,eologA cnd Organisati,on. Of course we have to
fulfil all the ma-nifold targets set in the Flan. But we

rnust never f,or a moment forget that the impLementation
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of this Plan must be closely linked with the line of con-
solidating our Party's integration with the peasants.
What does this mean? This means that our cultural
work must in the first place be aimed at raising the
cultural 1evel of the peasants and arousing the peasants'
spirit and joy in the struggle. This means that our ideo-
logical work must in the Jirst place be aimed at further
integrating the thoughts of all Farty cadres with the
peasants and at strengthening the proletarian ideol-
ogy of the cadres who work among the peasants. This
means that our organisational work must in the first place
be aimed at further expanding and consolidating the Party
organisation and our mass revolutionary peasants'organ-
isation so as to guarantee unanimity of thought within
them, so as to guarantee their discipline and fighting
spirits. The Party's work among the youth rn:ust in the
Ji,rst place be aimed at the peasant youth, its work among
the women must irz th,e first place be aimed at the peas-
ant women, its work among artists must in the fi,rst
ytlace be aimed at the village artists, its work among
teachers must in the first place be aimed at the village
teachers, its work among children must iru the Jirst place
be aimed at the children of the peasants, and so on.

Our most important political demand today is the de-
mand for a Gotong Royong Cabinet with Nasakom as
the core. As we have already concluded, there is no
question abcut its scientific correctness, objectivity, jus-
tice in accordance with democratic principles and patriot-
ism because the demand is quite clearly scientific,
objective, democratic and patriotic. The question is that
the other classes do not voluntarily want to surrender
even a part of state power to the proietariat.



Thus, sorrre of our comrades who are only clever at
blaming President Sukarno for the fact that a Gotong
Royong Cabinet with Nasakom as the core has not yet
been established, are very mistaken. They say that Fres-
ident Sukarno just talks and talks whereas in fact up
to now a Gotong Royong Cabinet with Nasakom as the
core has not yet been set up. Viewed from the angle of
the class struggle, and rve cannot do other than view it
from this angle, tire very fact that the Fresident speaks
about the necessity for a Gotong Royong Cabinet with
Nasakom as the cor:e, that is to say, that he speaks about
the participation of the Communists in state power, is
already r,,ery good. This is rnuch better than if the Pres-
ident were not to speak about this, a,nc[ far better by
comparison with the right-wing nationalists, the right-
wing religious peopie, the former Masjumi-PsIl people
who have now gone into hiding inside SOKSI, and other
reactionaries, rMho ai1 oppose it. These comrades who
are only clever at blaming President Sukarno for the fact
that a Gotong Royong Cabinet with Nasakom as the core
has not yet been established are guilty of three mistakes,
namely: (1) regarding the question of state power as
something magical, something philanthropic; (2) not
consistently standing on their own two feet, and (3)
aiming at the wrong tar-get, because by being clever only
at blaming Pi-esident Sukarno, the result is that the reac-
tionaries and the dark forces who are the obstacle to
the formation of a Gotong Royong Cabinet with Nasakorn
as the core are not being exposed- and beaten enough.

lMasjtimi-PSl: the two ultra-reactiorrary parties, one Moslern
and the other right-wing socialist, that u-ere outlawed in 1960,

Of course, Fr:esident Sr.rkarno can do very much in
connection with the question of forming a Cahinet. This
is 

"vhy 
our Party alvrays calLs on the people to contin-

uously raise this correct, ju-st and necessary demand
wii;h Pi:esiCent Srikarno. But we cannot hope for some-
thing magic to happen or for something philanthropic
to happen as regards the question of state potter. As
Ilas frequently heen said, the question of power is a
question of the balance of forces and there is no class that
voluntarily wants to share power with another class.
This is the reason vrhy for the for-mation of a Gotong
Royong Cabinet with Nasa,kom as the core, we must
unceasingly, in a spirit of great enthusiasm and u,ith per-
severing \,l'ork, carry out the line: consolidate the progres-
sive forces, unite rvith the middle-of-the-road forces and
continuously i.soiate the diehards. In other rvords. work
even better arnong the masses of the people, in pai:ticular
worklng frorn below, kroi.h among the organised people
as well as among the unorganised people. This is the
condition for br"eaklrig down the u'al1 that separates the
proletariat from state power. The key to implementing
this line, as lve harze often said. is the lvork performed
.by the Comrnrinists arnong the masses, in particular
arnong the peasants.

Oirr revoh-rtionar;r peasants, movernent today faces
four rnain tasks: (1) to caruy out t'he,,sir-goads', moue-
ment; (2) to erpand anrJ improue research uork in th,e
uillages; (3) to step wp actiuiiies ta muke the BTI a
nt{tss orgaruisation of the peasant labawrers and" the poot
peasants without refusing entrE to ihe mid"rtte peasamts
and {ilso orgc.ni.sing the middle peasants in ca-aperatiues;
and (4) intensifying and spread.inE lfiarrzst-Lenini.st
edctcation amnng thase cadres who utork among th,e peas-
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e.nts. The core of these four tasks is the "six-goods"
rnovement, that is, the movement (1) for the reduetion of
rent, particularly within the framework of, impiementing
the Law cn Crop-Sharing Agreements; (2) for the re-
duction of interest rates on loans; (3) for an increase in
the wages of peasant labou.rers; (4) for an increase in
agricultural prodi;ction, including the 1001 movement
and the rat-extermination campaign; (5) for an increase

in the cultural level of the peasants; and (6) for an

increase in the political consciousness of the peasants.

Irnportant pl'ogress has been made in the recent period
in the imp1ementation of these four tasks.

The stagnation in the impJ.ementation of the Crop-
Sharing Law and the Basic Agrarian Larn, has encouraged
the peasants to take unilateral actions to ensure that
these two laws are realiy implemented. Unilateral actions

are becoming more and more widespread every clay ancl

therefore the activities of the peasants' movement in the
days to come wilL be marked by unilateral actions. These

unavoidable acticns will certainly meet with obstruc-
tions. Baseci on thre peasants' own experiences, the unilat-
eral actions wiil oi-rly be successful if at least tlrree
conditions are met: (1) compact organisation, especially
unanimity in the standpoint and resolve of the leadership
of the actions at the kabupaten (sub-district), ketjamatan
(district) and village level; and the concreteness or vitai-
iiy of the revolutionary peasanl,s organisation in the
local work groups (i,WG); (2) education should proceed
apace, narnelv, emergency courses for village cadres which
deal specificaliy with the practical side of actions; and

(3) actions to proceed under leadership, avoiding "Ieader-
ship action" without the masses, or "mass actions"

urithout leadership, as wetrl as actions being consistentllz
based upon the farm labourers and the poor peasants.

Unilateratr actions are extremely just and al:solutely
legai because ihe ob'iectirze is none other than the proper
implementation of state laws (the Crop-Sharing Lar.v and
the Basic Agrarian Law). Unilateral actions are benefi-
cial botli to the G,overnment as well as to the broad mass
of village inhabil;ants; these actions must therefore be
capabie of winning the syrnpathy and support of more
than 90 per cent of the village inhabitants and the non-
reactionary state officials. Town inhabitants too, who
have a stake in an increase in agricultural procluction
must give these uniiateral actions their full support. It
is only with unilateral actions that it will be possible to
put an end to the intolerable sabotage that has been
encountered up to the present in the implernentation ol
these two laws and to ensure their implementation"

If it has been stated above that important. progress has
recently been rnade in the implementation of the four
tasks, this does r-rot mean that there are no longer any
major shortcomings in need of rectification. The facts
show that not all peasants'actions are yet centred around
the core of the "six-goods", in particular peasants' actions
directly against the landlords, such as actions for a re-
duction in rent, a reduction in the rate of interest on
loans ai-rd a rise in wages. It can be said that peasants'
actions against the landlords at the present tirne have
not yet become as widespread and deep as they ought to
be. Because vitrlage research work is not yet a"s wide-
spread and deep as it shouid be, there are stilI rather a
lot of Committees in agricultural regions that have not
yet succeeded in arousing the peasants and improving the
leadership of the peasants so as to wagrr a struggle directly
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against landlord exploitation. Thus there ale still Party
Committees in agricullural regicns that have not had
any direct experiences in opposing the landnords, starting
from researctr work to kno-,v w,ho are the lancllords, what
methods of exploitation they employ, up to the rvcrk of
arousing the farm labourers and poor peasants for
the implernentation of actions, frorn the simptrest to the
most severe type of actions.

Considered from the point of view of ti're method of
leadership, it is quite clear that without di;:ect experience,
Party Cornrnitiees cannot be successful in rn,eicling gen-
eral appeals with concrete directives. This is why the
r,vork of extending and improving research '"vork in the
villages ruust be carried out in real earnest right down
to the Section Committees and tire Sub-Section Comrnit-
tees in the agricultural regions. In addition to 1.his, if
we raise the issue of improving the ieadership of the
peasants, we rnust examine oLlr apparati-rs f,or carrying
this task out. The Party apparati-rs for carrying out this
task must continually be improved. Steps must continue
to be taken to cultivate cadres from among the ranks of
the farm labourers and pocr peasants, and to place
them in the teadership both on the Party Cornmitiees in
the agricultural regions as well as in the mass revolu-
tionary peasants' organisation.

Our peasant movement is facing an even greater up-
surge. In face of this, there are tliree attitndes that can
be taken by politicatr parties, grouirs and individuals:
f i,rsily, stand in front of the pea-sants and leaC them ;

secondlE, stand behind them or at their side while con-
demning and ricliculing them; and thi,rdly, standing face
to face with them with rifles dralvn. We Cornmunists have
Iong since proclaimed what our attitude is, namely, to

stand in fronl. of and to lead the revclutiorrary struggle of
the peasants, and, together with the peasants to inculca-te
consciousncss in, and draw over, those who ririicuie the
peasa,'lis, and resolutely oppose all those who are against
the peasan'us' struggle. We shall staunchly defend this
attitude, in a rnore courageous "bon,tenE" spirit and rvith
the resoh'e "ever forward, no retreat". By doing this
it means thai we are resisting sabotage of the iinplemen-
tation of the Crop-Sharing and Basic Agrarian La.ws as
well as pr-rshing forward implementation of land refcrm
in accordance urith the Decisions of the Provisional
People's Consultaiive Assemkrl5z (lnFF"S), the Economic
Deciaraticn and other state documents.

At the end of April this year, \,ve completed the Second
Three-Year Flan with reasonably good success, both as
regards the nurnber of rnembers as well as the number
of Party organisations; at the same time, the cacir-es and
the maiority of Party members have become more edu-
cated in Ma-rxist-Leninist politics and tbeory. Party mem-
bersl-'ip has now reached rnore than two and a half
miiiion and the Party has become a Party that is at one
and the same time a mass Party and a cacire Party. But
:uhe greatness of our Party today is still far from adequate
by comparison with the magnitude of the tasks vrhich we
face, bcth nationally as u'e1l as internationally.

Althcugh the work for the Second Three-Year Plan
period was throughout perched on the dynamite of the
state of emergency with the lesult that in many regions,
our cornra.des faced great difficultie-s in implernenting the
P1an, tl-ie rnost important plan targets were nevertheless
fulfilled 100 per cent or almost i00 per cent. Of all the
l. 1 rnost irnportant targets, almost hal.f were achieved by
rnore than 100 per cent while the others achieved figures
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approaching 100 per cent, and there was only one that
was below 50 per cent, and that was the target of collec-
tion of fees.

Toda), it is oni.y West Irian that as yet has no CPI
lVlajor District Committee due to the fact that Guided
Democracy is not yet operating there, and parties are not
yet allowed to be established there. But the moment this
ban is lifted, the Party is ready to s,et up an MDC and
lower Committees. There are CPI Section Cornmittees
in 93 per cent of all Daswati II in the country, CPI Sub-
Section Committees in 83 per cent of all ketiam,atans or
regions at the same leve1 as a ketiamntan, and CPI Resort
Committees in 62 per cent of a1l villages or areas of vil-
lage level.

The conclusion can be drawn from the experience of
the Second Three-Year Plan that Plan irnptrernentation
uery much depends upon the unanimity and activity of
the basic committee. Thus, the problern of activising ali
basic committees is a basic problem in the life of our
Farty organisation. This is the key to mass political
activity and the activity of the basic unjts of the revolu-
tionary mass organisation. The key to making the basic
committee function properly in general is the Sub-Section
Committee. Therefore, the concentration in building our
Party organisation must be placed upon developing SSC's
that are ideologically and politically monolithic and that
master well the method of leadership and style of work.
Co-operative work in the SSC's must be harmonious and
for this it is above a1l essential to solve aII internal
contradictions without any delay, they must mot be "leJt
ti,ll tomorroLD" er be allowed to linger on endtressly.

The final-spurt movement during the last 6 months of
the Second Three-Year Plan gave rise to extraordinary

activity. The spirit of catching up with targets that were
still behindhand in implementation stimulated Party
cadres into re-studying documents of the Congress, the
Central Committee Plenums and Plan Control Confer-
ences, and encouraged them into improving irnplementa-
tion of the method of lea<iership and the style of work.

lVe commenced the Four-Year Plan on Culture, Ideology
and Organisation on 17th August 1ast. The core of the
Four-Year Plan is the "Ten Rais,es",1 that is: (J.) raise
the cultural level of the rnass of Party members and the
people (anti-illiteracy campaigns, Centres of People's
Sciences and Houses of People's Sciences); (2) raise the
ideological level of the Party members and the people
(Potritical Schools and People's Courses); (3) increas,e
membership of the Party and the mass organisations;
(4) raise the status of candidate members to memhers;
(5) expand the grouping of Party mernbers and candi-
date members; (6) further activise the Resort Commit-
tees, the S""rb-Section Committees, the Sections and the
Fractions; (7) increase the collection of fees; (B) inten-
sify more suitable transfer and placement of cadres; (9)
intensify the going-down movernent; and (10) improve
the implemeniation of the method of leadership and the
style of work.

For implementation of the Four-Year Pian, we have
commenced with the Flying-Start Mouement which will
cover a period of three to six months, that is to say a
movement to d.isseminate an understanding of the essence
of the Plan, namely that implementatton of the Plan
means changing the balq,nce of Jorces, corvsolidating the
pragressiue forces and stren,gthening the united front, all

1 As may be seen, the verb "to raise" is not always appropriate
in the Englistrr translation.
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of this being Jor the reoolution. The FlginE-Start Maue-
ment is the ideological and. technical-adrainastratiue
preparation to emsure that t'he Plom proceeds stnoothly.

Those Ccmmittees that do not yet have a Ptran appara-
tus should set one up during the Flying-Start Movement;
and those that aiready have a Plan apparatus should
activise them b;r rnaking it compulsory for the Plan
Bureau or the Plan Functiorrary to report to the Execu-
tive Committee or the Committee Secretariat once a month
alrcut their work. During the F1;zing-Start I\{ovement,
tiie details of the Plan must be sent to ail Resort Com-
mittees so that they knorv exactly what they have to do
within the frarnework of the Four-Year P1an.

During this Four-Year Fi.an, education in the phiios-
ophy of dialectical and historical materialism constitutes
an important task which must not f,or a rnoment be
relaxed. The great tasks facing Indonesian Comrnunists
can only be implemented if there is solid uniiy within our
entire ranks, rvhereas it is certain that the defeats that
are continuously being sustained by the reactionaries will
lead to their launching rnore intensive atiacks, atrso in
the ideological field. It is only if we master the philos-
ophy of dialectical and historical materialisur that rn e

shal1 be able to smash all these attacks, guard our solidity
and gradually make dialectical and historical maierialism
the possession of the entire nation.

In connection with the task of consolidating the Party's
integration with the peasants, it js necessa.ry to stress
that all Party schools at aIl levels are in essence "schools
of the peasant retrolution".

The kev to implementing the Four-Year Flan in the
field of culture and ideology is teachers. Therefore, activ-

ities to hold Teachers' Schools and Teachers' Application
Courses rnust be given the besL possible attention.

Party work among village ieachers, elemenl,ary school
teachers and secondary school teachers rnust be stepped
up because they can help to raise the cultural level of
the masses of the people. Our Party nust establish the
best possible co-operation with the Actruit Education
Division of the Department of Basic Education and
Culture.

In orcier to meet the very great need for teachers for
the People's Universities, the Marxisi academies and
progressive universities, Party work among the intellec-
tuals mtlst be intensified, drawing more of them into the
trarty and educating them in the spirit and theory of
Marxism-Leninism. While there are some comrades among
the intetrlectuals who feel sel.f-satisfied and whose activ-
ities have beccrne lax, in general Communist intellec-
tuals are working hard. Today, within the framewo,rk of
implementing the Four'-Year Plan, there is much more
w'ork for them to do. Also within the framework of
Indonesianising Marxism-Leninism, so as to ensure that
the general truths of Marxism-Leninism are more closely
iniegrated with the concreie practice of the Indonesian
Revolution, the Party hopes for greater creativeness from
those Party cadres who come from the intellectuals. For
this purpose, Communist intellectuals must more reso-
lutely practise our slogan of study and work, that is, "I\llas-
ter Marxism-Leninism and knolv the situation", that is
to say, they must study Marxist-Leninist theory more
and must become better acquainted with the social prac-
tice of the rnasses of the people, and in particuLar, know
a1l the ins and outs of the class struggie in our country.
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Pa-rty work arnong the intellectuals has gcod prospects.
The politica,l consciousness of Indonesian intellectuals
today is high. In the context of the struggle against im-
perialism, in the campaign to crush "Malaysia" and all
manifestations of neo-colonialism in political, economic
and cultr-rral affairs such as the US "peace corps", more
and more pupils and students are taking part. This
,growing politicai consciousness is also apparent from the
,continuous actions being carried out to remove anti-
Manipol people from the universities.

In the context of implementation of the Four-Year Plan
and generally developing the revolutionary situation, we
place great hopes in writers, artists and other cultural
'workers. We hope that they will place the stress in their
work upr-rn creatiue ruork, and for this purpose, in addi-
tion to deepening their understanding of Marxist-
Leninist theory and politics, they must go down rnot:e
and produce 'tnore writings a-nd other creative works
which are artistic, realistic and revolutionary, which have
the power to awaken and thus to stimulate and mobii-
ise mass actions. Up to the present time, many of our
literary and artistic works do not.yet fu1ly constitute a
response to political, economic or cultural challenge but
,are still generally at the level of expressing approval or
disapproval of a particular situation, of condemning or
praising something. The basic reason is that many of our
writers, artists and other cultural workers have not yet
fu11y integrated themselves with the masses of the work-
ing people. But it is a matter for rejoicing that the
process of integration has already begun.

The decisive aspect in the question of integrating
writers and artists with the masses of the people is in-
tegration in thought, whereas going down in order to
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becomd acquainted with the life and different aspects
of the struggle of the masses of the people and to listen
to the criticisms of the masses of the people about their
creative works, is an essential way of testing the degree
to which they have achieved this integration of thought.
Since our cultural activities must penetrate more
thoL oughly into the midst of the working people, espe-
cialiy the peasants, it is therefore necessary to further
intensify w-ritten works and dramatic presentations
which means at one and the same time increasing the
amount of activity.to compose songs of struggle and
heaithy popular songs, to do decoration work, design
posters, draw caricatures, and the like.

Revisionism is not an acute danger in our Party. But
there can be no doubt that it is a latent danger because
our Party is not something that stands isolated from In-
donesian society and world society that contains revision-
ism. The field of arts and literature very easily absorbs
things and this is why it can most easily accept and cul-
tivate revisionism. Communist writers and artists must
guard themselves and their field of activity from being
afflicted with the poison of revisionism. They must wage
a militant struggle against manifestations of revisionism
in the field of Iiterature and art. In this way they will
greatly assist the Party and the revolutionary struggle
of the Indonesian people.

In order to improve and perfect Party work in litera-
ture ar-rd the arts, the Central Cornrnittee is going to
convene a National Conference of Progressive Writers
and Artists, particularly Communist writers and artists,
in the first half of next year. We shall also invite non-
Communist progressive writers and artists to take part
in this Conference.



Based on the experiences of our Party in worhing with
a P1an, this working with a Plan must always be com-
bined with intensification of work alnong the masses, in
particular the peasants. This is the reason u/hy one of
the most vital gu.arantees of success for the implementa-
tion of the Four-Year Plan is stepping up the work of
bringir-rg aboui simultaneousness between activities for
impiementation of the Plan and Party activities among
the masses of the peasants, the masses of th.e workers,
the masses of the youth, the women, the intellecluals, the
writers and artists, the poor urban dwe).Lers, and so on.

In the midst of this upsurge in the revolutionary situa-
tion in which Commnnists are generally becoming more
and more steeled in the revolutionary struggle, some of
our comrades are not advancing in step rvith the develop-
ment of the situation. They are in the rnain a minority
of comrades who are members of Government Organs
and Representative Councils, in short, comrades who
obtain faciiities in their daily lives in connection with
their position. They are comrades who were good peo-
p1e before they got these positions, and now too, most
of them are sti[ good but then they become influenced
by their sphere of activity where there are many lazy,
corrupt, gambling and immoral peopJe. They use their
position not to consolidate the revolutionary movement
but to "consolidate themselves". They forget that they
are tfie bearers of the Message of the Suffering of the
People, that they obtained their position thanks to the
mandate of the Party and the people. They generally do
not behave so badly as the criminal people from other
groups but this is no reason to justify Communists who
are guiity of inexcusable activities. The Party Com-
mittee concerned must take speedy action against these

weak comrades, to criticise them and where necessary take
disciplinary action. But the even more important thing is
to take action to prevent misdeeds from occurring and to
make sure that comrades who have been placed in certain
positions really carry out their tasks in accord with the
mandate of the Party and the people, and to make sure
that they make progress and become experts in their
respective field of work. For this purpose, all Com-
mittees under whose leadership there are members of
Executive Government Boards, Regional LegisXative
Councils and other C<iuncils must establish a special com-
mission, a Commissi,on on Gotsernmental qnd Represent-
atiue AfJai.rs, to assist the work and control the activities
as well as, where necessary, criticise in time (not too late)
those comrades who are members of such bodies.
Together with this, the Control Commissions of all Com-
mittees must be activised. Every misdemeanour must be
settled quickly, correctly, carefully, wisely and clearly.
Settlements that are protracted, incorrect, careless,
unwise and vague must be opposed.

Shouid those comrades who are members of Govern-
mental Organs and Representative Councils not be
allowed to make use of the facilities that they obtain in
connection with their positions? Of course they should.
They must make the best possible use of a1I the facilities
and opp,ortunities available to them in order to increase
their service to the people and the revolution and not in
"order to "consolidate themselves".

Our Party is facing work that is becoming greater and
greater both in the context of implementing the Four-
Year Plan, in handling the revolutionary situation that
is more and more rising to new peaks and in handling
international questions, including the question of the
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international Commtrnist movement, There is no greater
glory for us Communists than that of becoming good,

active participants in this great work. Our Party is not
only gaining more and more recognition frorn the masses

of the Indonesian people as the vanguard of the revolu-
tionary movernent in our country but it also occupies an

honourable position in the international Communist'
movernent.

We must consolidate and develop alI the good charac-
teristics of our Party which we hal'e sumrnecl up from
the experiences of the revolutionary struggie and the
experiences of building or-lr own Party. These eharac:
teristics are, amongothers: (1) combining patriotism witir
proletarian internationalisrn; (2) firmly upholding the
opinion that building the organisation i5 irnportant but
building ideology is even rnore important; (3) firrnly
upho)cting principles br.rt being flexible in their applica-
tion; (4) irecorning a mess Party and a cadre Pariy at
one and the same time; arrd (5) tota11,v integrating itself
lvith the peasants.

Hold high ttris good name cf the Party and d-ed-icate

our-<elves fully to the cause of our peopie atld 1,he cause

of Comrnunisrn.

Dear Cr-rnrades!

I have now reached the end of this Political Report.

We have mar{e a review, made an appraisal and estab-

Iished our new tasks in cloinestic and foreigi-r political
af,fairs as well as in the field of building the Party. We

har,'e also discussed a numbei: of proi:lems of the inter-
national Oornmunist molrement and fixed our new tasks.

For the irnplemeniation of the new tasks, we must con-
tinuously set afire llrc banteng spirit among the people
and the mernbers of the Pariy, the spirit of standing on
our own twc feet, of being confident in our own strength,
and of daring, daring, and once again, daring. We m-u,.st
be inspired by the resolve, "ever forward. no retreat,,
in the in-rplementation of all tasks.

With this spirit and resolve we advance {or consistent
land reform, to crush "Malaysia" and for a Gotcng
Royong Cabinet with Nasakom as the core.

With this spirit and resolve we advance ts smash im-
perialisrn and revisionisrn.

With this spirit and resolve we advance to consolidate
the integration of the I'{arxist-Leninist CPI with the
peasants.

We call upon ail members and cadres of the Party to
go on steeiing themselves, to make themselves Pari;y
cadres who are skil,fu,l, daring amd cultured.!

Ever forward, in the spirit of the Five Mores: more
daring, more skilful, rnore vigiiant, more resolute and
more painstaking !

Ever forward, holding high the banner of our Three
Goods: good in.work, good in study and good in rncrals.

Set afire the btL'nteng spirit! Ever forward, no retreat!
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